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“Progress in science depends on new techniques, new discoveries, and new ideas,
probably in that order.”
Sydney Brenner, Nature, 5 May 1980
“It is possible to design around such things by choosing your circuit to be very
tolerant. It is possible to use substandard components and still accomplish the goal.
It is one thing I could remember for a long time after that. You do not necessarily
have to have the best components to accomplish a goal, you can design around
things that are less perfect.”
Seymour Cray
“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.”
Albert Einstein

UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG

Abstract
Faculty of Engineering
School of Mechanical, Materials and Mechatronic Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
by Guillaume Michal

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) offers advantages in studying the surface
interactions at nanoscale. However, quantitative measurements in friction mode
are not easy to obtain due to the sensitivity of the AFM in regards to external
factors. The modelling of nanoscale contacts is an active area of research but the
size of typical models is not easily applicable to micro-mechanical devices.
This work attempts to bring closer simulations and experiments of contact at
nanoscale by modelling the Atomic Force Microscope. It is an ideal system to
model, on which nanoscale contact theories can be explored and new techniques
can be developed.
The laser based measurement chain, used in many AFMs, is modelled through the
coupling of the Finite Element Method and ray tracing. A first order approximation of the system is proposed and used to assess the resilience of the popular
‘Wedge method’ in regards to force-based crosstalks.
Quantitative differences between continuum and discrete models of contact are
studied. It is shown that these models do not predict equivalent interaction forces
for realistic atomic densities.
Since the discrete description is best suited to model the contact at the tip end,
a multiscale scheme is proposed to model the AFM cantilever through the coupling of FEM and Molecular Dynamics. The resulting approximation lies between
continuum contact theories and fully atomistic models.
The Virtual AFM is capable of representing adhesion, stick slips phenomenon and
provides a framework where the system, calibration methods and contact models
can be systematically evaluated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

From little things...

In the 1980’s the micro-electronic industry shrunk components to unleash higher
computing powers in smaller form factors. At the same time progress was made to
miniaturise mechanisms in an attempt to follow the trend of the micro-electronic
sector. Following the birth of the Atomic Force Microscopy [6] (AFM) and the
Surface Force Apparatus [7] (SFA) through the evolution of nanotribology [8], to
the exponential growth of simulations in the last two decades, science has provided
better foundations for the development of nanomaterials and micro/nano-devices.
A new area of research involving micro/nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) emerged. Big promises were envisioned from these tiny mechanical
devices but only a few delivered [9].
Why did not the micro-mechanical sector have a better success? As mechanical
systems are reduced in size, the surface to volume ratio of the objects increases
and interaction forces begin to have a major impact on the system. Surface manufacturing, material defects and required topography can be at the same scale.
Contact theories had to be looked at as nano and macroscales differ noticeably
[10]. We observed an increasing role of friction and adhesion, affecting the way in
which we process matter at small scales [11]. These combined scale effects mean
that micro/nano-mechanical devices suffer higher stresses relative to their size than
their larger counterparts. With higher frictional forces and stresses, systems wear
and break down quickly such that potential applications are sometimes precluded
[9].
1
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Even though these systems are very small, the mechanics of interaction at the
source of failure are even smaller, at the atomic scale. A comprehensive understanding of micro and nanotechnologies is not as simple as improving accuracy
or reducing tools. It requires a proper understanding and control of surface phenomenon such as adhesion, friction, wear, dislocation mechanisms as well as cracks
formation and propagation at the atomic scale.
To overcome these issues a great deal of research has been carried out around the
world involving many facets: theories, modelling, experiments from first designs
to industrial process evaluations, etc. New computational methods and measuring
instruments were developed and extended, giving researchers tools that are more
adequate at the atomic scale.
On the experimental side, the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), the
Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM), the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
and the AFM permitted the exploration of matter at small scales. Their respective developments were crucial in confronting our knowledge to the ‘real life
of physics’. In particular, the AFM provided new ways to probe materials and
study surface interactions, almost one atom at a time. From three dimensional
topography characterisation to adhesion and friction measurements, the AFM delivered means to assess nano-contact phenomenon, source of reliability issues in
micro/nano-systems.
On the modelling side, methods like Molecular Dynamics (MD), Ab Initio or
Monte-Carlo allowed us to grasp aspects much smaller than what experiments
were able to measure. MD simulations led to tremendous progress in the understanding of many small scale mechanisms. It provided a synthetic approach to
design new materials and crystal structures, study the initiation and propagation
of cracks in materials, refine contact theories from macroscales to nanoscales, develop micro/nano-texturing, formulate lubricants to minimise surface wear and
friction and investigate many aspects of micro/nanotribology.
Combined, simulations and experiments have had a major impact on our understanding of nano-mechanisms. This association is of increasing importance in
the development of new techniques, processes and materials. However there is an
expanding gap between the phenomenon we model and the ones we can experimentally measure. Even though the expansion of computational power permits
the simulation of domains notably bigger than a decade ago, MD is still not capable of modelling complete systems like MEMS on time scales that can be related
to the order of magnitude of the system in service.
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The time one wishes to spend on calculations can be a serious limiting factor
in resources and money. The modeller must establish a trade off between the
number of particles used, the simulated time and the time the simulation will run
for. There is also a major gap between the time frame we simulate and the sampling frequency at which an experimental device like AFM is able to acquire data.
Time scale gaps of several orders of magnitude are common between atomistic
simulations and experiments. This aspect is being investigated and hybrid static/dynamic methods [12] or MD/Monte-Carlo coupling [13] have demonstrated
some potentials. Another discrepancy in the modelling can be related to the level
of description of the measurement chains present in a real system. Even though the
measurement principle of the machine is simple in an AFM, it does not preclude
the introduction of a relatively large uncertainty in quantitative experiments.
We have reached a stage where we can model almost anything. We are at a
stage in which more time is spent on the validation of a simulation than the time
it takes the simulation to run! A good illustration is the study of nuclear fusion
[14, 15] where simulations are being run while researchers still wait for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor experimental chamber (ITER) to
be completed. The foundation of this thesis is on this very aspect: bringing closer
simulations and AFM experiments in the context of nanoscale contacts.

1.2

AFM and contact mechanic

Even though the AFM is a relatively recent instrument (see §2.1.1), it is now a
common research tool. It is used in various fields such as biology, material science,
solid-solid and solid-fluid interactions, adhesion, friction, electric potential, etc.
There are several manufacturers around the world designing these machines and
providing dedicated AFM sensors, the cantilever. The AFM is versatile in the way
it interacts with a sample. The interaction modes include contact mode, lateral
mode, tapping mode and related dynamic modes.
The AFM indirectly measures forces by looking at their effects on a flexible
cantilever just like one would look at the elongation of a spring as it is deformed
by an external force. By knowing the stiffness of the cantilever, it is possible to
work out the force from this measured deformation.
The AFM brings the cantilever’s extremity, called the tip, close to a sample
to probe and characterise a handful of phenomenon occurring at the surface of
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materials. In some cases, the tip is made so sharp that interactions with just a
few atoms of the sample is possible. Because of these characteristics, the AFM
is particularly useful to study nanoscale contact mechanics; even more so in the
context of single asperity contacts.
Last but not least, the AFM is able to measure or control forces in two directions:
normal to the surface and in the direction of the cantilever’s motion. With these
two forces at hands, quantitative mapping and studies of the friction coefficient is
possible over a three dimensional surface at various speeds and loadings, in dry or
lubricated conditions. The AFM sounds like the perfect quantitative instrument
to study surface interactions at the nanoscale... Or is it?
The way the measurement chain observes the deformation state of the cantilever
leads to an indirectness between what occurs at the tip end and what we observe. Calibration is needed in any case to quantitatively measure the interaction
forces. When dealing with friction measurement two stiffnesses must be identified
to obtain normal and lateral forces. Since cantilevers are all different due to manufacturing capabilities and since they are hardly placed consistently in the machine,
the overall measurement chain needs to be calibrated every time a cantilever is
installed in the AFM. This first step can be tedious. Many methods have been
proposed for both normal and lateral stiffness calibrations. These methods have
their pros and cons and are all subject to errors. We will look at these methods
in more details in §2.1.4.
The measure of the cantilever’s deformations itself introduces some issues. To
start with, the level of deformation is hardly measured at the same place on the
cantilever. The cantilever also has more degrees of freedom than the measurement
chain can observe, leaving room for uncertainties of the real deformation state. To
a certain extent, the tip is not necessarily where one would expect it to be [16].
The performance of the measurement chain is also limited due to crosstalks between the lateral and normal signals of the deformation modes. Other factors such
as temperature variations, deficiencies of the actuators as well as the capabilities
of the control systems play a role in the quality of the output signals. Calibration
methods can be influenced by all these factors and bias in the calibration factors
can be expected. In turn, this may affect the experimental results.
The conditions of the experiment introduces other perturbations. Contaminants
and dust can interfere and breakage or wear of the tip can occur. The real geometry is different from tip to tip due to manufacturing tolerance and it can be
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difficult to characterise. The machine has limited scanning area and scanning velocities. When dealing with friction measurements, the range of sliding velocity
may not prove sufficient in studying contact conditions occurring in mechanisms
such as MEMS.
The AFM has a lot to offer to the tribologist in the investigation of nanoscale
contacts, it is however far from being an ideal machine. To date, there is no
international standard protocol for AFM calibration. The lack of such protocol
illustrates the difficulties faced in establishing an international reference due to
the variability of the machine’s output under the action of uncontrolled factors of
the experiment.

1.3

AFM and the modelling of MEMS

The AFM has other appealing characteristics: its cantilever can be seen as a
MEMS device. From a dimension point of view, typical contact cantilevers are
around 100µm long with a tip height from 5 to 30µm and a tip radius from 5 to
50nm. From a material point of view, the majority of cantilevers are made of Silicon or Silicon Nitride and follow the same manufacturing processes used in MEMS
and CMOS manufacturing in the micro-electronic industry. The micro-geometry
of a cantilever is simple to model and involves nanoscale contact conditions that
lead to deformations of a microscale object.
These aspects make the AFM a particularly interesting MEMS for a modeller:
fully modelling a cantilever behaviour along with a nanoscale model of contact
and the AFM measurement chain is an excellent benchmark, due to its direct
connection with an experimental system, in the development of MEMS dedicated
simulations and nanotribology models.
The modelling of the AFM does not have to be restricted to the validation of
a tribological model. By not only simulating the phenomena of interest at the
tip apex, simulating the AFM as a whole can bring the simulations closer to the
experiments to the extent that a virtual sample can be put in a Virtual AFM for a
more direct comparison with reality. Looking ahead, it would be advantageous for
users to obtain such model from the AFM manufacturers as a complete tool for
experimental and simulation designs to further extend investigations and ease the
validation processes. Calibration methods could be designed and validated virtually to assess their effectiveness and precision. This may help answering some of
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the issues that where briefly presented earlier and will be investigated more fully
in chapter 2.
How can an AFM be modelled? What are the key ingredients and limitations of
doing so? We first need to decide on the modelling approach of the cantilever and
the sample’s material. In regard to the dimensions of the cantilever, a continuum
mechanic modelling would seem appropriate. Since the cantilever is subject to
purely elastic deformations, a simple elastic modelling would be sufficient. However, this description would fail to represent interactions at the tip end where
non linear interactions occur. An atomistic representation of matter as achieved
in Molecular Dynamics would provide refinements in the contact region but the
extension to the complete sample and cantilever would be impractical.
Two tools can be used to partially answer the scale issue. Firstly, cantilevers and
their interactions in contact mode can be considered multiscale. Forces in regions
at the nanoscale influence the state of deformation of an object at the microscale.
These forces operate at the discrete level while the deformation’s measurement
from the machine is obtained at the continuum level. Therefore, the modelling is
likely to involve a combination of discrete and continuum modelling. An answer
to this problem is through multiscale theories which, over the years, have been
developed to consider bigger systems while retaining a fine description in critical
regions. Secondly parallel computing can offer substantial time saving and increase
the size of the simulated domain.
As presented earlier, the way the AFM measures deformations is of importance.
Being able to model its measurement chain goes hand in hand with the prospect
of bringing simulations and experiments closer. Of utmost importance is the representation of tip-sample interaction in the contact region. Even though the interaction can be considered elastic at low loading, attention needs to be made on
how adhesion is handled and how friction is represented. The AFM is well known
for displaying stick slip effects. A proper model is expected to exhibit such phenomena.
Other aspects such as control loops and the deficiencies of motion mechanisms
should be integrated in the model but these were considered outside the scope of
this thesis.
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Overview

We have briefly looked at the potential of a Virtual AFM to bridge the gap between
simulations and experiments, to design experiments and to develop new calibration
methods. It appears that such modelling can benefits the way we simulate, calibrate and experiment. Throughout this thesis, one approach to model the AFM is
presented in the context of contact AFM. As the reader may have already noticed,
this work is at the intersection of several fields such as AFM metrology, multiscale
modelling, contact mechanics and parallel computing. Although not as influential,
geometric optics and system identification principles have played a role. All these
areas of research are still being heavily investigated, it would have been illusory
to include all the cutting edge methods available in each fields of work. Some
aspects, especially in multiscale and nanoscale contact theories, may be the focus
of a thesis by themselves. Trade off and simplifications in methodologies needed
to be made.
Relevant aspects of the problems are presented through a literature review in chapter 2. Some background on the AFM is necessary and the historical development
of the machine, its possible architectures and capabilities are exposed. The possibilities in the calibration of the AFM for contact and friction modes are discussed
in §2.1. A brief historical presentation of contact mechanics, as well as the principal models available and their limitations are given in §2.2. The third section of
the review focuses on the modelling of solid materials. The computational methods of interest are detailed in §2.3. Meshed and meshless continuum methods and
discrete methods are presented. A review of multiscale methods follow. Chapter 3 presents the AFM machine used as a base in this work as well as the high
performance computer available at the faculty.
Chapters 4 to 7 are the core of this thesis. These chapters are novel in the modelling
and the study of the AFM. Chapter 4 focuses on the modelling of the optical
head of the AFM by combining the laser based measurement chain and the FEM
modelling of the cantilever. This work leads to the definition of a numerical three
dimensional Virtual AFM. An analytical first order approximation of the Virtual
AFM is also derived. The analytical model is used in chapter 5 to evaluate, in
presence of force-based crosstalks in the system, the performance of the lateral
calibration known as the ‘Wedge Method’. Chapter 6 looks at the quantitative
differences between continuum and discrete models of contact at nanoscale. The
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discrete approach offers advantages to better represent the structure of the material
at this scale and permits a more realistic description of the topography along the
interface. A concurrent multiscale scheme is presented in chapter 7. It permits the
use of a minimal amount of atoms in the contact region and models the most part of
the domain using FEM. The method is an intermediate scheme between continuum
adhesive contact mechanics and more refined multiscale or fully atomistic models.
Finally, chapter 8 evaluates the proposed multiscale method and presents several
two dimensional simulations of the Virtual AFM interacting with a substrate under
sliding conditions. Results are encouraging in regards to the simplifications made
in the multiscale method. Reasonable levels of stick slips, adhesions and stress are
shown but discrepancies exist when compared to fully atomistic method. Further
implementations of non-linear constitutive laws are needed along with a mean to
bridge the time scale gap between the experiment and the Virtual AFM.

Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1
2.1.1

AFM
Architecture

After the invention of the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) in 1982 by
Binnig and Rohrer1 [17] and based on its principles, Binnig, Quate and Gerber
[18] introduced the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986. These two inventions
at the end of the 20th century impacted nano-sciences in a way similar to what the
telescope did for astronomy. Barely 25 years later, the AFM is now a common tool
used to investigate a wide range of surface phenomena in many scientific domains.
While STM operates on conducting surfaces, the AFM is also capable of probing
non-conducting surfaces. Nonetheless the systems are very similar in their working
principles: they are profilometers of the nanoscale world. By rastering a probe
over a surface and recording the effects of the sample-tip interactions, a mapping
between position and the effects of the interactions are obtained. Forces from 10−13
to 10−4 N can be measured and a lateral resolution in the order of an Angstroms
can be achieved.
The first application of the AFM was the measure of the surface’s profile, but
many more applications were developed over time. The three dimensional atomic
scale topography obtained in standard temperature and pressure conditions proved
to be an important factor in the emergence of the nanotechnology era. Not only
experiments in ‘open air’ are possible, measurements in liquids can be achieved, a
1

They received the Nobel prize for their work in 1986
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a Scan By Probe architecture of AFM with a laser
measurement chain and a triangular cantilever

capability that opened the door to in-situ study of biological systems in solutions.

2.1.1.1

Cantilevers

An AFM can be broken down into four major components. Firstly there is the
AFM’s sensor called the cantilever on which a tip is either glued manually or
created as part of the manufacturing process. The geometrical and mechanical
characteristics of the cantilever and the tip can be chosen depending on the application. Rectangular and triangular cantilevers are the most common and range in
length from 50µm to 300µm approximately with a thickness often less than 10µm.
Most cantilevers are manufactured using silicon based CMOS technologies.
Tipless cantilevers offer the advantage for the user to tailor the tip depending on
the application. In most cases, spheres such as silica are glued using epoxy. Small
and sharp tips are rarely glued due to the difficulty of the task and are preferably
obtained from cantilever manufacturers who produce a range of integrated tips.
The main approaches of fabricating these tips on cantilevers is by deposition of
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layers onto a mould or by an etching process [19]. The tip end can be functionalised for specific purposes, a method particularly used in biology and chemistry
[20]. AFM tips are subject to a panel of forces depending on their shape and
size, the distance to the sample, the chemistry and the materials being probed.
These factors will affect the measurement to various degrees and the choice of a
cantilever-tip-sample triplet can be considered an art.
Although a cantilever appears to be a very small system to us, it is an impressively big system from an atomic scale point of view. If a silicon lattice structure
was the size of a sugar cube, the tip apex would be a basket ball, the tip itself
would be the Eiffel Tower and the cantilever would be made of two Golden Gate
bridges. This illustration helps to understand the computational requirements
if one models a complete cantilever at the atomic level. Alternative models are
evidently necessary.

2.1.1.2

Piezo-tube

The second component is the piezo-tube, sometimes indicated by PZT. It is the
main actuator of the system and moves the cantilever relatively to the sample
along three axis. Two axis handle the rastering in the plane of the sample and
one axis manages the height of the tip over the surface. In this thesis, the PZT X
axis is along the cantilever’s main axis in the plane of the surface. Y is orthogonal
in the plane of the surface and Z is vertical, see figure 2.1.
Essentially two AFM architectures exists [21]. In the Scanning By Sample (SBS)
architecture the PZT moves the sample while the cantilever remains stationary. In
the second method, referred to as Scanning By Probe (SBP), the PZT moves the
cantilever and the sample remains static. SBP AFM can be advantageous as they
permit larger sample to be inspected and benefit from lower masses to displace.
Both designs are present in the AFM market.

2.1.1.3

Measurement chain of deformations

The third component is the measurement chain which provides information on the
cantilever’s state of deformation. One system uses integrated detectors, such as
piezoresistors assembled in a Wheatstone bridge, that are placed on the cantilever
[19, 22]. This method is equivalent to that in strain gauge applications. However,
this approach requires the addition of contactors between the cantilever and its
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holder which renders the manufacturing more complex and expensive. Another
way of measuring the cantilever’s deflection is to use optical interferometry by
employing fibre-optic interferometers [23–25].
A common technique is to use a laser diode as shown in figure 2.1. The diode
emits a laser beam that is reflected on top of the cantilever from which it then
travels through a set of mirrors to finally hit a photo-sensor diode quadrant, also
called a position sensitive diode (PSD). A PSD quadrant allows the measurement
along two orthogonal directions of its plane by comparing the voltage of each
quadrant. The voltage is proportional to the received light intensity. Depending
on the laser’s spot position on the PSD, the output signals vary and give an image
of the bending and torsion modes of the cantilever. This very popular method was
proposed by Meyer in 1988 [26].
However, this approach has a drawback in an SBP AFM. When the PZT is in
action, the cantilever moves whereas the laser diode remains fixed. This causes
the laser spot to not remain at the same position on the cantilever and can affect
the PSD signals. Beam tracking lenses are incorporated between the laser diode
and the cantilever to correct for these variations [27, 28].

2.1.1.4

Controller

The final component is the controller. It permits a closed or open loop control of
the altitude of the cantilever. In the closed loop mode, the amplitude, frequency
or phase of the oscillations of the cantilever is used as an input to control the
sample-tip distance or the cantilever’s deformation. The topography is obtained
by looking at the PZT displacement along the Z axis in relation to the scanning
axis (X or Y or their combination).
In the open loop mode, the height of the cantilever is constant. The cantilever
deforms according to the interaction forces. It is the bending signal that describes
the topography in this mode. Since there are no control loops, the system is
simpler and can be more accurate when scanning very smooth surfaces. Rastering
speeds should be kept to a low level to let the tip end follow the profile of the
surface. This approach is best suited for hard samples. The open loop mode is
not well suited to tribological measurements as the control of the loading force is
of importance in such cases.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a force-distance curve on a surface with lubricant

2.1.2

Scanning modes

2.1.2.1

Force mode

The force mode is probably the most fundamental mode in AFM. It leads to
the force-distance curve as shown in figure 2.2. The cantilever is brought from a
distance where tip-sample interactions are virtually null  up to the attractive
domain where the tip snaps onto the surface  due to the interaction overcoming
the cantilever’s rigidity. In the figure, the tip goes through a fluid present on the
surface  until it effectively contacts the sample’s hard surface. As the piezotube keeps extending, the cantilever passes from a tensile to a compressive contact
phase and the loading increases  . At the maximum extension, resulting in the
maximum bending signal voltage, the piezo-tube retracts  . In this phase, the
cantilever goes from a compressive to a tensile contact. In  the tip snaps out of
the surface and gradually traverses the fluid upward. The presence of the liquid
film produces a column of fluid that sticks to the tip as the PZT retracts. The
column of fluid eventually breaks off  . The piezo-tube further retracts until the
initial position is reached  .
In its raw form, the curve only presents the relation between the PZT motion
along the Z axis and the bending signal. In the contact zone (  and  ), the contact stiffness is generally much greater than the cantilever stiffness for interactions
with hard samples. The variation of the tip-sample distance becomes negligible
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compared to the deformation of the cantilever.
Since the vertical displacement of the PZT can be considered equal to the deformation of the cantilever in this case, the tangent in  and  gives an estimation
of the bending sensitivity (Sb ). This calibration factor is used to convert the
bending signal from Volts to the variation of altitude of the tip apex due to the
cantilever’s deformation. For a detailed presentation on the interpretation of the
force-distance curve in solids and thin films see [8, 29, 30].

2.1.2.2

Imaging modes

With the imaging modes, the cantilever is rastered over the surface. The spatial
recording of data results in a three dimensional mapping of the characteristic being measured. Three popular imaging techniques can be applied.
In contact mode, the tip is in a quasi-static equilibrium between the interaction
forces of the surface and the stiffness of the cantilever. The mode is established
once the snap-in occurred and the operating point is placed somewhere in  /  .
The scan is referred to as a longitudinal scan if the scanning operates in the X
direction. This is well suited for imaging the topography of hard surfaces but
the friction conditions may lead to artefacts in the image. The scan is called
transversal or lateral if the scanning is along Y. The transversal scan is at the
base of Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) from which the field of Friction Force
Microscopy (FFM) derives.
Another method involves a dynamic excitation, of small amplitude, of the the
cantilever near its eigen frequency [31]. As the cantilever is brought close to the
surface, the frequency, amplitude and phase are altered due to the attractive forces.
The variation of these quantities indicate various properties of the surface. The
operating point is now close to the snap-in point  but remains in  . The noncontact mode can be limited in presence of fluid contaminants as the apex may
suddenly snap-in and get stuck in the fluid. This mode is of interest when dealing
with soft samples to avoid ‘contact’ forces and wear that may influence the sample
in a noticeable way.
The tapping mode was developed to circumvent the limitations of the noncontact mode. It can be seen as an intermediate technique of the above two
modes. The cantilever is brought to resonance just like for the non-contact mode
but a much larger oscillating amplitude (≈ 20nm) is maintained. Part of the oscillating energy is lost as the tip taps the surface but sufficient momentum remains
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Figure 2.3: Optic measurement chain using a photo-diode quadrant for (left)
bending and (right) torsion signal acquisition

to instantly snap out from the surface. The measure of the energy loss permits a
control of the height of the cantilever and gives indications on the nature of the
sample at the tapping point. Because the contact is intermittent and controlled to
induce the lowest force possible, the method is well suited for the measurements
of soft materials and the studies at the surface of the liquids. Another advantage
is the quasi non existence of wear and friction effects in the measurement, limiting
unwanted effects in the signals.
Based on the operating modes above, a wide range of applications have been
developed throughout the years. For instance, we note the development of Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM), Electric Force Microscopy (EFM), Lateral Force
Microscopy (LFM), impedance measurement [32], lateral force modulation approaches [33], etc. One of the first extensions of AFM was given by Mate et al [34]
who produced in 1987 the first atomic scale friction measurement of an AFM. FFM
became an important tool for the tribologists who were eager to understand the
atomic scale mechanisms of friction and the apparent nanoscale stick-slips. FFM
presents itself as a complementary tool to the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA)
which was pioneered in the 1970’s by Tabor, Winterton and Israelachvili [7].
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(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Effect of in-plane force on the bending and the reflection of the
laser. (b) Signal offset induced by the in-plane deformation of the cantilever.
The trace (green) and retrace (blue) signals are images of the real topography
(red) but are shifted.

2.1.3

Operation in contact mode

2.1.3.1

Longitudinal open loop scan

The contact mode is presented in more details by considering a typical longitudinal scanning without closed loop control using a laser measurement chain. Once
in contact, the cantilever moves on the surface back and forth. Supposing a protuberance exists on the surface, the tip will ‘climb up the hill’ and will bend the
cantilever upward. Due to the flex of the cantilever, the distance from the laser
diode to the reflection on the cantilever changes and the incident angle is modified.
The reflected laser follows a deviated path in the system until it reaches the PSD
at a new position. A variation of the bending signal is recorded as the intensity
of the quadrant of the PSD changes, see figure 2.3.
Due to the tip’s height, the longitudinal frictional force produces a moment at
the base of the tip that bends the cantilever as illustrated in figure 2.4(a). If the
friction force is large enough, a change in the amplitude of the signal can be observed as the cantilever is scanned back and forth, even on a perfectly flat surface.
At the same time, the tip end is slightly shifted in the direction opposite to its
motion (figure 2.4(b)). A lateral shift between trace and retrace signals could be
observed even if the piezo-tube hysteresis is null, providing that the resolution of
the machine is better than the amplitude of the shift. Therefore, it is better to
use tips with small heights when possible to limit the transmission of a moment
and reduce the shift of the tip end.
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Figure 2.5: Friction cone and planes derived from the PSD signals. Pb and
Pt are bending and torsion planes

2.1.3.2

Lateral open loop scan

The friction forces also induce a moment if the PZT is scanned laterally. The
cantilever twists along its longitudinal axis to deflect the laser beam sideways, as
shown in figure 2.3. Ideally, the laser spot on the PSD will move orthogonally to
the bending measurement axis to decouple bending and torsion modes of deformations in the signals. The torsion signal gives an image of the torsion angle of
the cantilever at the laser spot position. A signal called a friction loop is produced
by scanning laterally back and forth. The difference between the trace and the
retrace signals is directly proportional to the magnitude of the friction force.
As pointed out by Fujisawa et al [35], the tip does not move exactly in the direction of the PZT. It can be closer to a zigzag motion due to the repartition of
the surface’s potentials. Even in a LFM measurement, the tip is likely to move
along the longitudinal axis of the cantilever, inducing a slight bending that affects
the bending signal. Therefore the signal may reveal features that are not quantitatively correct.
This highlights a deficiency of AFM: the relations between the photo-diode signals and the three dimensional forces acting on the tip are not bijective. The
linearisation of the entire measurement chain leads to a model with a 2x3 matrix
that relates the two PSD signals to the forces [fx , fy , fz ]. Unless it is assumed that
one of the forces is null or ,alternatively, if a complementary equation is used, the
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matrix is singular and there are no unique solutions to the problem.
What does this mean for a friction force measurement? Consider that the interaction force’s envelop is represented by a friction cone as depicted in figure 2.5.
The friction cone shown here describes a contact normal to a horizontal surface.
In reality the cone itself (a) rotates around two angles to stay normal to the local tangent plane of the surface as the cantilever scans and (b) does not have its
summit at zero due to the presence of an adhesive force.
For a linearised relationship between the forces and the bending signal, we obtain a plane of solutions of the type 0 = Sb + ax fx + ay fy + az fz that intersects the
friction cone. In the open loop case, the intersection leads to a different elliptic
disk domain of solutions for each single data point acquired. An equivalent plane,
obtained from the torsion signal, intersects with the cone and leads to another elliptic disk. The real interaction force is at the intersection between the two disks.
It is an affine line in a three dimensional space and the solution is not unique. It is
commonly assumed that the force lateral to the displacement of the piezo is null.
This new condition assigns a new plane that intersects the affine line and results
in a single point of solution. However, this contradicts the reality of the effects of
the surface’s potentials as explained by Fujisawa [35].

2.1.3.3

Close loop control in contact mode

The operational principle remains when the closed loop is used, except that the
bending signal is kept constant to a predefined value called the set-point. When
the bending signal changes, the control loop compensates by moving the cantilever
up or down using the PZT. However, the closed loop does not reduce the impact
of friction on the estimated topography. If an atomically flat sample, having
a variation of tribological properties on the surface, is scanned, the piezo will
compensate for the change of bending signal, due to the longitudinal frictional
force, by moving up or down.
The closed loop does not control the loading force directly, it only controls the
bending signal to a preseted value. i.e it controls the altitude of the bending plane
in figure 2.5. The system controls strictly the loading only if the bending plane
in the figure is orthogonal to Fz . Any non-topographical effect that modifies the
bending signal is interpreted by the controller as a change of loading. The PZT
would therefore move along the Z axis to compensate for this variation which, in
turn, would show a topographical feature that does not exist.
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Taking the previous example of the atomically flat sample, it is supposed that the
tip moves longitudinally from a low friction region to a high friction region. If the
tip moves in the trace direction, the increase of friction leads to a reduction of the
bending signal. In this case, the closed loop will lower the cantilever and increase
the normal loading, which in turn may increase the friction force and decrease
the bending signal further. An equilibrium will be quickly reached between the
constant bending signal, the increased loading and the increased friction.
If the tip moves in the opposite direction, but still from a low friction to a
high friction area, the bending signal will increase. The controller will move the
cantilever upward which will reduce the loading and reduce the frictional effect.
Thus, in one direction the loading is increased whereas it is decreases in the
other direction. In the presented case, the retrace leads to a more stable control
as a reduction of the loading tends to reduce the effect of friction. During the
trace scan, the increase of loading increases the frictional effect even more. If
the scanning is transversal, any perturbation of the bending signal will affect the
loading. The variation of loading will change the lateral force and finally the
torsion signal.
More information on AFM and its FFM mode are available in the publications of
by Bhushan et al in [8, 36] as well as in Bhushan’s handbook on nanotechnology
[37].

2.1.3.4

External variables affecting contact mode

The high sensitivity of the AFM can be problematic. It is easy to break the cantilever or to have unwanted effects in the signals without care. In contact modes,
pollutants on the surface, humidity and wear may play a noticeable role on the
imaging process. In force curves it can be difficult to obtain a typical snap in/out
curve to extract quantities such as adhesion. Many efforts have been employed
throughout the years to consider specific effects on the measurements.
Even though a large amount of research focuses on the actual results obtain
from AFM, a substantial volume deals solely with the machine’s mechanics. It
illustrates both the adaptability of the machine to new techniques but also its
delicate handling. For example, Heim [38], later debated by Hutter [39], looked at
the effect of the tilt angle of the cantilever and its relation to stiffness calibration.
Allen et al [40] looked at the effect of the tip’s mass. Livshits [41] worked on the
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impact of contaminants on ionic surfaces.
Various analytical and numerical works involved the analysis of the cantilever’s
static [42] and dynamics behaviour along its longitudinal and transversal modes
[43–45]. Effects of the tip [46] and Lennard-Jones potentials [47] on the dynamics
of the system were studied. Contact, adhesion and friction [48, 49] models have
been proposed.
The laser path has been analysed at different levels of details. Liu, Blanpain
and Celis [50] presented a model of the optical system based on its geometry, assuming that the laser path’s length is constant, independent of the cantilever’s
deformation. Later, Beaulieu et al [51] used a more detailed analysis of the laser’s
path using vector algebra. Michal et al [52] modelled the interaction between the
laser beam constituted of many rays and an FEM model of the cantilever. In this
later case, presented in detail in chapter 4, the rays are reflected on the triangular elements of the deformed cantilever’s mesh. Prunici et al [53] emphasised the
importance of the position of the laser’s spot reflection on the top surface of the
cantilever as well as the position of the cantilever itself.
Piner et al [54] discussed the presence of crosstalk between height and friction
signals and attributed it to an angular and position misalignment of the PSD.
They proposed that the positioning error can be mechanically corrected by allowing a degree of freedom in rotation of the PSD or, mathematically, by including
in the model a compensation factor. Varenberg and Etsion [21] demonstrated
the existence of a crosstalk with SBP based AFM. The crosstalk is related to the
misalignment between the piezo-tube axes and the photo-diode sensor. This has
the effect of giving a variation of the bending and the torsion signals, even if the
cantilever is neither deflected nor twisted. The authors proposed a compensating electronic circuit along with a method to correct this artefact in the signal.
With the help of this technique, a SBP based AFM behaves like a SBS based
AFM. Hoffmann et al [55] also proposed a similar solution while Onal et al [56]
approached the problem experimentally through a general matricial representation of the relations between forces and signals and postulating on the difference
between the trace and retrace signals. This method identifies the element of the
aforementioned matrix which integrates the correction of the crosstalk.
A review of the literature shows numerous studies which investigate the causes
of signals’ degradations such as surface following errors [57], signals drifts [58],
optical interference due to reflection of part of the laser on sample’s surfaces [59],
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corrections of piezo-tube creeping and non-linearities [60], thermal noise [61], sensitivity of the photo-diode [62]... The relevance and interpretation of the signals
themselves has also been questioned [16, 63].

2.1.4

Calibration methods

Amongst others, the work of Varenberg [21], Haycocks [57] and Asay [64] demonstrated the difficulties the difficulties involved in establishing a good calibration
and a good measurement with the AFM. Leaving aside potential issues with contaminants and mechanical and electronic limitations, quantitative measurements
are simply not possible without proper calibrations of the system. The plural ‘s’
emphasises that there is not just one system parameter nor a single and unified
procedure to identify all parameters at once.
Although not frequent, the piezo-tube should be regularly calibrated. This involves the use of a calibration grating having clearly identifiable features with
known dimensions to correct the PZT’s non-linearities. It is a standard procedure
nowadays, with different types of commercially available calibration grids.
The second type of calibration deals with the identification of the cantilever’s
properties. The calibration may only involve the estimation of the cantilever’s
bending stiffness. It may be necessary to identify the mass and the geometrical
characteristics of the cantilever. SEM measurements can be used to evaluate typical dimensions of length, thickness, width and tip radius. For LFM applications
the estimation of both bending and torsional stiffness is necessary.
The third kind of calibration sets the measurement chain’s parameters such that
a model relating the signals to the deformation or the interaction force can be established. Some calibration techniques identify each cantilever stiffnesses and the
parameters of the measurement chain in a single procedure. Bending and torsional
modes are essentially calibrated using distinct procedures.
The calibration of the cantilever and the measurement chain needs to be done
every time a cantilever is removed from the machine. This is because of the disparities of the cantilevers’ characteristics, the positioning of the cantilever in its
holder as well as the impact of the laser’s position on the final signal.
An ideal calibration is non-destructive, quick to execute and consistent. Being
able to consistently calibrate the machine allows at least for comparative quantitative measurements; even if they are not absolute. Currently, available models
and calibration methods do not consider crosstalks. They may be impacted by
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such effects and lead to a lower repeatability of the measurement due to a bias
in the calibration procedure. As shown in the preceding section, several methods
and devices have been developed to tackle some aspects of crosstalks. However,
most of these methods follow procedures different from the calibration methods.

2.1.4.1

Bending mode calibration

The bending calibration of an AFM refers to the estimation of at least two parameters. The first parameter is the bending stiffness kz of the cantilever related to the
application of a vertical force fz . For completeness, the estimation of the bending
stiffness kx , related to a longitudinal in plane force fx at the tip end, should be
identified as well. It is rarely considered in practice. The aim in estimating kz
is to relate the vertical displacement dz of the tip, due to the deformation of the
cantilever, to the bending force, as presented in equation (2.1).
δfz = kz δdz

(2.1)

The second parameter to obtain is the bending sensitivity in displacement Sbd . It
relates the height dz to the bending signal Vb in volts (equation (2.2).
δdz = Sbd δVb

(2.2)

Combining both equations leads to a relationship between the bending force and
the bending signal through the definition of the bending sensitivity in force Sbf =
kz Sbd in equation (2.3).
δfz = Sbf δVb

(2.3)

Identifying the bending sensitivity in displacement is a straightforward procedure
that uses the force-displacement curve presented earlier in figure 2.2. For a rigid
surface, the contact section of the curve directly relates the tip vertical displacement, taken equal to the piezo-tube displacement, to the bending signal. Sbd is
obtained by taking the tangent of the curve in the contact section. The measurement of a topography in open loop control mode does not require any other
calibration. Multiplying the bending signal in Volts by the sensitivity gives the
topography in length units.
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Evaluating the stiffness of the cantilever involves more work. In fact, a large
amount of literature is dedicated to this problem. This led to a wide range of
methods from statics to dynamics, destructive or not, in-situ or via modelling.
Here the focus is on the methods that have appeared to stood up throughout
the years. Several papers provide more complete presentations and quantitative
comparisons of many existing methods, see [65, 66].
The ‘reference cantilever method’ was proposed by Torii et al [67, 68]. The
principle is to push the cantilever against another cantilever of known bending
stiffness to evaluate kz . The difficulty relies in the accurate positioning of the
cantilevers relative to each other which directly affects the measurement. Gates
and Pratt [69] presented a prototype for highly uniform cantilevers production
that can be used as reference cantilevers.
The Sader’s method [70–72] is a popular non-destructive dynamic approach. In
its latest form, the stiffness is written as a function of the resonant frequency of
the cantilever in a fluid. No a-priori knowledge of the density and thickness is
required but the planar dimensions need to be identified, typically using SEM. The
stiffness is obtained by accounting for the resonant frequency and quality factor in
the fluid. Although the method does not deal directly with triangular cantilevers it
can be indirectly used, providing that at least one rectangular cantilever is present
on the same chip.
The thermal noise method was proposed by Hutter et al [73] and refined later
by Butt et al [61]. It is also a dynamic and non-destructive method. It is based on
the measurement of the thermally induced fluctuations of the cantilever, simply
obtained by letting the cantilever oscillate freely in air, away from any surface
interaction. The stiffness is estimated by analysing the power spectrum of the
oscillating bending signal. In their quantitative comparison of non destructive
calibration methods, Burhnam et al [65] further developed the thermal equation
to include the quality factor, the resonant frequency and correct for the tilt angle
of the cantilever as well as the laser measuring system. Their method showed good
agreement, within 2%, from Hutter et al ’s method. Since Burnham’s equation is
slightly more complex, Hutter’s method is considered more practical in regard to
the difference in the stiffness estimation.
Cook et al [66] did a comparative study of the thermal noise method and Sader’s
method and found a good agreement between these. Since the methods are based
on a different physical principle, Cook felt that ‘this is a compelling argument for
the accuracy of both’. The Thermal noise method was preferred in this thesis
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because it does not require the measurement of the cantilever’s geometry. The
method is presented in more details in §3.1.3.1.

2.1.4.2

Torsion mode calibration

Torsion calibration aims at relating the lateral force to the PSD’s signal. As
for bending calibration, many methods have been developed based on static or
dynamic approaches, using FEM, based on data acquisition on dedicated samples
and others using external devices. Quantitative measurements of the lateral force
by LFM has not yet reached the level of acceptance of some bending calibration
procedures. This is due to the difficulty in systematically calibrating the torsion
signal. Because the torsional stiffness is much greater than its bending counterpart,
the torsion sensitivity is difficult to obtain by simply scanning a flat surface as the
lateral stiffness of the contact is relatively low. The first aspect to consider in
lateral calibration is how one can induce sufficient torsion on the cantilever while
limiting mechanical and electronic coupling between torsion and bending modes.
In his recent review of lateral calibration methods, Munz [74] expresses the need
for well defined protocols that would lead to worldwide acceptance and traceability
to the Système International d’Unités (SI). The review covers about 30 published
methods from the past 15 years that fall into five categories based on the way
torsion can be induced. Munz notes the following means:
• Direct application of a force at a point offset from the longitudinal symmetry
axis of the cantilever.
• Loading of the tip-sample in the lateral direction.
• Loading of a compliant structure of known stiffness.
• Lateral scanning of a known topography to produce friction.
• Excitation of the torsional vibration mode.
Some methods require the prior knowledge of the torsion sensitivity St to relate
the torsion angle to the PSD torsion signal. One approach is to use tilting mechanisms to change, by a known angle, the orientation of a reflective surface or a test
cantilever. Other methods shift the PSD relative to the laser beam spot. Liu et al
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based the calibration on an analytical analysis of the laser’s path in the system followed by such shifting [50]. Similar to the force-distance curve for bending, a force
curve can be established for torsion as employed by Cannara et al [75]. The group
used a test cantilever with a colloidal sphere to induce torsion by pressing against
a vertical step. With the torsion sensitivity at hand, they ‘corrected for the tip
length, total signal strength and in-plane bending deformation of the cantilever’.
Cannara et al also showed a quadratic relationship of the signal sensitivity to the
signal position on the PSD. An effect attributed to the Gaussian distribution of
the laser spot, demonstrating the sensitivity of the system and the need for careful
calibrations.
The torsional stiffness can be identified with Sader’s torsional method [76, 77],
which leads to an equation similar to the form obtained from Sader’s bending approach.
A very different approach to calibration was provided by Li et al [78] using a
Diamagnetic Lateral Force Calibrator (D-LFC). The idea is to use an external
device made of four N dF eB magnets to provide a frictionless and hysteresis free
levitation mechanism to a diamagnetic pyrolytic graphite sheet. The sheet levitates steadily in a potential’s minimum resulting from the magnetic field produced
by the magnets’ arrangement. The system provides a very low lateral stiffness in
the 10pN/nm range. By moving the cantilever laterally on top of the sheet while
keeping the contact within the bounds of static friction, the sheet moves sideways
according to its compliance and the cantilever’s stiffness. Knowing the displacement of the sheet and the stiffness of the D-LFC, it is then straight forward to
obtain the magnitude of the lateral force and thus the stiffness and the torsion
sensitivity. This direct method provides an absolute calibration of the measurement chain and has potential to identify crosstalk factors. However it requires
the fabrication of the device which includes the magnets, the graphite sheet and
a measurement chain2 to follow the displacements of the sheet.
Following the work of Ogletree et al [79], Varenberg and Etsion improved what
is known as the ‘Wedge method’ [80]. It is one of the most popular methods
available as it only requires a commercially available calibration grating made of
periodical facets at known angle. By scanning back and forth and analysing the
friction loops obtained from the horizontal and sloped sections of the grating, two
equations between the width of the loops, their offsets and the calibration factor
2

Li et al used a laser tracer
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are obtained. The method does not lead to the estimation of the torsional stiffness but rather the product of the stiffness by the lateral sensitivity. Two models
were derived by Varenberg et al to account for colloidal probes and high aspect
ratio probes. Interestingly, the method can lead to a different calibration factor
as the experiment is carried at different loadings. In some cases no solution can
be obtained. Michal et al [81] proposed an explaination of this behaviour based
on the existence of crosstalks in the systems. §5.3 presents the ‘Wedge Method’
in more details and explains the impact of crosstalks on this calibration through
the application of the Virtual AFM developed in this thesis.

2.1.5

Discussions

AFM is a well suited tool to investigate the mechanics of contact and adhesion
at the nanoscale. Lateral Force Microscopy has received a lot of attention from
tribologists as it permits the analysis of friction at the nanoscale on dry and wet
surfaces. From the fabrication of SI traceable cantilevers [69] to the correction
of the piezo-tube non-linearities [60] or the identification of the relation between
signal and contact forces [82], each element of the measuring chain are being
improved to achieve a better accuracy, better precision and simpler calibration
methods. These methods are of fundamental importance in practice, especially
when in-situ quantification of the system parameters is possible. Even though
lateral qualitative measurements carry a good level of confidence, quantitative
measurement is an area that requires more developments.
It is worthwhile to analyse and quantify the effect of the system defects on
a measurement. Appropriate choices can then be made to select a calibration
method or components. The identification of crosstalks can be a tedious task. It
is nonetheless necessary to evaluate their impact on measurements. Such studies
can provide an answer to whether or not the evaluation of crosstalks is necessary
in calibration methods.
In LFM, phenomena such as optical [55] and mechanical crosstalks [54] are generally not taken into account. Li et al [78] made use of a diamagnetic lateral force
calibrator (D-LFC) to calibrate the system and considered one crosstalk coefficient
in their model, other methods implicitly assume a fully decoupled system between
lateral and bending modes, which is unlikely to occur. Even though bending calibration methods are now well established in the community, the study of crosstalks
effects on them has not been systematic, the crosstalks’ domains of variation are
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not well established and their impact on a measurement is not clearly identified.
International standard procedures for calibrations are still lacking on the subject as pointed by Munz [74]. Without standards, variations between laboratories
are inevitable and may lead to inconsistencies in measurements. The status of
lateral calibration is particularly subject to caution and a consensus still needs to
be reached. Considering the variability in the manufacturing of cantilevers and
tip shapes, the change in cantilever position and orientation in the holder, the
potential variation of sensitivity of the signal from the measurement chain, the
associated crosstalks and the piezo-tube’s non-linearities, a comprehensive study
of these effects on a single calibration or experiment is difficult and time consuming. A comparison between the methods would be even more complicated and the
assessment of their relative sensitivity to unwanted factors appears illusory.
A virtual AFM can help in providing at least a standard machine from which
calibration methods can be individually assessed in a strictly equal environment.
Within the limits of the model, misorientations and other factors can be controlled
exactly to quantify their effect on a given calibration protocol. A virtual AFM
can help designing better and more resilient calibration procedures. Experimental
studies can be modelled such that simulations and experimental results can be
more directly compared, leading to improvements in both the experimental approach and the model itself. Because of the capabilities of AFM in contact, such a
model is helpful in developing contact theories and numerical schemes appropriate
to nanoscale. This can lead to a better modelling of the issues faced by many
MEMS and NEMS.
A complete AFM model needs to integrate several key components and factors
for completeness and effectiveness. Firstly, the cantilever and the tip need to be
fully represented such that their geometrical defects, inhomogeneities, misorientations and mispositioning can be adjusted. Secondly, since laser based measurement
chains are widely used nowadays, it is beneficial to consider the cantilever-laser interaction as well as the remaining optics such as the PSD. Thirdly, the interaction
of the cantilever with a surface must be capable of considering typical mechanisms
coming into play at the nanoscale. Typical AFM experiments can scan distances
up to hundreds of microns. This raises the question of the capability of the model
to cope with a possibly large number of atoms. Parallel computing and domain
partitioning are solutions to this problem by which substantial time saving and
increase of domain size can be achieved.
The non-linearities and defects of the piezo-tube are not considered in the model
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at this stage. It would render an already challenging model even more complex.
The controller and its closed loop functionality is of particular interest, especially
in the conditions where one wishes to operate at constant loading. It should clearly
be considered but can be easily integrated at a later stage of the development.
Core components and theories that need to be implemented in a Virtual AFM
are presented in the following sections of this chapter. Contact models provide
insight on how one may consider interactions between the tip and the substrate.
Because of the multiscale nature of the cantilever, it is necessary to understand
the advantages and limitations of continuum and discrete modelling methods and
the possibility of using both in an handshaking paradigm.
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Figure 2.6: Hertzian description of contact between a rigid sphere and a plane

2.2
2.2.1

Contact mechanic
Non adhesive model of Hertz

In 1882, Heinrich Hertz established a milestone of contact mechanics by describing
the purely elastic contact of two continuum based spheres. An elliptical pressure
distribution is assumed to represent the interaction that results from a loading
force Fn . A spheres ‘i’ is described by its radius Ri , Young modulus Ei and Poisson ratio νi . The problem is equivalently represented by considering the contact
between a rigid sphere of radius R∗ and a purely elastic plane of contact modulus
E ∗ as illustrated in figure 2.6. The theory leads to two relationships of interest.
The first one, equation (2.6), relates the contact radius ‘a’ to the load. The second,
equation (2.7), gives the displacement ‘d’ at the maximum indent as a function of
the load. The model was experimentally validated by Hertz using glass spheres
and a microscope. The theory is widely used in classical solid mechanics and became an essential engineering tool in many designs such as ball bearings, pivots,
cams and applications where surface adhesion can be disregarded.
1
1
1
=
+
∗
R
R1 R2
1 − ν12 1 − ν12
1
=
+
E∗
E1
E2
∗
3R
a3 =
Fn
4 E∗
9 Fn2
d3 =
16 R∗ E ∗ 2

(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
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Adhesive models

From a contact mechanic perspective, the notion of adhesion had a consequent
impact on both fundamental research and applications. It was first synthesised
by Bradley [83, 84] based on a mathematical formalisation developed earlier by
Lord Rayleigh [85, 86]. Bradley considered the pair potential between atoms which
he integrated pairwise over two interacting rigid spheres to obtain equation (2.8).
The superscript B in FcB stands for Bradley. ∆γ is the work of adhesion defined as
the work per unit area required to separate the surfaces from the state of contact
to infinity [7], see equation (2.9).
FcB = −2π∆γR∗

(2.8)

∆γ = γ1 + γ2 − γ12

(2.9)

The developments and debates of adhesive contact mechanics at the continuum
level was discussed and summarised by Greenwood [87, 88]. The generality of the
models presented below and, for some, their analytical derivability make them
powerful tools in understanding the close interactions between solids. Since interface energy and Young modulus are fully decoupled in these models, one can
explore a wide range of situations. The use of quantities such as the Young modulus and the work of adhesion, statistical descriptions of properties of the underlying
crystallographic structure, is a reminder that these theories apply to a scale where
the continuum approximation does make sense.

2.2.2.1

The Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model

Adhesive contact mechanics found a stable ground in two approaches. One model,
dubbed JKR in reference to its authors Johnson, Kendall and Roberts, is applicable to interactions between soft materials and large surface energy[89]. The JKR
model is based on an energy minimisation under the hypothesis that adhesive
forces exist only in the contact region. Johnson et al obtained equation (2.10)
after minimisation of the total energy written as a balance of elastic energy and
the variation of surface energy.
The model exhibits a singular discontinuity of the tensile stress in the limit of
the contact due to adhesion being considered in the contact region only. If ∆γ is
null the model equals Hertz’s prediction. Otherwise, the contact area is non zero
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at zero loading. A minimal normal and tensile force FcJKR , called pull-off force or
critical force, must be applied to separate the solids according to equation (2.11).
a

3

FcJKR



q
3 R∗
2
∗
Fn + 3π∆γR + 6π∆γR∗ Fn + (3π∆γR∗ )
=
4 E∗
3
= − π∆γR∗
2

(2.10)
(2.11)

The pull-off force seemed however equally valid and independent of the stiffness of
the materials. This was in contradiction with Bradley and Derjaguin’s conclusion
that holds for rigid spheres (equation (2.8)).

2.2.2.2

The Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov model

Later, Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov (DMT) proposed a different approach which
was more suited to hard materials and low surface energy [90]. Adhesion is considered outside the area of contact and is supposed to not influence the Hertzian
deformation. The DMT method was proposed in two forms: force based and energy based [91]. Pashley[92] later explained that the energy based form was not
correct and that the initial force based approach should be preferred. Greenwood
recently summarised the evolution of the DMT in [88].
The expression of the contact area from DMT, as presented by Maugis in [93],
gives the Hertz’s solution with an offset loading due to adhesion, see equation
(2.12). According to the method, the pull-off force required for separation is equal
to that predicted by Bradley’s theory (equation (2.13)).
3 R∗
(Fn + 2π∆γR∗ )
4 E∗
= −2π∆γR∗

a3 =
FcDM T

2.2.2.3

(2.12)
(2.13)

JKR/DMT transitional models

Incompatibilities between JKR and DMT were resolved later by Tabor [94] who
qualitatively compared the theories. His attention revealed that these reflected
extremes of a more general model. In addition, Tabor postulated that the shift
from JKR to DMT could be related to a coefficient influenced by the conditions
of the interaction and the equilibrium separation z0 . Apart from resolving the
issue, the Tabor coefficient µT is helpful in deciding which model is better suited
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for experimental analysis. Müller et al validated numerically Tabor’s perspective
in [95].
µ3T =

R∗ ∆γ 2
E ∗ 2 z03

(2.14)

The Maugis-Dugdale model: Maugis [93] proposed a model based on a potential of interaction proposed previously by Dugdale. In the Maugis-Dugdale model
(M-D) the transition regime from JKR to DMT is governed by a coefficient λ
presented in equation (2.15). The parameters from Tabor and Maugis are nearly
the same and λ = 1.1570µT .
3

λ

9 R∗ σ03
=
2π E ∗ ∆γ

(2.15)

M-D considers a constant tensile stress σ0 over a distance δt such that ∆γ = σ0 δt .
σ0 is obtained such that it is equal to ‘the minimal adhesional stress for a LennardJones potential at the equilibrium separation z0 ’ [96]. The parameter m is the ratio
of the radius c to the contact radius a (equation (2.17)). ‘c’ is defined as the radius
at which the separation between the two surfaces is larger than δt . The load and
the contact radius are related by equations (2.19) and (2.20) after substitution of
a and Fn by ā and F¯n from equations (2.17) and (2.18).
m =

c
a

4E ∗
a3
3π∆γR∗ 2
Fn
F̄n =
π∆γR∗

 
 −1 1
1 2 √ 2
2
1 =
λā
m − 1 + m − 2 cos
2
m


 
4 2 √ 2
1
−1
+ λ ā
m − 1 cos
−m+1
3
m

 
4 2 √ 2
1
3
2
−1
F̄n = ā − λā
m − 1 + m cos
3
m
ā3 =

(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)

(2.19)
(2.20)

The Carpick-Ogletree-Salmeron model: As pointed by Carpick et al [97], the
M-D model can be troubling for an experimental analysis as it requires a numerical
approach if one does not know λ a-priori. The Carpick, Ogletree and Salmeron
model (COS) provides an approximation of the M-D model by interpolating the
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equation of the contact radius from JKR and DMT. A parameter α ∈ [0; 1] allows
for their transition (equation (2.21)). α was related to Maugis’s parameter λ
through regression to obtain equation (2.22). Carpick et al demonstrated that the
JKR-DMT transition of their method matches closely Maugis’s solution.
a
a0(α)

α+

=

! 32
p
1 − Fn /Fcα
1+α

λ = −0.924 ln (1 − 1.02α)

(2.21)
(2.22)

If α is null the approximation gives the DMT solution. If α is equal to one the
JKR’s solution is obtained. Equations (2.23) and (2.24) are the DMT and JKR
models respectively, as presented by Carpick et al . They are reproduced here as
they present well the influence of α.
a
T
aDM
0

a
aJKR
0

2.2.3

=
=

1 − Fn /FcDM T
1+

p

 13

1 − Fn /FcJKR
2

(2.23)
! 23
(2.24)

Models of friction

The first scientific experiments on friction recorded in the western world are attributed to Da Vinci3 who noticed:
• a linear proportionality between the weight of an object and the lateral force
needed to move the solid on a planar area
• the lateral force was independent on the apparent area of contact
Amontons obtained equivalent conclusions and Coulomb noticed the independence
of the velocity. The friction coefficient µ was defined as the ratio of the tangential
force Ft and the normal force Fn , independent of the contact area or the velocity,
as presented by Amontons’s law in equation (2.25). By definition, the friction
3

Although Egyptians had worked out the advantages of lubricants [98] and humankind figured
that rolling was better than sliding a few thousand years before.
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force is always opposite to the direction of motion as stated in equation (2.26)
Ft
Fn
0 ≥ Ft .v

µ =

(2.25)
(2.26)

The independence of friction to the apparent area of contact and the relative
velocity of the sliding objects holds well as long as the range of the velocity and
loading is not too wide. As explained by Gao et al [99], Amontons’s law refers
to a macroscopic observation that derives from the averaging in time and space
of more complex physical mechanisms occurring at the interaction between the
solids.
Along with his work on adhesive contact models (§2.2.2), Derjaguin proposed an
adhesive model for friction that takes the form of equation (2.27). Here, ‘A’ is taken
as a constant adhesive force. While this latter form integrates the possibility of
friction at zero external loading, as observed in AFM, the definition of the friction
coefficient itself from its strict form (equation (2.25)) leads to a loading dependent
variation of the friction coefficient with a diverging behaviour as the loading tends
to zero. The definition of the friction coefficient presented in equation (2.28) is a
more accepted convention.
Fl = µ (A + Fn )
dFt
∆Ft
µ =
≈
dFn
∆Fn

(2.27)
(2.28)

Bowden and Tabor (BT) [100] showed that the real contact area ar , sum of many
smaller areas from asperities in contact, was proportional to the load (equation
(2.29)). The model explicitly refers to the rough nature of macroscopic surfaces.
By considering that plastic shearing is proportional to the area of contact, the
authors gave the relation in equation (2.30) where τ represents the effective shear
strength between the solids. The BT model does not agree with Hertz’s theory
2

since the latter predicts a contact area proportional to Fn3 as presented in §2.2.2.
ar =

X

a i ∝ Fn

Ft = τ ar → Ft = µ Fn

(2.29)
(2.30)

Greenwood and Williamson proposed another model (GW) based on an exponential distribution of the height of the asperities. Purely elastic deformations
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described by the Hertz model were considered, the tip of the asperities being pictured as identical spheres. A linear relationship between the real area of contact
and the load was found. However the method has some short comings due to the
continuum assumption and the height distributions of the asperities [101, 102].
In his apologies on these limitations, Greenwood points out the notion of protuberance on protuberance emanating from Archard, which, as we descend through
the length scales, reveals the bumpy and fractal nature of surfaces. Although the
notion of surface defined as fractals is well documented in rough contact theories
at macroscale [103, 104], the study of contact via a single asperity at micro and
nanoscales has concentrated more efforts to clarify the basic mechanisms of frictions. Experiments like the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) [105], the AFM and
the Quartz micro-balance [106], along with simulations, have proven instrumental
in getting a better picture of the contact between asperities.
According to Mo et al , “[...] for dry elastic and wearless nanoscale contacts
the friction force is always linear with the real area of contact as long as the
contact area is correctly defined at a given length scale” [102]. In addition, the
group showed that both continuum mechanic and roughness theories qualitatively
describe the dependence between appropriate contact area and applied load. They
emphasised that it is roughness theories that predict more correctly the frictional
behaviour of the contact. The work of Mo et al is of particular interest as it
deals with conditions established in AFM and the reference to the experiment is
clearly stated by the authors. It opens the way to a possible deployment of rough
theories that could span from nanoscales to macroscales. The authors express
the need for comprehensive studies to better categorise the transitions between
linear and sublinear regimes of frictions in relation to parameters such as surface
roughness, adhesion range, geometry, loading, etc.
The development of the above theories has historically followed a top to bottom
approach by moving towards more fundamental mechanisms and embracing continuum mechanics as a supportive backbone, either in their constitutive equations
or in their interpretations. Another approach, having a more direct connection
to the discreteness of materials, was taken by Tomlinson in 1929 [107] in what is
called the Prandl-Tomlinson model (PT) and later by Frenkel and Kontorova (FK
model) [108].
In the initial PT model, atoms are attached with harmonic springs to a rigid
solid at equal lattice spacing. The fixed and rigid substrate that the atoms interact
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with is modelled by a sinusoidal potential. As the substrate moves, the atoms are
subject to variations of the potential which influences their motion. A damping
parameter models the energy dissipation. Equation (2.31) is the equation of motion for a single atom with m the mass, γ the damping rate, k the stiffness of the
harmonic spring of the atom onto the solid at the lattice spacing x0,n . f0 and b
are the corrugation strength and periodicity of the potential respectively. Even
though the model is simple, it is capable of defining and studying the conditions
of smooth or stick-slip sliding conditions with little effort.

m (ẍn + γ ẋn ) = −k (xn − x0,n ) + f0 sin

2πxn
b


(2.31)

In the FK model, atoms are connected to each other with harmonic springs, not
to a solid substrate. As for the PT model, the atoms are in interaction with a
periodic potential. It is a practical model used in analysing friction between two
solids. Finally the Frenkel-Kontorova-Tomlinson model (FKT), proposed by Weiss
and Elmer [109], includes both harmonic springs connected to a rigid surface as
well as between atoms.

2.2.4

Nanoscale descriptions of contact

An implicit hypothesis of the models presented above is that it requires less work
to separate the two interacting solids than any other regions within the bodies
themselves. Thus, wear mechanisms are precluded. Using MD, Yong et al [110]
showed that separation can occur after cracking and that dislocation mechanisms
can take place within the bodies. The final interface that separates the bodies is
not always the initial interface and the shapes of the tip in contact with a flat plane
also influence the results. Plasticity has received little attention in continuum contact mechanics as discussed by Kogut and Etsion [111]. Du et al developed an
FEM model for loading and unloading of an asperity taking into account adhesion
and plasticity that shows ductile separations [112].
Much efforts have been made to extend continuum contact theories to very small
scales with varying degrees of success [10]. For instance Mo, Turner and Szlufarska
[113] explain that, as we go to the nanoscales, the continuum models do not always hold. Some results in the literature confirm these contact models while others
contradict through both experiments and simulations. Apart for the theory itself,
discrepancies can emerge due to shortcomings in simulations and experiments. On
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one hand, the tip shape of an AFM is difficult to characterise properly and the
conditions of contact are sensitive in respect to the topography or contaminants.
On the other hand, atomistic simulations tend to idealise the tip geometry or the
interaction potentials. Greenwood [114] commented on the inconsistencies with
regard to density in the continuum approach such as the possibility of having a
peak of the pressure distribution narrower than the molecular spacing.
Using MD, deviations from standard continuum models have been demonstrated
[115, 116]. Luan and Robbins [2, 3] have analysed the reliability of continuum mechanics in describing nanometre scale contact and observed a breakdown of the
continuum models. These authors found that friction and lateral contact stiffness
can deviate from continuum predictions by as much as one order of magnitude, and
contact area may differ by a factor two. The smallest deviations were attained for
the idealised model of a dense tip whose atoms form a nearly continuous sphere,
indicating the influence of material density on the contact conditions. The smoothness of the surface, as idealised by the continuum approximation, and the reality
of the atomistic topography lead to different results, indicating that the atomic
structure itself has an impact on the contact mechanisms at small scales. Just like
Archard’s postulate qualitatively explains that the linear relationship between real
area of contact and loading is due to the effect of protuberance on protuberance,
it appears that, at nanoscale, the real area of contact should be defined by the
number of atoms interacting across the interface and that atomic roughness plays
a definite role at such a scale.
The limits of general continuum theories at the atomic scale have long been anticipated, leading to more appropriate discrete modelling (§2.3.2). The use of
this class of models to describe adhesive contact at small scales has been increasingly common. The analysis of the results traditionally involves the extraction of parameters such as radius of contact, contact pressures... These quantities and their derived relationships are then compared with continuum theories
[3, 99, 110, 113, 115, 117, 118].
Due to the historical use of the Lennard-Jones potential, some research groups
have used LJ parameters optimised from MD simulations to integrate adhesion in
continuum numerical methods such as FEM. We note for example the work of Cho
et al [119], Sauer et al [120–122] or Radhakrishnan et al [123]. Cho et al used LJ
parameters for silicon and integrated the potential over the elements of the bodies
within a prescribed cut-off distance. However, the applicability of LJ parameters
from MD to define a quantitative continuum model of adhesion is not evident nor
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demonstrated. Even if the overall shape of a potential appears to have a negligible
influence on the contact characteristics as explained by Barthel [124], quantitative
analysis is of equal importance in system design and care must be taken in continuum approaches when using energy potential’s parameters previously defined
in discrete models.
Although continuum models can fail to represent some aspects of nanoscale contacts, all the models mentioned above have been applied at nanoscale to a wide
range of problems and descriptions of AFM’s mechanics, see for example [8, 9, 30,
48, 96, 125–130].

2.2.5

Summary

JKR and DMT models have been demonstrated to apply to AFM conditions,
depending on the properties of the surfaces. However they do not consider the
influence of the atomistic structure and its impact on the spatial repartition of
adhesion. Luan and Robbins as well as Mo, Turner and Szlufarska showed that,
at nanoscale, the use of discrete modelling is more suited. Models such as PrandlTomlinson or Frenkel-Kontorova are very useful to get an insight on the excitation,
dispersions and stick-slip mechanisms at the atomistic level but they are not well
suited for extensions to complex geometries, complex interaction potentials or
lubrication problems.
If one wishes to study micro/nanotribology through a model, there should not
be an a-priori definition of a friction law. Continuum models are limited as they
do not derive, ab-initio, the contact forces. Instead they prescribe a relationship
between normal and tangent forces such as Amontons’ law. No such definition
is required in atomistic simulations. Two atomistically defined surfaces brought
together at close range would exhibit at least a non-zero static lateral force in most
conditions, even if they are considered rigid. Because they allow the integration
of friction without the definition of constitutive laws, they are more flexible and
depend solely on the crystal structure and associated pair potentials used in the
model.
A general contact model for a Virtual AFM would be better represented by
discrete methods. The non locality of interaction potentials along with a realistic
description of the lattice structure is a definitive advantage. The generality in
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handling various materials and the possibility of using lubricants with detailed
chemical chains and bonds is also advantageous.
As demonstrated by Bradley’s integration (equation (2.8)), contact mechanisms
such as adhesion are non-local and extend to scales much larger than the atomic
spacing. At the same time, the adhesion force can be considered localised to a
relatively small part of the tip end compared to the overall size of the cantilever In
an AFM experiment. Thus, a discrete description localised to the tip end region is
sufficient. Nevertheless, the interaction needs to be considered over a ‘long enough’
distance to give a reasonably accurate evaluation of the adhesive forces acting over
the volume. The definition of the cut-off distance is of importance to establish a
good compromise between performance and accuracy. These considerations will
be detailed in the next section, devoted to continuum and discrete models of
materials.
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Modelling

As better accuracy of a theory is required, models are refined to integrate more
complex phenomenon. Assumptions considered ‘good enough’ few centuries back
may need to be re-evaluated due to new requirements and applications. See for
instance the historical development of contact mechanics and friction in §2.2. The
interest of such a top to bottom approach is that it can lead to a more fundamental and general theory. One issue of doing so is that as the problem becomes
more complex it may not be solvable analytically nor exactly. This section addresses the principal numerical methods that describe a solid medium. Firstly,
continuum models are presented through meshed and meshless methods, followed
by the discrete methods. Secondly, the focus is on multiscale methods which have
undergone more recent developments and allow a unified description of different
scales in a model.

2.3.1

Continuum modelling

The application of numerical methods to continuum mechanics is based on a connected (meshed) or disconnected (meshless) discretisation of the domain at points
called nodes. The question numerical continuum theories want to answer is ‘How
do we describe the state of the material between the nodes accurately and efficiently?’. To answer this question, a local or non-local interpolation scheme between nodes is employed. The meshed or meshless character of the approximation
is tightly connected to the way this interpolation is achieved. The first difficulty of
the interpolation is that the field to describe, generally the displacement’s field, is
unknown. The second difficulty is that the interpolation must satisfy a differential
equation and its prescribed boundary conditions.
Boundary Value Problems (BVP) are typically found in mechanical engineering. In a BVP, the deformation of a body subject to external forces is governed
by equilibrium equations, constitutive equations, boundary conditions and initial
conditions [131]. If the problem is sufficiently complex there may be no analytic
mean to solve it, but an approximate solution can be reached by decomposing the
domain. This decomposition is the subject of the following sections.
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Figure 2.7: Decomposition of numerical models for micro/macroscale engineering problems. From Fast Multipole Boundary Element Method : Theory
and Applications in Engineering[1]

2.3.1.1

Meshed methods

The Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Boundary Element Method (BEM) and
the Finite Element Method (FEM) are popular meshed methods. They share a
common frame in the sense that they all use shape functions to build unknown
but parameterised functions that are solved from a system of residual equations.
Zienkiewicz et al [132] showed that they can be synthesised in the frame of ‘generalised finite element methods’.
Finite Element Method: Also known as Finite Element Analysis (FEM/ FEA)
is without contest the most popular numerical method. Zienkiewicz and Taylor
[133] pointed out that FEM is a descendant of approaches such as the Variational
methods[134], the weighted residuals [135, 136] and the finite differences [137, 138].
Considering the root of these fundamentals, the genesis of FEM spans over a
century, even though most progress were made after the 1960’s. It is applicable
to a wide range of problems that can be expressed in a variational form. The
success of the method has a lot to do with its versatility in handling linear or
non-linear problems including yielding, creep or cracks. It is able to deal with
static and dynamic analysis (transient, modal) and can be applied to a wide range
of domains such as fluid dynamics, heat transfers or electromagnetic problems.
Errors arise from three main sources in FEM. Firstly, unless the ‘real’ surface
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of a domain is of a simple geometry, the mesh only approximates this boundary.
Secondly, formulation errors may exist due to the limited capabilities of elements
to represent non-linear fields of arbitrary orders. The errors from these two aspects
can be somewhat controlled by using smaller elements in regions subject to large
deformations or small radius of curvature of the geometry. The third type of error
comes from numerical round off errors. The latter depends mostly on the precision
of the numbers in the software and hardware implementation. For instance, the
use of double float numbers instead of single float in memory limits the issue.
This type of error is generally handled by specific algorithms and play a minor
role in the total error [139]. Round off errors is a problem faced by all numerical
methods.
Despite its wide acceptance, FEM is not free of drawbacks. Localised large
deformations, crack propagation and continuum separation are not straightforward
mechanisms to implement and may need frequent re-meshing of the domain as the
simulation is carried. On large models, the performance drop due to re-meshing
can become a consequent proportion of the total simulation time. Lately, meshless
methods have been developed to circumvent this kind of problems [140].
Finite Difference Method: FDM approximates the derivatives in the differential equation using finite difference quotients. The main variation from FEM is
that FDM approximates the differential equations while FEM essentially approximates the domain’s properties [139].
FDM is better suited to rectangular/cubic domains, complex and irregular geometries are not easily handled. Computationally, it is simpler and less expensive
than FEM. It is well suited for shells of revolution and problems that consider
a single/homogeneous medium. It may be less accurate than variational based
methods [133].
Boundary Element Method: With BEM the meshing of the internal part of the
domain is alleviated. The method applies mathematical theorems to decrease the
domain’s space by one degree such that a three dimensional object is considered
through its surface only. The meshing of the surface diminishes considerably the
amount of work necessary to partition complex geometries. It is a semi-analytical
method and thus is considered more accurate [1].
However the method has some serious limitations. Problems solved with BEM
are often restricted to linear elastic problems in absence of body forces. Compared
to FEM, the characteristics of the system’s matrix tends to be degraded. While
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FEM leads to sparse and banded symmetric matricial systems, which have numerous specialised methods and solvers for efficient resolution, BEM leads to full and
asymmetric matrices with a more cumbersome resolution process.
The association of BEM with the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [141] speeds
up the resolution bottleneck and recent advances have been made with application
to heat transfer, diffusion and convection, inelastic problems, contact, wave propagation (being acoustic, electromagnetic or elastic), fracture mechanic and others.
[117].

2.3.1.2

Meshless methods

Meshed methods are not always adequate in case of large non-linearities, large
deformations or discontinuities. Crack growth in materials is a frequently used
example to illustrate such limitations as it requires repetitive and time consuming re-meshing. Meshless methods simplify the burden associated with meshes
by discretising the domain entirely in terms of nodes. It should be noted that
most meshless approximations still rely on some background mesh at a stage of
the algorithm. This mesh is of little impact on the overall decomposition of the
domain.
Meshless methods appeared more than 30 years ago, one early formulation being the smooth particle hydrodynamic (SPH) method [142]. Interest really began after 1990 with the development of the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method
(RPKM)[143], the Element Free Galerkin[144], the Natural Element Method[145]
and the Material Point Method[146]. The work of Duarte et al [147], Babuška et al
[148] and later Liu et al [149] permitted the unification of several meshless methods as well as a proof of convergence for the partition of unity’s class of method
[140, 150].
Moving-least square approximation based methods: The Element Free
Galerkin method (EFG) [144] and the hp-cloud method proposed by Duarte et
al [147] are based on the moving least-square approximation (MLS) to define the
shape functions. The principle of the MLS approximation is to best fit a test function to the nodal values through the minimisation of a weighted quadratic form.
Because the interpolation does not go through the nodal value, the assignment
of boundary conditions becomes tedious [151]. Further more, MLS approximations define the weights depending on the distance of the point from the nodes
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and the weight function is generally isotropic: circular and spherical in two and
three dimensions respectively. This feature leads to a disproportionally biased interpolated value at the point towards areas of high nodal densities.
Some solutions exist to correct these drawbacks. Babuška had some success improving the imposition of boundary conditions by using the penalty method [152]
and the Lagrange multiplier technique [153]; others coupled EFG with FEM such
that the latter handles the boundary conditions [154, 155]. Many research groups
have tried to correct some of the meshless deficiencies such as the work of Höllig
et al [156–159].
Natural Element Method: The work of Sukumar et al on the Natural Element Method (NEM) [145, 160] provided some solutions to improve meshless
approaches. NEM produces the interpolation based on the Voronoi diagram. The
Delaunay triangular tessellation, dual of the Voronoi diagram, is used for the NEM
interpolant which goes through the nodal value. Shape functions derived from the
method form a partition of unity.
According to Sukumar, Moran and Belytschko [145], ‘in nearest neighbour (n-n)
interpolation, by virtue of construction, the distribution and density of nodes are
taken into account in assigning weights to the nodes at a point x’. This limits
the bias that other methods produce when interpolation is carried in region of
dense nodal’s repartition. NEM is not limited by the size or the angles of the
triangles from the tessellation. It is resilient to important variation of displacements between the nodes. The Voronoi diagram is a robust, systematic and purely
geometric method to discretise a domain.
While Delaunay tessellation algorithms can be relatively efficient in two dimensions with a complexity of O(n log n), its three dimensional extension is not as
straightforward and can be a time consuming task.
Material Point Method: The work of Sulsky et al [161] on the Material Point
Method (MPM) is worth mentioning. MPM derives from the particle-in-cell class
of methods. The domain follows a Lagrangian description of unconnected material
points (nodes) and a background grid is used to calculate the interactions between
the nodes using the momentum equation. MPM uses the constitutive equations
at the material point themselves and thus it is straightforward to consider history
dependent materials. The method handles no-slip impact/contact between bodies
and penetration problems without special treatment.
Throughout the years the method has been refined through work on its stability
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[162], energy error [163] and implicit integration scheme [164, 165]. It has been
applied to fracture problems [166–169], delamination [170], biological applications
[171–173], thin membranes [174, 175], fragmentation [176] and granular materials
[177, 178].
Because both Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions are used, the method requires a mapping at each iterative step between the two discretisations, leading to
some overhead. Information at the particle site as well as the background mesh
needs to be stored which increases the memory requirement.
For the last 20 years meshless methods have attracted increasing attention. They
now have a strong record of successful simulations. Their ability to handle large
deformation problems or crack propagation phenomena is largely acknowledged.
The close resemblance between contact and crack problems [87] is an argument
towards the use of meshless methods to describe the interactions between surfaces.
They are well suited to non-linear problems and thus may prove useful in presence
of stick slips or snap-on/off phenomena occurring at material’s interfaces at small
scales (§2.2.2, [34]).
Some issues still need to be addressed. The imposition of boundary conditions
is not easy nor systematic. Meshless methods require a heavier computational
effort compared to FEM. According to Boresi [139], they use three to ten times
the computational resources of FEM. The availability of codes and applications,
being experimental or industrial, is not as widespread.
Comparing meshless and meshed methods can be considered unfair. Meshless
methods are still at a relatively early stage of development. The bottom line
remains for now: unless one deals with large non-linearities and deformations, the
overhead will most likely be better employed in a meshed method by utilising a
finer mesh or dedicated subroutines for the problem at hand.

2.3.2

Discrete methods

Discrete methods consider matter as non continuous. Although such methods
exist at the micro/macroscale, the applications deal more with granular materials,
see for example the Discrete Element Method [179]. At nanoscale the structural
aspect of materials appears more discrete than continuous as the crystal structure
starts to be revealed.
The analytic resolution of a N-body problem is an old and essentially unanswered
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problem. The only path to a solution is to track numerically the individual motion
of the bodies. What is appealing with atomistic methods though is that they bring
us closer to the fundamental nature of matter from which all things are made
of. By only considering the interactions between these relatively simple bodies
along with thermodynamic theories, discrete methods can simulate and describe a
plethora of mechanisms and properties within the materials. Many of these cannot
be properly modelled by continuum methods.
The most widely used discrete method is Molecular Dynamics (MD). Even though
it sits on foundations stated at a quantum mechanic level, it takes a simplification by considering atoms as rigid spheres that interact through potentials. The
definition of these potentials is a tedious task. Many possibilities exist such as
empirical analysis or derivation from finer grained numerical methods like ab initio. Amongst others, the Lennard-Jones [180], Stillinger-Weber [181], Tersoff [182],
EAM [183] or simple harmonic springs based potentials are commonly used. They
all have pros and cons depending on the applications and materials being modelled. The more detailed and precise potentials are often computationally more
expensive.
Reasonably accurate potentials possesses a strongly non-linear function. One
consequence of this non-linearity is that it does not take much perturbation to
eventually change dramatically the course of a particle. The integration of the
particles’s motion with a low order integrator is mostly sufficient as higher orders
would not cope with this sensitivity anyway [184]. It also implies the use of a time
step considerably smaller than what continuum methods are capable of.
This time step is the main issue when dealing with MD. For instance, time steps
in the order of 10−15 s are representative of many simulations in solids. Consider
a standard 2010 uniprocessor computer with a clock speed of 3GHz, i.e able to
perform one instruction in 3.3x10−10 s. For the simplest and useful MD system of
two interacting atoms we have at best one operation to calculate the pair force
and, for each atoms, at least three operations4 to integrate their motion. This is a
total, at best, of 7 operations to conduct a complete MD loop. Assuming a time
step of 10−15 s, it would take about 27 days for the simulation to reach 1 second,
the time consuming task of saving the results on disk has not even been included!
Keeping in mind that MD simulations run thousands to millions of atoms we can
have a measure of the drawback: it is for now impossible to reach a 1 second
4

In fact there is many more than that since we have sum and product operations for the
acceleration, velocity and position
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simulation and it requires dedicated computing systems to reach the millisecond
[185].
A second consequence of the strong non-linearity is that there is little hope in
consistently repeating individual trajectories in time and space if initial conditions
or boundary conditions vary by even a small amount. This repeatability is not
necessarily an issue. Because MD is based on statistical mechanics, it is more concerned about extracting thermodynamic quantities such as temperature, pressure,
as well as global positions and velocities through averaging processes rather than
strictly following the path of a given atom. MD is very effective in consistently
replicating these statistical ensembles if the simulation is reasonably short.
In its simplest form, MD computes interactions between particles up to a given
separation, called the cut-off distance rc , from which Newton’s second law is explicitly integrated. Integration is often based on the Leap-Frog algorithm, the
Velocity Verlet or predictor-corrector integration schemes. Since MD considers
non local interactions it needs to track and update particles’s neighbours effectively for efficient computing.
Boundary conditions should be ideally prescribed as they occur in a real system.
However, MD can only consider a small domain of most problems to keep the
computation affordable. The simulated domain should nonetheless be big enough
such that the model of a material bulk can indeed be considered as representative
of a bulk. One common solution is to implement periodic boundary conditions
such that a wraparound of the domain exists. For example, a two dimensional
domain can be made periodic by wrapping a rectangular domain into the surface
of a torus. In addition, possibly rigid layers of atoms can be used to prescribe
essential displacements and introduce thermostatic regulations.
As for FEM, MD has an extensive record of applications for dry or wet contact,
stick slips effects, nanoscratch or wear using many different crystal structures or
molecules. The availability of codes and documentation is large and offers a respectable basis from which advances are regularly published.
In opposition to the deterministic approach provided by MD, Monte Carlo methods
(MC) [186, 187] follow a stochastic scheme. MC explores the total energy function
by randomly displacing the configuration of the particles. While the computation
of the system’s total energy is similar to MD, the evolution of the system does
not follow Newton’s second law. There are no real notion of time or dynamics5 as
5

But some dynamics extensions such as the Kinetic Monte Carlo or Dynamic Monte Carlo
methods exist
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implemented by MD. In its original form MC is well suited to the minimisation
of the energy to uncover configurations such as the conformation of molecules in
chemistry. The applicability of MC to describe nano-contact mechanisms such as
stick-slips, the influence of temperature and velocity has been demonstrated based
on the Tomlinson-Prandl model [188].
Interaction potentials used in MD are average representations of the underlying
electronic interactions. They may not be precise enough in some applications.
More accurate representations of these potentials are possible by using methods
having a more direct connection to quantum mechanics, see for instance the Tight
Binding method [189]. However such quantum methods carry an expensive computational effort. It is considered unnecessary for the modelling of an AFM in
contact mode. The transient and time dependent nature of AFM and FFM as
well as the deterministic motion of the cantilever at the microscale present MD as
a more suited alternative to MC to develop a virtual modelling of the AFM.

2.3.3

Multiscale approaches

2.3.3.1

Problematic and presentation

As outlined earlier, discrete and continuous numerical methods have been developed to look at different scales of matter and follow different time scales. Even
though they deal with dramatically different details of a problem, there are situations where both representations must be considered. A notorious example is the
problem of crack propagation where defects and mechanisms at the atomic scales
impacts the strength of a macroscale structure, illustrating the upward link from
small scales to large scales. Similarly, downward links also exist. As illustrated by
Curtin and Miller [190], ‘long range defect stress fields can cause the nucleation
of new defects at the atomic scale or drive the motion of existing defects’. More
simply, the overall size of the domain can lead to a different propagation path of
the strain waves which, in turn, can impact the atomic structure in the bulk. A
problem regularly faced by MD if the domain is not large enough.
Since atomic particles can play an individual but important role in the mechanics of macroscopic body, and since they are themselves affected by the scale of
the object, it is natural to consider solving the problem using discrete methods
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alone. But the problem is not simply theoretical, it is also practical. The fundamental issue in solving macroscale problems using atomistic resolution is that
it would take far too many resources on a computer and it would require far too
long computation time. As explained earlier and noted by Broughton et al in
[191], another aspect is that many problems are inherently multiscale by nature
with mutual effects across the scales. Fully atomistic description of a macroscopic
domain would lead to an astronomical quantity of information that would have to
be dealt with. In fact the extraction of any valuable analysis out of such a large
amount of data would not be possible in a reasonable time [192].
Atomistic methods can manage domains that are too small and continuum methods can only handle details that are too large to represent what really counts
[131, 193]. By combining small and large scales theories it is possible to improve
the situation. There are two main categories of multiscale methods: sequential
and concurrent. In sequential models, also known as hierarchical, the information
goes essentially upward from small to large scales. In practice, more refined models such as those based on quantum mechanics or molecular dynamics are used
to construct potentials or constitutive laws for coarser methods. The underlying
model may be defined over a representative volume element (RVE) on which properties and laws are extracted after an averaging/homogenising process [194–196].
Hierarchical methods are sometime quoted as ‘parameter passing’ methods due to
this transfer of information [192].
Concurrent methods couple models representing different scales and run them
concurrently. The information is dynamic and generally bidirectional. Rather
than having one method relying on another to build constitutive equations, concurrent methods approach the problem through a partitioning of the domain. It
is recognised that atomistic resolution is not always necessary and that coarser
methods are sufficiently accurate in regions of low deformations and stresses [197].
Methods such as MD are used where a more accurate representation is needed.
Similarly to the way FEM meshes are refined in regions of high stress gradients,
concurrent methods locally use refined methods where needed. The concept of locality is fundamental as a performance gain can only be expected if the diminution
of degrees of freedom is substantial.
In AFM, the microscale cantilever is essentially subject to purely elastic deformations. However, the interaction at the tip-sample interface is localised and affected
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by mechanisms that are too small for continuum mechanics to be represented properly [2]. Concurrent multiscale methods are thus well suited to this application
and detailed in the next section. Interested readers are referred to detailed reviews
on multiscaling by Curtin et al [190], Liu et al [189], Park and Liu[198] as well as
the work of E et al [192].

2.3.3.2

Concurrent methods

As pointed out by Curtin [190], coupled methods are not new. We can trace their
early developments to the 1970’s with the use of an elastic continuum mechanic
boundary that provides conditions to a small atomistic region [199, 200]. Later
developments mostly considered the continuum domain using FEM but recent
works looked at the possibility of using meshless methods such as Liu et al [201,
202], Gu et al [203, 204], Guo et al [205] and Shen et al [206].
The difficulty with concurrent methods lies in the connection of two domains
that represent different scales such that the scheme behaves as if an atomistic
description is used everywhere. The atomistic description is removed from the
biggest part of the domain. The molecular space is ideally much smaller but creates
a non physical geometrical boundary. Along this boundary, and over a given
depth6 inside the atomistic domain, there is superimposition of the continuum and
atomistic domains. Curtin mentions that nearly all concurrent methods make use
of such a transition layer to let the two scales reciprocally prescribe their boundary
conditions along the shared interface. Due to the different physical description,
some approximations are needed in this zone to accomplish the coupling. There
is currently no consensus in the way one must handle this approximation, each
concurrent method developed its own approximation depending on the application.
Quasi-Continuum method: In 1996, Tadmor et al [207–209] proposed the
Quasi-Continuum (QC) method. The proposition is based on the Cauchy-Born
rule which assumes that the continuum energy density may be computed from
atomistic potentials with a mapping based on the deformation gradient, see for
instance [210] and [211]. The rule states that the continuum deformation must
be homogeneous. Thus, the inter-atomic separations must follow the deformation gradient imposed by the continuum shape functions. Tadmor et al present
their model using local and non-local representative atoms. The latter gives the
6

Some methods like the Bridging Scale Method from Wagner et al have a transition region
that entirely covers the atomistic domain.
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‘standard’ and fully atomistic model while local atoms refer to the continuum representation. The transition between local and non local representations is handled
by increasing the density of the local atoms until they match the non-local description. At this level atoms are both part of the local and non local model. To
insure a smooth transition between the models, non local atoms called ‘pad atoms’
extend within the local domain where their position is given by interpolation from
the non local atoms. The total energy is computed via weighting parameters to
solely count energy in the handshake region.
Since the energy is entirely supported by an atomistic description, QC can adapt
locally the discretisation based on the evolution of the strain field. The approach
may create ‘ghost forces’ due to non-physical effects in the handshaking region.
As explained by Curtin in [190], the ‘physical interpretation is that pad atoms
cause forces on local atoms but the motion of local atoms does not cause a force
on pad atoms’. Some methods have been proposed to limit this issue like the
FEAt method [212]. QC is a successful method that has been applied mostly to
quasistatic problems at zero temperature.
In their review, Liu et al [189] showed that, if the continuum nodes are placed
at atomistic position, the solution from a Cauchy-Born rule based FEM and the
solution from MD are essentially the same if a lumped mass matrix of the continuum is used. However having to scale the mesh down to atomic spacing is a
resource consuming task. If one does not do so the capability of the shape function itself will have an effect on the quality of the multiscale transition and the
transfer of energy between the domains will not be complete. Methods based on
the Cauchy-Born rule suffer from its limitations such as the requirement for homogeneous deformation and the correctness of its application being constrained to
relatively small strains.
MAAD: Abraham et al [213] proposed the Macroscopic, Atomistic, Ab initio
Dynamics (MAAD) in 1998. Their work pushed the challenge to not only connect MD with FEM but also link Tight Binding in the process. The connection
between the continuum and the discrete representation is achieved by progressively meshing down the domain until the nodal spacing becomes equivalent to
the atomic spacing where the molecular dynamic dominates the representation.
In the regions of even higher stresses, TB is used to model the break of the atomic
bonds. Abraham et al connected each scale by considering the conservation of
energy in the complete system [191]. Each representation uses its own governing equations, in their respective areas. The energy in the handshake regions is
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considered through a weighting of each model’s contribution in energy. Following the approach of Abraham et al , Rudd and Broughton proposed the Coarse
Grained Molecular Dynamics (CGMD) that only focuses on the MD/FEM connection. Their approach is based on the evaluation of the total energy in the system
through averaging of the kinetic, potential and thermal energies [214].
Bridging Scale Method: Having to scale the continuum mesh down to the
atomic scale is not computationally efficient. At the same time, the transport of
energy from one domain to another still needs to be handled. If the elements of the
continuum are too large, they will not be able to represent short wave lengths coming from the atomistic domain. Such waves will be reflected back at the MD/FEM
boundary instead of propagating normally into the material. In addition, some
methods require the ad hoc definition and the manual adjustment of the weighting parameters to optimise the energy transfer efficiency. These methods are not
systematic and require experience to tune properly [215].
In recent times Wagner et al [216–218] proposed a method based on the decomposition of the displacements into coarse and fine scale through a projection
operator. The Bridging Scale Method (BSM) uses, but is not limited to, FEM over
the entire domain and a superimposition of atomistic description in regions where
a finer resolution is required. The method considers that the total displacement
is the solution given by MD. The part of the MD solution that can be represented by FEM7 is the coarse displacement. The method has many advantages. It
does not require scaling down the mesh to atomic spacing in regions where MD is
present. The decomposition is such that the consistent FEM mass matrix, the MD
representation, classical FEM and MD solvers can be used. The BSM is equally
applicable to quasistatic [219] or dynamic problems [220] and have been demonstrated in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions [221, 222]. Investigations for finite temperature
applications [223] and spectral decomposition [224] have been presented.
In BSM wave reflections are not handled through weighting coefficients. Instead
a Time History Kernel (THK) is used to simulate the existence of a bigger domain
and impose essential boundary conditions to the discrete domain. The THK is
built by considering that, away from high strained regions, crystal lattices can be
assumed to behave like a repetitive structure of harmonic oscillators [225]. Using the lattice dynamic Green’s function [226–230] along with a numerical Fourier
transform to reduce the amount of degrees of freedom to consider along the boundary, the dynamic of the lattices is computed using numerical Laplace transforms
7

i.e the part of the solution that can be projected on the FEM displacement space
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[231–235]. The theory allows for a systematic handling of the energy transport
between scales. It is not a straightforward implementation as it requires the use
of both Fourier and Laplace transforms and the storage associated with the time
vectors of the displacements8 .

2.3.3.3

Multiscale methods and contact mechanics

Multiscale work on tribological and nano-contact problems have been carried by
different groups such as in [4] and [236].
Luan and Robbins [4, 237] based their work on methods that impose displacement boundary conditions at the interface MD/FEM in a way similar to the FEAt
method [238] and CAAD [212]. The FEM mesh is always bigger than the interaction range between atoms in order to limit non-local effects and simplify the
problem.
The respective imposition of boundary conditions between MD and FEM occur at separated interfaces. In the limit of the fully atomistic description, the
atoms’ position are interpolated from FEM nodes. In the limit of the full FEM
domain, spatial and temporal averages of the atom’s motion prescribe the evolution of FEM nodes. Contrary to methods which downscale the mesh to atomic
separation, the method from Luan et al [4] leaves the mesh relatively coarse. The
authors state that when the mesh is smaller than the interaction range, the energy
of an element is dependent on surrounding nodes (non locality) which complicates
the FEM implementation. A second order Newmark scheme was used to integrate
motion explicitly in a FEM domain meshed with linear triangular elements. A
multistep approach was used to integrate atomistic and continuum motion following an interleaving approach that interpolate and extrapolates displacements.
Despite not having a mathematical framework as sound as other multiscale methods presented earlier, especially in the treatment of the energy wave propagation,
the method performs rather well for contact problems. Luan and Robbins showed
that for the method produces sufficiently accurate results for contact related problems with sliding velocities up to a few percent of the sound velocity.
Multiscale methods have limitations and not everything can be answered by using
them. Finite temperature applications of multiscale methods is a fundamental
topic that needs to be addressed more extensively, see for example the work of
8
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Park et al [223, 239], Li et al [240], Watremetz et al [241] or To et al [242]. An
even more fundamental topic is the problem of time-scale disparity between discrete and continuum mechanics. While this problem is being investigated it is still
largely unanswered ([12, 243]).
The resolution of these two limitations will establish multiscale methods as a
technique of choice for the nanotechnology era. Many long range time dependent problems and domain of science will benefit from such advances such as
wear, scratching, stick-slip phenomenon, oxidations or modes of failures in NEMS/MEMS systems.
Just like meshless methods, multiscale methods are still being heavily investigated and some issues still need to be apprehended. They follow a similar development: there are many valid propositions, all having assets in tackling particular
problem, however none of them have found the generalisation and acceptance that
MD or FEM have found so far.

2.3.4

Discussions

Even though a breakdown of continuum mechanics occurs at the nanoscale, continuum theory still holds relatively well in some cases [2]. AFM’s contact mode is
generally used in the purely elastic domain of the contact as to not damage the
surface. The rate and the time at which the tip wears with noticeable effects on
the measurement itself is way beyond what any atomistic simulation is currently
able to reach. Thus, is a local but still fully atomistic model required to sensibly
represent the contact conditions in this case?
As demonstrated by Luan and Robbins, some simplifications of more sound theories can be reasonable. Extensive uses of rigid tips in most MD simulations of
contact AFM also show that limiting the total degrees of freedom of the system,
even in an important part of the contact, can lead to acceptable results.
As discussed in §2.2, the cause of nanoscale contact phenomena needs to be
integrated in the Virtual AFM, implying that the discreteness of matter and the
interaction potentials should be included. However, it does not mean that all the
physical consequences of this representation have to be part of the model for the
results to be meaningful.
For example, under weak contact conditions between the AFM’s tip and the
sample, the interaction is considered purely elastic. Therefore it can be acceptable
to use a continuum model to describe the internal forces, while the representation
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of the interactions between the bodies can be based on the underlying atomistic
structure of each body and be computed through this atomistic representation. In
some conditions this can well be a sufficient representation.
One proposition of this thesis, described in chapter 7, is on the implementation
and the discussion of such a model of contact in the elastic regime: continuum
mechanics handles the constitutive laws internal to the materials, while discrete
modelling is used to concurrently describe the external forces due to the contact
between each bodies. The foundations of the description is based on the decomposition of the coarse and fine scales as it was proposed in the Bridging Scale Method
by separating internal forces and contact forces.
The presented approach may appear simplistic in regard to available multiscale
methods. However, the important aspect is that the use of atomic interactions
is not meant to describe the material itself. It is intended to provide an approximation of the adhesive contact laws and friction laws based on the discrete
interactions and the coarse scale position of the atoms present in the contact zone.

Chapter 3
Available tools
3.1
3.1.1

Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM
System presentation

The AFM Dimension 3100 AFM, manufactured by Veeco [244], was available for
this project. The system was used as a base for the virtual model and it was
the main experimental device. It is designed around two principal stations. Figure 3.1(a) shows the enclosure of the AFM on the left and the control station on
the right. An air table Inside the enclosure is fed by the compressed air bottle, on
the left in the picture, to dampen external vibrations. The insulated door of the
enclosure is air tight to allow vacuuming (figure 3.1(b)).
Samples are placed on a manually operated rotating table that can be controlled
in translation by two step motors. These motors assist in moving the desired features of the sample under the tip of the cantilever (figure 3.1(c)). When facing
the machine, the stage’s axis are as follow: the X axis is horizontal, oriented from
left to right; the Y axis is horizontal, oriented from the front to the back of the
machine; the Z axis is vertical and upward.
The Dimension 3100’s optical head [245] is in the right part of figure 3.1(d).
It includes the cantilever’s holder mounting point, the laser measurement chain
and the piezo-tube used to control the motion of the tip, relative to the sample’s
surface. Two knobs are present on the top of the optical head to adjust the laser
position relatively to the cantilever. On the left side of the head, a second set of
two knobs permits the adjustment in orientation of an internal mirror to align the
57
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(a) The Veeco Dimension 3100

(b) Inside of the enclosure

(c) Scanning table and sample plate

(d) Camera and Optic head

(e) Controllers in the bay

(f) Breaking box for signal acquisition

(g) Acquisition card

(h) Computer for signal treatment

Figure 3.1: Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM and peripheral equipments
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reflected laser beam on the photo-diode sensor.
A camera is placed on the left of the optic head and serves two purposes: (a) It
can focus on the cantilever to align the camera’s centre and ease later positioning
of the tip end on the surface. (b) It can focus on the surface itself when looking
for specific features of the sample. The positioning of the camera, relative to the
cantilever, is done by two knobs on the front face of the camera (figure 3.1(d)).
From figure 3.1(a), the right station provides the commands and controls of the
AFM. The human-machine interface comprises two screens, one keyboard, one
mouse and one trackball. The latter is used to move the sample’s stage of the
AFM, focus the camera or move the cantilever vertically when approaching the
surface for the first contact. Behind the front door of the control station one can
find the Dimension D3100 controller as well as the Nanoscope IV controller respectively at the bottom and the top of figure 3.1(e). The D3100 controller combines
the software controlled illuminator for the camera, the air and vacuum pumps as
well as the power supply. The Nanoscope IV manages the optical head and the
rastering of the piezo-tube.
An acquisition box is connected to a port of the Nanoscope IV for signal processing. The signal access box provides six BNC plugs as presented in figure 3.1(f).
The cables from the acquisition box are routed to an acquisition card from National
Instrument (figure 3.1(g)) which is connected to a second computer (figure 3.1(h))
for data processing using MATLAB c and LabVIEW c .
Details on the procedure followed to install the cantilever on the machine are
provided in appendix A.
Table 3.1 lists the specifications of the machine and peripheral equipments, see
page 60. The Dimension 3100 AFM can conduct the following applications: Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM), Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM), Force Modulation, Electric Force Microscopy (EFM), Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM),
Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy (SSRM), Tunnelling Atomic Force Microscopy (TUNA), Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (CAFM), Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM), Torsional Resonance Mode (TRmode), contact mode
on surfaces and fluids, tapping mode on surface and fluids and interleave scanning
and calibration.
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Table 3.1: VEECO Dimension 3100 AFM and peripheral specifications

Sample stage
Inspectable area
Resolution
Unidirectional repeatability
Bidirectional repeatability
Maximum sample size
Laser
Power
Wave length
Class
Piezo-tube
Travel
Electronic Resolution
Accuracy
Orthogonality
Uncorrected Z bow
Camera
Objective
Magnification range
National Instrument
PCIe-6251 acquisition card
Nb channels
Sampling rate

3.1.2

120mmx100mm
2µm
3µm typical, 10µm max.
4µm x-axis, 6µm y-axis typical
12mm thick, 200mm dia.
1.0mW max.
670 nm
2
X: 90µm, Y: 90µm, Z: 6µm
16 bits on all axes
1% typical, 2% max.
2 degrees
50nm @ 90µm scan, 2nm @ 10µm scan
10x
410-1845x with corresponding
field of view 180-810µm

8 differential, 16 single ended
1.25MS/s single ended
1.00MS/s aggregate multi-channel

Cantilevers and calibration grating

Veeco’s cantilevers MSCT type C and E as well as Mikromasch’s cantilevers CSC11
type A and B [246] were used. They are all triangular cantilevers made of silicon.
The MSCT type had a reflective coating on its top surface while the CSC11 was
ordered without it (CSC11-NoAl). The main difference between the two is in the
shape and size of the tip itself. Because the Mikromasch’s cantilever has a longer
and sharper tip it is better suited to the ‘Wedge Method’ [80] for lateral calibration. However the lack of coating on the CSC11 leads to a lower signal to noise
ratio on the machine. In this work, a wave in the PSD signal was much stronger
when the CSC11 was used. This effect was particularly present in force-distance
curves as observed in figure 3.5, leading to a noticeable degradation of the signal’s
quality. The waves were consistent with a noise due to optical interference from
partial reflection of the laser beam on the sample [59].
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Figure 3.2: SEM images of CSC11-A cantilevers from Mikromasch
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the cantilevers
Type
CSC11-A
CSC11-B
MSCT-C
MSCT-E

Freq. [kHz]
min typ max
20
28
40
100 155 235
4
7
10
26
38
50

Stiff.
min
0.1
1.5
0.005
0.05

[N.m−1 ]
typ max
0.35 0.9
6.0 16.5
0.01 0.02
0.1
0.2

Length
[µm]
200
90
305
135

Width
[µm]
40
40
15
13

Thick.
[µm]
0.1
0.1
0.55
0.55

The tips of the MSCT and the CSC11 are notably different in shape. CSC11 tip’s
height is about 20µm with a total cone angle of 30 degrees whereas the MSCT’s
height is about 3µm and a total cone angle of 35 degrees. The CSC11 has a base
approximately octagonal and the MSCT’s base is square. From a material point
of view the CSC11 are made of mono-crystalline silicon with an n-type silicon
at the tip (phosphorous doped). The MSCT are made of silicon nitride with a
reflective gold coating on their upper surface. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show SEM images of CSC11 cantilevers type A and B respectively, obtained at the University
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Figure 3.3: SEM images of CSC11-B cantilevers from Mikromasch

of Wollongong. Defects on the tips, specially at their connection with the cantilever’s beam are apparent here and not infrequent. Figure 3.4 shows two images
of MSCT cantilevers and tips by Veeco. Specifications for each cantilevers are
given in table 3.2.
The calibration grating TGF11 from MikroMasch was used to test the ‘Wedge
Method’ [80]. It is made of silicon with a pitch of 10µm and a height of 1.75µm.
The slope is at an angle of 54.74◦ defined by the crystallography of silicon. Figure 3.4 shows a top view and a side view of the calibration grating from SEM
imaging.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4: SEM images of (a) & (b) MSCT cantilevers (Courtesy Veeco). (c)
& (d) Top view of a TGF11 lateral calibration grating ( (d) Courtesy MikroMasch)

3.1.3

Calibration procedures

3.1.3.1

The thermal noise method

As presented in §2.1.4, there are many different approaches to calibrate the cantilever. The thermal vibration method, iniitially proposed by Hutter et al [73]
and refined by Butt et al [61], was used throughout this work for the bending
mode. The principal reason for this choice is the consistency of the method and
its simplicity once the procedure is automated.
The thermal noise method models the cantilever as an harmonic oscillator. Thermal cantilever’s vibrations are written by applying the equi-partition theorem in
equation (3.1). m is the suspended mass of the equivalent harmonic oscillator, ω0
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the resonant frequency, q the displacement, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature.


1
m ω02 q 2
2


=

kb T
2

(3.1)

The thermal fluctuations are obtained by letting the cantilever naturally oscillate
in air, away from any surface interaction. The bending signal is recorded using a
high sampling rate. The signal is transformed in the frequency domain to limit the
impact of other noises on the calibration as they are unlikely to occur at the same
frequency. By fitting the peak of the power spectrum by a Lorentzian distribution
and integrating it (P ), the stiffness can be derived as shown in equation (3.2).
Butt et al mentioned that a correction needs to be applied to the thermal amplitude q for a measurement by laser beam since the amplitude is measured in terms
of the cantilever’s inclination rather than its displacement. In this case P must be
written as the total power from all the frequencies (equation (3.3)).
kb T
P
4 kb T
=
3 Ptotal

kz =

(3.2)

kz

(3.3)

While the accuracy of a calibration method is of importance, its precision is an
even more fundamental factor that is worth pursuing. It is wise to follow some
guidelines to improve the repeatability of a calibration:
• Limit the manipulation of components as much as possible
• Make the manipulations independent of the operator’s skills
• Automate data processing to limit operator’s subjectivity
• Control other variables if needed such as temperature, pressure...
The thermal vibration method does not need to measure the cantilever dimensions in SEM and does not need to press the cantilever with another cantilever.
Since it is not necessary to actively move the cantilever, results are independent
of scanning speeds. Results are also surface’s independent1 since the cantilever is
1
While this is true for the thermally induced vibration of the cantilever, a force-distance curve
is still required to obtain the sensitivity of the optical chain. This will be subject to surface effects
such as friction and hysteresis of the piezo-tube between the up and down motion
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not in contact with a substrate.
The breaking box and the acquisition card presented in §3.1.1 were used to automate the thermal method. There are two signals required to calibrate the bending
stiffness: (a) the bending signal due to the thermal motion of the cantilever from
which the power spectrum will be extracted and (b) the force curve from which
the bending sensitivity is obtained to translate the bending signal from volts to
meters of deformation. The power spectrum needs a high sampling frequency, at
least twice the natural frequency of the cantilever, a requirement fulfilled by the
National Instrument card available on the system. The signal from the force curve
experiment cannot be taken from the Nanoscope software since the measurement
chain is not the same as the one used for the acquisition computer. The force
curve needs to be recorded using the same computer the thermal motion’s data
was acquired from.
Small codes using LabVIEW c and MATLAB c were written to fulfil this requirement. The first code acquires the thermal motion data. It is based on previous
work of Dr Philip Whitten from the University of Wollongong. A few modifications
were applied and limited to the simplification of the process. The second code was
written by the writer. It acquires the force-distance curve by sampling the optical
signal and the piezo-tube’s vertical voltage. There are two parameters the user
needs to be careful about: the total vertical displacement of the piezo-tube during
the force curve and the number of points to acquire. The acquisition must sample
at least one period of a force curve such that the minimum and maximum positions
of the piezo-tube are recorded.
Both codes produce an output file which is used in a MATLAB c routine to
post-process the data and calibrate the bending stiffness. The code of this routine is given in appendix B.1. The routine takes the temperature, the piezo-tube
amplitude during the force curve as well as the data files of the thermal vibration
and the force curve. Knowing the total displacement of the piezo-tube, the code
converts the piezo displacement from volts (Pv ) to meters (Pm ). Noting zrange
the total amplitude of the piezo, the conversion is obtained by applying equation
(3.4).
Pm = Pv

zrange
max (Pv ) − min (Pv )

(3.4)
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With the abscissa of the force curve calibrated, the code proceeds with a linear
regression of the force curve data points. The linear regression occurs on the upward and downward part of the data to average potential hysteresis and frictional
effects. The tangent coefficient, obtained from the regression, is the inverse of
the bending sensitivity in deformation Sbd in m.V −1 . The thermal motion data,
initially in volts, is converted to the effective displacement of the tip by multiplying the displacements by Sbd . The thermal vibration method is then applied as
presented in [73].
The user selects approximately the top of the peak to help the code fit the peak
in the power spectrum. In turn, a log file of the calibration is saved that contains
the bending sensitivity in displacement Sbd , in force Sbf , as well as the estimated
bending stiffness kz . All results are given with a confidence interval at 95%.
The left part of figure 3.5 shows some force-distance curves obtained by using
CSC11 cantilevers on the top flat surface of the TGF11 calibration grating. The
fit of the power spectrum peak obtained from the MATLAB c code is shown on
the right. Depending on the position of the laser spot or the surface’s pollution, a
wide range of signals can be obtained as illustrated in these curves.
The code was validated by calibrating a set of fifteen chips of the CSC11 series for comparison with the manufacturer’s specifications. Each chip possesses a
cantilever type A on one side and a type B on the other side for a total of thirty
cantilevers. Each calibration followed a complete procedure which includes the
mounting of the cantilever on the holder, the installation on the machine and the
alignment of the laser. This procedure was repeated five times for each cantilever.
Five CSC11-A and five CSC11-B broke as a result of the repetitive mounting/unmounting operations on the cantilever holder. The results from damaged
cantilever were discarded. The relatively high breakage rate was mostly due to
cantilevers falling from the tweezers. Figure 3.6 shows the results with a confidence
interval at 95%. The cantilevers’ stiffness were within the bound provided by the
manufacturer which are provided in table 3.2. The repeatability of the calibration
is reasonable in most cases.
During a force curve test, the cantilever snaps out of the surface and goes back to
the equilibrium after a couple of damped oscillations. This section of the signal can
be represented by a second order model of a uni-dimensional harmonic oscillator
described by equation (3.5). f (t) is the temporal function of the external forces,
m the mass, a(t) the acceleration, d the damping coefficient, v(t) the velocity, k
the stiffness and x(t) the displacement. The solution to a unit step is well known
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Figure 3.5: (left) Force curves from CSC11 cantilevers showing the variability
of the signal in respect to adhesion or waviness artefact. (right) Power spectrum of the bending signal and its fitting from the application of the Thermal
Vibration method

and shown in equation (3.6).
f (t) = m a(t) + d v(t) + k x(t)

(3.5)

x(t) = A e−α t cos (ω t + φ)

(3.6)

Fitting this equation to the data in the aforementioned region of the force curve
leads to the estimation of A, α and ω. Recalling the stiffness k obtained from the
thermal method, the oscillating mass and the damping coefficient can be derived
following equation (3.7) and (3.8).
k
ω2
d = 2 mα

m =

(3.7)
(3.8)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Bending calibration results for a set of (a) CSC11-A and (b)
CSC11-B cantilevers from a batch of 15 chips.

Note that the damping coefficient reflects the conditions of the experiment. If the
force curve was obtained in vacuum conditions the coefficient would mostly relate
to the damping of the cantilever’s material. The coefficient is the combination
of the material damping and the damping due to air in absence of vacuum. The
program that permits the fitting is given in appendix B.2 and appendix B.3. A
typical result of the fit is shown in figure 3.7(a).
The acquisition box, MATLAB c and LabVIEW c were used to acquire the torsion
signal during lateral scanning of the cantilever. The torsion calibration used the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: (a) Fit (red) of the cantilever motion from the snap out section
of a force-distance curve (green). (b) Typical signal of a lateral force from
experiment on a TGF11 calibration grating. (c) Equivalent torsion angle from
Varenberg’s model with Amontons’s law for friction
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‘Wedge Method’ of Varenberg et al [80] with the calibration grating TGF11 from
MikroMasch. Yves-Marie Blandin [247] wrote the code in appendix B.4 to automate the calibration of the torsional calibration factor α. Figure 3.7(b) shows an
experimental result from the torsion signal in Volts of the PSD during a trace/retrace scan. Figure 3.7(c) gives the variation of torsion angle on the cantilever from
simulation based on Varenberg’s model with Amontons’s law for friction.

3.2

Eukles, the engineering faculty’s first cluster

There was no high performance computing system available at the School before
2008. During the course of this work, a cluster system was deployed by the writer
for high performance computing. He first learnt about cluster computing, how to
assemble one using off the shelf hardware, requirements in energy, cooling, networking, disk and memory usage as well as operating system solutions. Previous
experiences in using Unix-like systems, and more precisely Linux, were of tremendous help as the software aspect of clustering was already familiar and sped up
the deployment noticeably.
The cluster, named Eukles, was installed in February 2008 once the final architecture, hardware decisions and ordering were made. It initially consisted of one
frontend, four nodes, one gigabit network switch and a cabinet. Two nodes are
enclosed in a single 1U server rack in an arrangement known as a twin server.
This architecture allows the storing of more processing power in a smaller form
factor. It divides by two the number of power plugs needed as each rack uses a
single power supply to power two servers. At that time Eukles provided 32 cores,
500GB of hard drives for storage and a total of 32GB of memory to the users. The
cluster ran in this configuration for a year and a half and proved to be a useful
tool for users to handle their simulations.
In June 2009, after 5000 jobs were submitted and a maximum uptime of 326
days without reboot, the cluster was upgraded with the addition of four new
nodes, new hard disks for storage and a UPS for protection against power failure.
Table 3.3 summarises its current specifications. Eukles currently provides 1.8TB
of disk space, 64 processors and 64GB of RAM to users. To date, more than 10000
jobs have been submitted using in majority MATLAB c , ANSYS, CFX, Fluent,
Abaqus, CODE ASTER and LAMMPS. Figure 3.8 shows the cluster in its cabinet.
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Table 3.3: Eukles’s specifications

Item
Frontend
Processors

Specification
SuperMicro 6015W-NTB
2 QuadCore Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5410 @ 2.33GHz
(8 cores in total)
Hard drive
1 500GB hard drive for system and 3 1TB in RAID5
for user’s storage
Memory
8GB ECC
Network
Two 1GB Ethernet interfaces
Nodes (X8)
SuperMicro 6015TW-TB (Twin servers)
Processors
2 QuadCore Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5410 @ 2.33GHz
(8 cores in total)
Hard drive
1 80GB hard drive for system
Memory
8GB ECC
Network
1 1GB Ethernet interface
Ethernet Switch
HP Prowave 2810-24G
Ports
24 RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet plug
UPS
Eaton PW5125 3000VA
Protection
3 minutes battery for the cluster to automatically
Principal softwares switch off
Operating system
Rocks cluster distribution V4.3 / CentOS based
Matlab
r2008a
Ansys
V11 and V12, includes Ls-Dyna, CFX, Fluent
Abaqus
V6.7-1 and V6.9-1
CODE ASTER
9.2.0
Lammps
09Jan09
SGE Qsub
queuing system V
From the hardware specifications, the installation, the software deployment,
users training and management, the writer has been able to learn more about
parallel computing at each level. It has been an interesting and fruitful experience. Although the cluster helped other students and research, it has been a major
asset to carry this research. It gave the necessary tools to push the modelling further and design the code for parallel computing.
After the success of Eukles, a new and bigger system, called Gur, has been deployed by the IT department of the University. It has 256 processors and it is
available University wide.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8: (a) 4 twin server racks for a total of 8 nodes at the top followed by
a single server rack for the frontend. (b) Ethernet connections from the nodes to
the Ethernet switch and power plugs at the back of the system. (c) Front view
of the UPS. (d) Rear view of the UPS with power plugs to feed the frontend,
nodes and the switch

Chapter 4
Structure of the Virtual AFM
4.1

Introduction

In §2.1.1, the principal components of an AFM were presented. The optic head of
the Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM is shown in figure 4.1 and it is used as a basis for
the Virtual AFM in this study.
Figure 4.2 shows a general diagram of such a head with the connections and data
between the components. Starting from the cantilever on the left of the diagram,
two quantities are of interest. Firstly, the position of the tip end is given by the
state of deformation of the cantilever measured at the tip. The tip displacement is a
function of the interaction force between the tip and the sample and eventually the
current dynamics of the cantilever. Combined, the piezo-tube position, the surface
topography and the tip position provide the interfacial geometric conditions to the
contact model. In turn, the contact model provides the contact force at the tip
apex.
The second quantity of interest is the topography of the upper surface of the
cantilever in the region where the laser beam is reflected. As for the tip position,
it is a function of the contact force and the dynamics of the cantilever. The shape
of the cantilever , as well as its overall position and orientation, characterise the
reflection of the laser through the optics. The properties of the laser beam itself,
as well as the characteristics of the internal mirrors and the PSD, will influence
the final bending and torsion signals. The control loop uses the bending signal to
adjust the piezo-tube position accordingly.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the Dimension 3100 head (Courtesy of Veeco)
Topography of
cantilever’s upper
surface in the
reflection area

Bending and
torsion signals
Optic

PZT position
Control loop

Piezo

Tip position
Cantilever

Results file
Surface

Surface’s topography

Interaction force
Contact model

Components of the Virtual AFM

Figure 4.2: Framework of the Virtual AFM
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In this chapter the modelling framework of the Virtual AFM is developed by only
considering the components of the machine. The control loop is not considered in
this work. The contact model and the sample’s surface are not part of the machine
itself, this interaction is the subject of chapters 6 and 7.
A three dimensional model which is able to relate the photo-diode signal to the
force acting on the tip apex is the main result of this section. It is an extension
of the work of Müller et al [42] and Liu et al [50] to integrate more closely the
cantilever, modelled using FEM, with the optical model. The cantilever can be
arbitrary placed and oriented relatively to the beam and can be of any shape.
The model of the laser measurement chain is based on the discretisation of the
laser beam in a set of rays that propagates in the system. The analytical equation
of a single ray’s position on the optical sensor is a function of the reflection’s state
on top of the cantilever. The upper cantilever’s surface topography is obtained in
a deformed state from FEM, according to the arbitrary force acting on the tip.
This topography provides the local properties of the reflection for the rays of the
laser.
The main differences with the work of Müller et al are on the definition of the
bending and torsion angles. Here the angles are defined at the physical reflection
of a single ray of the laser beam. They are related to the domain of optic (reflection
angles), as opposed to the domain of continuum mechanic (torsion and bending
angles).
The model is introduced through the definition of its coordinate systems and
variables. In a second part, a single ray is followed and its interaction with each
component of the optical system is studied. The interaction between the cantilever
and the ray, the mirror and the ray and the sensor and the ray are all considered.
The third part focuses on the modelling of several V-shaped cantilevers using FEM
and on a method to describe the beam-cantilever interaction. The reflection of
a single ray from the laser beam is simulated to illustrate the principle of the
numerical method. Conclusions are drawn from a first order expansion of the
equations for a single ray from which a simple model derives. The final part deals
with the estimation of the parameters of the model from the real optic head.
The material in this chapter has been published in Nanotechnology in 2008 as
System modelling of a lateral force microscope, Vol 19, 455707.
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Characteristics of the model

Figure 4.3: Global AFM model and notations

Vectors are written in any arbitrary coordinate system. Figure 4.3 presents five
direct coordinate systems on the machine, the physical interactions between the
components and the references to the equations developed in this chapter.
The global coordinate system Rg is fixed in space. The piezo-tube coordinate
system Rp is in pure translation and its axes are parallel to Rg . The cantilever
coordinate system Rc is fixed in Rp . The laser beam is discretised in ‘n’ rays, the
superscript ‘j’ in matrices, vectors or coordinate systems is relative to the jth ray.
The optical coordinate system Rjo is defined under a unique state of stress S0 and
is fixed in Rg . Zoj is collinear to the laser beam after reflection on the cantilever
at S0 . Finally a coordinate system Rs is attached to the photo-diode sensor where
Bs , Ts and Ns are the bending axis, torsion axis and sensor’s normal respectively.
The j th ray from the beam is emitted at Pdj with a propagation vector Ndj . Poj
is the position of the reflection point on the top of the cantilever’s topography
noted Σc . The normal of Σc at Poj is Ncj . For the particular stress state S0 ,
Poj =Ooj . The reflected ray is noted Noj . Once the jth ray passed the mirror set,
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it hits the PSD at the point Psj . Under the action of the contact force F , the
cantilever deforms and produces a displacement of the tip Ut as well as a change
of the topography Σc of the cantilever’s upper surface.

4.3

Optical model

4.3.1

Approximations

The laser beam is reflected on Σc and propagates on a mirror set to finally hit the
quadrant photo-diode sensor. The laser is represented in the frame of geometric
optics with a beam intensity distribution ι(x, y). Lasers are acceptably modelled
using the Gaussian beam approximation near the optical axis of a system [248].
A single ray Ljd is characterised by its light intensity ιj , the position Pdj of one
of its points and its propagation vector Ndj . All the reflections are assumed to
be total. [Lj ] is the geometrical representation of the ray Lj in a matrix form as
shown in equation (4.1).
"

 j
L
=

4.3.2

P j Nj
1

#
(4.1)

0

Laser-cantilever interaction

The laser-cantilever interaction is a reflection driven by the cantilever’s topography
Σc . The latter is a function of the force F applied at the tip end (equation (4.2)).








x
Px







P ∈ Σr ⇔ 
y

 Py  = 
Σc (x, y, F )
Pz

(4.2)

A single incident ray Ljd hits Σc at the reflection point Poj where the normal is
locally Ncj . Poj is the intersection between Ljd and Σc (equation (4.3)). Poj is the
point of the ray emitted by the laser diode, Ndj is the orientation of this ray.

 Poj = Pdj + k Ndj
h
 iT
 Poj = P j P j Σc P j , P j , F
oy
ox
oy
ox

(4.3)
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Figure 4.4: Definition of θj and φj , incident and propagation angles respectively
j
j
The reflection at Poj is the composition [R2θφ
] of two rotations [R2θ
] and [Rφj ]

around Yg and Zg respectively. These three matrices of rotations are given in
equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6). The axis of rotation is in the local tangential
plane of Σc at Poj and passes by the latter. θj is the angle of incidence and φj is
j
the angle of propagation as seen in figure 4.4. [R2θφ
] is also the definition of the

coordinate system Rjc attached to the reflection point Poj .


 j 
R2θ = 



c2θj

0 s2θj

0
−s2θ

1
j

0

0 c2θ

cφj −sφj 0






(4.4)

j





 j
j
j

Rφ = 
sφ
cφ
0


0
0
1


j
j
j
j
j
c2θ
cφ
−sφ
s2θ
cφ
h
i


j
j
j
j
j
j 
R2θ
= 
c2θ
sφ
cφ
s2θ
sφ
j φj


−s2θj
0
c2θj

(4.5)

(4.6)

In characterising the reflection, equation (4.7) presents the propagation vector Noj
of the reflected ray as a rotation of −Ndj . The surface’s normal Ncj is the vector
obtained from equation (4.8) by the same rotation matrix but with an angle θj
instead of 2θj .
 j  j
Nd
Noj = − R2θφ


j
Ndj
Ncj = − Rθφ

(4.7)
(4.8)

Noting that Ndj = −Zg , Noj and Ncj become equations (4.9) and (4.10) respectively. θj and φj are defined in equations (4.11) and (4.12) respectively as a
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function of the local normal.
Noj =
Ncj =
θj
φj

h

j

j

j

s2θ cφ

j

s2θ sφ

h

j

iT

c2θ
iT

sθj cφj sθj sφj cθj

j
= arcos Ncz
 j 
Ncx
= arcos
sθj

(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

The matrix of the reflected ray Ljo is equation (4.13). In equation (4.14) Ljo is
written in Rjc and has a more convenient expression.
 j
Lo =

"


Prj Noj
1

0 0

 0 0
= 
 0 1

1 0

4.3.3

#
(4.13)

0







in Rjc

(4.14)

Propagation of a ray in the mirror set

The jth ray of the laser is noted Lji at its ith reflection in the mirror set. It is
characterised through the position of a point Pij and a propagation vector Nij
(equation (4.15)).
 j
Li =

"

Pij Nij
1

#

0

(4.15)

Assume a mirror Mi , defined by its origin Oi and its normal Zi . The reflected
ray Lji , associated with an incident ray Lji−1 after reflection on Mi , is given by
equation (4.16). Details on [Ri ] are given in appendix C.1.
 j


Li = [Ri ] Lji−1

(4.16)

For an optical system made of n mirrors, the last reflected ray Ljn of Ljo is represented by equation (4.17). The equation is obtained by composition of the
reflections on the mirrors individually obtained from equation (4.16). [Rnc ], [Snc ]
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and Knc are detailed in appendix C.2.
 j
 
Ln = [Rnc ] Lj0

(4.17)

such that
[Rnc ]

=

n
Y

[Ri ]

i=1

"
=

[Snc ]

Knc

0 0 0

1

#

[Snc ] is an orthogonal isometry. It can be characterised depending on the number
of mirrors n. If n is even, there is an even number of orthogonal symmetry. The
composition of two plane orthogonal symmetries is a rotation and the composition
of two rotations is a rotation. Therefore, [Snc ] is equivalent to a single rotation of
R3 and the transformation is direct, i.e the image of a direct coordinate system is
a direct coordinate system.
If n is odd, [Snc ] is the composition of an even number of symmetries plus one.
It is equivalent to the composition of one rotation and one orthogonal symmetry.
In that case the transformation is indirect, i.e the image of a direct coordinate
system is an indirect coordinate system.

4.3.4

Beam-sensor interaction

The isometric property of [Snc ] describes the principle of the reversibility of light. It
has a direct implication: it is equivalent to find the intersection between the image
of an incident beam and the sensor’s surface or to find the intersection between the
incident beam and the image of the sensor. From a numerical point of view it is
more efficient to calculate the sensor’s image once rather than calculate the image
of each ray for each deformation of the cantilever. The sensor S is represented by
its matrix [S] in equation (4.18). Os and Ns are the origin and normal of the
sensor respectively.
"
[S] =

Os Ns
1

0

#
(4.18)
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0

Equation (4.19) gives the optical image S of S after it passed the mirror set in the
direction opposite to the propagation of the laser beam.
h 0i
S
= [Rnc ]−1 [S]

(4.19)

0

Equation (4.19) describes S explicitly. This relationship is convenient if the position and orientation of the optical components are known. It is essentially useful in
the case of a simulation. However [Rnc ] is difficult to estimate on the machine. Even
with details on the optic head’s design from the manufacturer, the sensor/mirror’s
adjustment screws modify the geometry of the optics. [Rnc ] depends on this setting
and is likely to change from one experiment to another.
0

0

S can also be represented by its centre Os and an attached coordinate system
0

0

0

0

0

0

(Bs , Ts , Ns ). Bs , Ts and Ns are the bending axis, torsion axis and normal axis
of the sensor’s image.
From the analysis of [Rnc ] it is known that this coordinate system will be direct
if the number of mirrors is even or indirect if the number is odd. Since the sensor’s
signals are amplified along the bending and torsion axes, a direct coordinate system can eventually be made indirect by the application of a negative amplification
factor on one of its measuring axis. Therefore the transformation from the global
0

coordinate system to the coordinate system of S can consistently be represented
0

by a rotation matrix [Rs ]. This matrix is written using Euler’s angles α, β and γ
with the z-x-z convention as proposed in [249]. It is reproduced in equation (4.20).

h

0

Rs

i

cγ cα − sγ cβ sα


cγ sα + sγ cβ cα

sγ sβ




= 
−sγ
cα
−
cγ
cβ
sα
−sγ
sα
+
cγ
cβ
cα
cγ
sβ


sβ sα
−sβ cα
cβ
0

(4.20)

0

The analysis is now placed in the coordinate system Rs , where Ljo becomes Ljo
(equation (4.21)).
h

j0

L0

"

i
=

 0
Rs
0 0 0

 0 0 #
− Rs Os 
1

Lj0



(4.21)

0

The point of intersection Psj between the jth ray and the image of the sensor in
0

Rs is given by equation (4.22), see figure 4.5. λj is the distance between the point
of reflection on the cantilever and its associated spot on the sensor.
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Figure 4.5: Intersection between the laser beam and the image of the photodiode

(

Psj

 0

0
= Rs Pj − Os + λj Nj

0

0

(4.22)

0

0 = Psj · Ns
With
h

0

iT

Ns =

0 0 1
0

Solving equation (4.22) gives equation (4.23) from which Psj follows (equation
0

(4.24)). The reader will notice the superscript j on [Dj ], it indicates that the
matrix is a function of the ray being considered.
0

λ

j

Psj

0

= −
h
=

0

T
Rs:
· Pj − Os

Dj

0

i

T · Nj
Rs0 :


Pj − Os0


(4.23)



(4.24)

if k ∈ {1, 2},
j0
Dkl

0

0

= Rskl −

T
Rsk:
· Nj
0

T ·
Rs:

Nj

0

Rs3l

if k=3,
0

j
Dkl
= 0
0

Noting Dc and Ds the domains of the laser spot on Σc and S respectively, equation
(4.24) is the application that transforms Dc in the global coordinate system to Ds
in the coordinate system of the sensor’s image. To work out the signal from the
sensor, one has to integrate the light intensity over the domain Ds . As noted
in [79], the integration needs to be done numerically. Because the laser beam is
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made of n rays, the intensity function ι(x, y) is discretised on each ray while the
total intensity is conserved (equation (4.25)). The bending signal Vb and torsion
signal Vt are given in equation (4.26) and equation (4.27) respectively. They give
the amplified integrals over the domain Ds using the amplification factors Ab for
bending and At for torsion. Note that diffraction effects are not taken into account
in the model.
j
j
ιj = ι Pdx
, Pdy



n
X
Psb

,

0j

Vb = Ab lim

n→∞

j=1

0j

ιj

Psb

n
X
Pst

,

0j

Vt = At lim

n→∞

j=1

0j

j

ι

Pst

(4.25)
n
X

ιj

(4.26)

ιj

(4.27)

j=1
n
X
j=1

The use of such a numerical model facilitates the analysis of optical or mechanical
crosstalk effects, see chapter 5. Studies of the effect of variables such as laser
beam’s shape, cantilever’s defects or cantilever’s misorientation can be simulated.
The cantilever’s dynamics can be analysed relatively to the output signal as each
variable of the model is accessible in the simulation. Generally speaking, it is
interesting to work on the sensor’s signal from a simulation as it can improve the
understanding of the signal obtained from the real AFM.

4.3.5

First order approximation

Equation (4.24) is an exact relationship under the aforementioned assumptions.
In this section a first order approximation is derived for a small variation of Lj0 .
Equation (4.22) is differentiated for small variations. Equation (4.28) emphasises
that the spot must stay on the surface of the sensor. The development for dλj
follows in equation (4.29).
(

dPsj

0


 0
= Rs dPj + dλj Nj + λj dNj
0

0

0 = dPsj · Zs

0

dλj = −

T
· dPj + λj Nj
Rs:
T · Nj
Rs0 :


(4.28)


(4.29)
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Figure 4.6: Definition of dP0rz for the first order approximation

Substituting dλj in equation (4.28) gives the general first order approximation
0

in equation (4.30). λj and [Dj ] are as proposed in equations (4.23) and (4.24)
respectively.
0
dPsj

h 0i

= Dj dPj + λj dNj

(4.30)

Equation (4.30) is written in the global coordinate system but can be simplified if
one writes it in the coordinate system Rjc . In this coordinate system λj , Nj , Pj ,
dNj and dPj have the following expressions:
0

λ

j

T

0

j
Rs:
· Osj
Rs33
iT
h
0 0 1
h
iT
0 0 0
h
iT
j
j
j
2 dθ s2θ dφ
iT
h
j
j
j
dP0z
−s2θ 0 c2θ

=

Nj =
Pj =
dNj =
dPj =

j
dP0z
is the variation of the reflection point Pj in the global coordinate system as
0

0

shown in figure 4.6. [Rs ] and Os have the same form in this system of coordinate
0

0

but become [Rsj ] and Osj as they are taken relatively to Rjc . Equation (4.30)
j
becomes equation (4.31) in this coordinate system. [D2d
] is the 2x2 matrix that
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describes the optical system for the jth ray on the sensor’s image surface.
0j

dPs

 j 
= D2d

 j 
D2d =

"

"

j
−s2θj dP0z
+ 2λj dθj

0

0

0

0

j
j
D11
D12

#

λj s2θj dφj
#

(4.31)

j
j
D21
D22

Equation (4.31) is also written in the form provided in equation (4.32).
iT
 j h
j
j
j
dPs = O
dP0z dθ dφ
"
#
 j   j  −s2θj 2λj
0
O = D2d
0
0 λj s2θj
0j

4.4

(4.32)

Cantilever’s model

This section focuses on the FEM model of the cantilever. The aim is to present a
method to establish the relationship between the variables (Pj , Nj ) of the optical
model and the force F acting on the tip. Doing so allows one to relate F to
the PSD’s signals. The study deals with a single ray placed right on top of the
tip base. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the model does not
consider the interaction of the tip with the sample to produce forces at this stage
as it would restrict the analysis to a specific domain of forces.

4.4.1

FEM model

Four types of V-shaped cantilevers were considered. The MSCT type C and E
from Veeco [244] and the CSC11 series type A and B from MikroMasch [246].
Dimensions for the MSCT probes come from Müller et al [42] as well as from the
manufacturer, see table 4.1.
The geometry was parametrised to model various probes of the same series.
CASTEM [250] was initially used to create the meshes but later on replaced by
GMSH [251, 252]. CODE ASTER [253] was used for the static FEM analysis.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show details of the MSCT and the CSC11 cantilevers respectively. The upper surface of the cantilevers is modelled using first order triangular
shell elements due to the ease in calculating their normal. The node density was
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: FEM mesh of a MSCT cantilever. (a) Full mesh. (b) Deformed
state. Side (c) and top (d) view of the pyramidal tip. Elements were exploded
slightly to reveal the elements

increased significantly in the zone of the tip base where the ray was focused, see
figure 4.9.
The tips were modelled using first order tetrahedron elements. They have a
pyramidal shape for the MSCT series and an octagonal base for the CSC11 series. The length was set to 20µm and 4µm for the CSC11 types and MSCT types
respectively. For each cantilever, the tip base was centred relatively to the cantilever’s main axis and placed at the end of the beam. A mesh optimisation was
carried out such that the variations of each state variable remained below 10−4
of their respective unit. The tip radius was not taken into account and the force
was applied at the very end of the tip. The CSC11-A, CSC11-B, MSCT-C and
MSCT-E had respectively 50797, 36687, 48043 and 13951 nodes.
The Young modulus E was set to 169 GPa and the Poisson ratio ν to 0.26 for
all the simulations and cantilevers as indicated by Mikromasch [246]. The simulations were carried out considering purely elastic deformations, in the cantilever
coordinate systems Rc as seen in figure 4.3.
The force F evolved in the range of 0nN to 1000nN for each component Fx ,
Fy and Fz with a step of 10nN for a total of a million loading cases. For each
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: FEM mesh of Mikromasch CSC11-A. (a) Full mesh. (b) Deformed
state. Top (c) and side (d) view of the octagonal tip

Table 4.1: Parameters of the model

Parameters
Cantilever length
Arms width
Arms spacing
Tip heigth
Inner length
Tip position
Front width
Tip angle
Thickness (min)
Thickness (typ)
Thickness (max)
Bending stiffness (min)
Bending stiffness (typ)
Bending stiffness (max)
Young modulus
Poisson ratio

Units
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm
deg
µm
µm
µm
N.m−1
N.m−1
N.m−1
GPa
-

CSC11-A CSC11-B
200
90
40
60
320
60
20
20
30
30
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.3
0.1
1.9
0.35
6.0
0.9
16.5
169
169
0.26
0.26

MSCT-C
323.5
20
173
3
233
84
5
35
0.6
0.01
169
0.26

MSCT-E
115.5
15.6
82
3
67.5
43.5
5
35
0.6
0.1
169
0.26
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Figure 4.9: Laser’s zone on Σc for CSC11-A

case, the solution in displacement for the tip apex and the region of the laser’s
reflection on the cantilever were saved in a database for later use. The solution
for other loadings can be interpolated on request from this data set to compute
the reflection of the rays, speeding up the calculations by an order of magnitude.

4.4.2

Tip displacement

The tip end is subject to a force F , due to the tip-sample interactions. The
cantilever deforms depending on the orientation and the intensity of the force.
The tip displacement Ut is related to F via the stiffness matrix [Kt ] of dimension
3x3 (equation (4.33)). The matrix and the vectors are written in Rc .
h

iT
Fx Fy Fz

h
= [Kt ]

iT
Utx Uty Utz

(4.33)

FEM results show a linear relationship between F and Ut in the range of force
used. The stiffness matrix was estimated using a mean least square regression of
the data from FEM. Comparison of the bending stiffness of the model with the
ones provided by the manufacturers shows that the results were within the bounds
provided for the CSC11 series but were consistently higher than the nominal value,
see the values in bold in table 4.1 and table 4.2.
On the Nanoscope Dimension 3100, the cantilever is fixed on the holder and
tilted with an angle θ0 ≈ 14o [254]. Therefore the apparent stiffness, once the
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Table 4.2: Simulated stiffness matrix Kt N.m−1 @ ± 10−4 (θ0 = 0o ).


0
−2.6817
20.9161

0
17.6431
0
CSC11-A: 
0
0.5876
 −2.6817

62.1431
0
−23.0920

0
42.3913
0
CSC11-B: 
0
14.0680
 −23.0920
90.6402
0
−1.3898

0
50.3541
0
MSCT-C: 
0
0.0319 
 −1.3898
197.2930
0
−8.4583

0
120.8833
0
MSCT-E: 
−8.4583
0
0.5377



0 
Table 4.3: Simulated stiffness matrix Kt N.m−1 @ ± 10−4 (θ0 = 14o ).



18.4674
0
CSC11-A: 
 −7.1397
48.4885

0
CSC11-B:
 −31.6739
84.6848

0
MSCT-C:
−22.4961

181.8067

0
MSCT-E:
−53.6538


0
−7.1397

17.6431
0
0
3.0363

0
−31.6738

42.3913
0
0
27.7227 
0
−22.4961

50.3541
0
0
5.9873 
0
−53.6538

120.8833
0
0
16.0240

cantilever is installed in the machine, is a rotation of the stiffness matrix as shown
in equation (4.34). [Rc ] is the rotation matrix from Rg to Rc .
0

[Kt ] = [Rc ]−1 [Kt ] [Rc ]

(4.34)

Apart from the tilt angle θ0 , equation (4.34) shows that a misorientation of the
cantilever will lead to a mechanical crosstalk in the apparent stiffness. Table 4.2
and 4.3 show the stiffness matrices for a tilt angle of 0 and 14◦ respectively. It
can be seen that the bending stiffness Kzz (in bold) varies significantly and that
the tilt angle has an important influence on the apparent stiffness. For example,
the apparent bending stiffness of the CSC11-A varies from 0.6 to 3N.m−1 as the
tilt angle changes from 0 to 14◦ .
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Reflection point

The reflected ray is affected by the force applied on the tip through the deformation of the cantilever. The latter is a function of the force acting on the tip apex.
Equation (4.2) describes the cantilever’s reflective surface Σc . It is repeated as
equation (4.35) for convenience. Σc is obtained by interpolating the position of
each of its FEM nodes after deformation. The cantilever is rotated in its configuration on the machine using [Rc ]. In the ideal case it’s a rotation around Yc by
an angle θ0 and leads to Σc in the global coordinate system.






Px


x


 

=

P ∈ Σc ⇔ 
P
y
y

 

Pz
Σc (x, y, F )

(4.35)

The evolution of a single ray from the laser diode, oriented along −Zg is considered
with the cantilever at a tilt angle of 14◦ to reflect its position in the Dimension
3100. Under a stress free cantilever, the reflection point P is on top of the tip
apex, on the cantilever’s main axis. Po is the intersection of the incident laser
beam and the reflective surface Σc . Its equation has been detailed in the raycantilever interaction section, see equation (4.3). Because the ray is collinear to
Zg , there is no displacement of P along Xg and Yg . Only the displacement of
P along Zg , denoted U0z , needs to be studied.
As can be seen in figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), the variation of U0z can be considered a linear function of the forces Fx and Fz . For this ray, the influence of
Fy is not significant but shows a strong non linearity as shown in figure 4.11. It
indicates the potential influence of Fy on a ray away from the cantilever’s main
axis. This influence is neglected for the rest of the analysis for a centred ray.
For each deformation, the surface’s normal Nc is obtained using the information on
P and the triangular elements of the surrounding mesh. The measured angles θj
and φj have been defined in equations (4.11) and (4.12) and illustrated in figure 4.4.
These angles are different to the mechanical bending and torsion angles. They are
based on optical considerations.
From figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), it is reasonable to consider θj as a linear
function of Fx and Fz in the range of force used in the simulation. A strong, but
not significant, non-linearity of θj was observed for a variation of the lateral force
Fy . It can safely be neglected for a centred ray but this non-linearity may be
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Figure 4.10: Linear influence of (a) Fx and (b) Fz on the vertical position of
the reflection point of a centred ray on top of the cantilever
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Figure 4.11: Small but non linear influence of Fy on the vertical position of
the reflection point of a centred ray on top of the cantilever

significant away from the cantilever’s main axis. Similarly, φj is a linear function
of the lateral force Fy (see figure 4.13) and essentially independent of Fx and Fz
if the tip is ideally centred on the symmetry axis of the cantilever.
The Jacobian matrix [Jr ] is presented in equation (4.36)1 . It relates F to the
reflection point state’s variables in equation (4.37). The Jacobian is established
from the mean least square regression of the data from FEM. Table 4.4 resumes the
regression for [Jr ] for the particular ray studied. The influence of Fy is neglected
in U0z and θj .



 
Jrj = 

h

j
∂P0z
∂Fx
∂θj
∂Fx
∂φj
∂Fx

j
U0z
θj φj

j
∂P0z
∂Fy
∂θ j
∂Fy
∂φj
∂Fy
iT

j
∂P0z
∂Fz
∂θj
∂Fz
∂φj
∂Fz






(4.36)

 
= Jrj F

(4.37)

Equation (4.31) was established from the optical system analysis in the preceding
section. A comparison of the order of variation of P0z , λj dθj and λj dφj was
1

This matrix is defined at the physical reflection point of the ray on the cantilever. The
reflection point is subject to move relatively to Σc and cannot be considered as a material point
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Figure 4.12: Linear influence of (a) Fx and (b) Fz on θ taken at the reflection
point of a centred ray on top of the cantilever
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Figure 4.13: Linear influence of Fy on φ taken at the reflection point of a
centred ray on top of the cantilever

Table 4.4: Compliance matrix [Jr ] @ ± 10−4 of the reflection point for a tilt
angle of θ0 = 14o



0.5376

CSC11-A: −5.5e−6
0

0.0699

CSC11-B: −1.9e−6
0

1.3137
MSCT-C:  −4.6e−6
0

0.2463
MSCT-E:  −4.6e−6
0

0
0
2.7e−6
0
0
1.1e−6
0
0
4.9e−6
0
0
2.4e−6


4.2004
−2.56e−5 
0

0.1878
−3.3e−6 
0

87.4744
−4.09e−6 
0

5.7722
−7.40e−5 
0
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Table 4.5: Relative order of magnitude for a force of order 1

Cantilever
CSC11-A
CSC11-B
MSCT-C
MSCT-E

λj · θ j
103
102
104
103

λj · φj
102
102
103
103

U0z
100
10−1
102
100

carried out through the Jacobian Jr in table 4.4. λj is estimated from [245] with
an order of 102 mm on a Nanoscope Dimension 3100.
Table 4.5 shows the order of magnitude relative to the order of the force applied
on the tip. MSCT-C excepted, the variation of P0z is at least two orders of
magnitude smaller than the variation of λj dθj and λj dφj . For a centred ray, dP0z
can be neglected and the model simplified by using equation (4.38).
0
dPsj

 j 
= D2d

"

2λj

0

0

λj s2θj

#"

dθj

#

dφj

(4.38)

This equation shows that for small deformations around a deformation state, the
0

variation of dPs j is essentially a function of the reflection’s angles for a ray reflected
on the torsion axis of the cantilever.

4.4.4

Calibration of the virtual laser chain

The parameters of the virtual measurement chain needs to be calibrated such that
it gives an image of what occurs in the real machine. The majority of the parameters in the model are not easily available and the specific position of the mirrors
and their orientation is difficult to estimate. The arrangement of the mirrors and
the PSD were estimated using figure 4.1 as a reference and by identifying the
vertical and horizontal scale factors using the features of the heads.
A simple experiment can be used to estimate the properties of the laser in terms
of focus point and angle of collimation. The diameter of the spot is measured
manually on a paper sheet at two known positions of the piezo-tube. Knowing
the height difference and the change in the projected radius, the focus angle of
the collimator can be estimated as illustrated in figure 4.14 by applying equation
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Figure 4.14: Simple procedure to estimate the properties of the incoming rays

(4.39).

α = arcsin

R2 − R1
∆Z


(4.39)

A more accurate method to identify the laser’s property is to use a third party
quadrant photo-diode sensor similar to the one used in the machine and to place
it directly below the incoming laser beam following the method proposed by Ng
et al in [255].
A routine written in Python that use the TK library for the graphical interface
was written to adjust the position and shape of the laser beam on the FEM mesh.
The routine was integrated in the FEM program CODE ASTER to compute the
torsion and bending signals depending on the force applied at the tip. The interface
is shown on the right of the screenshot in figure 4.15. It uses a slider to set the
position along the X and Y axis, the radius of the laser, the number of radial rays
and the set-point one wishes to use for the bending signal and the torsion signal.
The measurement chain is simulated by applying an increasing loading force Fz
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Figure 4.15: Screenshot of the graphical interface to set the laser position and
shape on the cantilever’s mesh

at the tip end from which the bending sensitivity in Volts is obtained. The rough
positioning of the mirrors in the model is adjusted by comparing the bending
sensitivity of a Mikromasch cantilever CSC11-A from a force curve. Because the
bending sensitivity obtained from the machine can vary significantly between the
repositioning of the cantilevers, the reference sensitivity for the CSC11-A was
taken as the average of the values obtains from ten repositioning.
Based on this calibrated virtual measurement chain, the bending sensitivities
for several types of cantilevers were simulated. The results are summarised in
table 4.6. Overall the simulated sensitivities compared favourably to reality in
regards to the information available on the system’s optic.
A finer identification of the real parameters to be used in the virtual optic
would be possible by using precise tilting mirror systems, by moving the laser’s
position or the internal mirror to obtain more relationships between the signal and
laser position and solve for the unknown using a non-linear optimisation. This is
however time consuming and the simple identification made here was considered
sufficiently realistic.
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Table 4.6: Bending sensitivities obtained from the model

Cantilever
CSC11-A
CSC11-B
NSC-14
NSC-15
NSC-16
NSC-17
NSC-18
NSC-19

4.5

Sensitivity [nm/V]
214
66
85
87
171
394
168
88

Discussions

This chapter focused on the interaction between the optical system of an AFM and
its cantilever in the frame of geometric optics. The laser beam was considered as
n parallel rays at the laser diode’s level and an arbitrary ray’s path in the system
was studied. The bending and torsion signals from the photo-diode were expressed
as a sum of the position of all the rays on the PSD’s surface. In this form the
integration of the signals can be numerically calculated.
The interaction between the laser beam and the cantilever was modelled using
the cantilever’s mesh from FEM. Each element of the cantilever’s upper surface
acts as individual mirrors that reflect the incident rays according to their position
and orientation. The reflection point, on top of the cantilever, can be extracted
from the cantilever’s mesh for each single ray, allowing for seamless connection of
the sensor’s signal to the force acting on the tip apex and provides a Virtual AFM
head of the Dimension 3100.
The proposed numerical model allows parametric simulations to be carried out
and can help identify the effects of system’s variables. Among these variables,
the shape and position of the laser as well as the defects and misorientations of
the cantilever can play a major part in the existence of crosstalk factors. This is
investigated in chapter 5.
A first order approximation of the system was presented. If the rays are centred
on the cantilever, the model shows that the reflection angles θ and φ dominate
the position of the rays on the PSD and that the vertical position of the deformed
cantilever is negligible. Therefore it is possible to describe the system by a 2x2
matrix that relates the reflection angles only to the signals. This part of the measurement chain can be considered bijective: the inversion of the matrix uniquely
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gives the reflection angles as a function of the output signals.
However θ and φ are themselves functions of the three dimensional force acting
at the tip end. A study of the influence of F in the three directions showed that the
dominating effects can be represented by linear relations while the negligible effects
can exhibit strong non-linearities. A Jacobian matrix 2x3 was obtained linking
the forces at the tip end and the angles as seen in table 4.4. Without further simplification the matrix is singular. It shows the non-bijectivity of the system and
the impossibility of unequivocally obtain a measure of the contact forces without
the addition of another equation or condition. The implicit condition in Lateral
Force Microscopy is to consider the force orthogonal to the displacement in the
plane of the stage as null.
Finally the virtual head was calibrated to give a bending sensitivity that is comparable to what can be expected on the real system. The identification of the parameters follows a simple and undoubtedly approximated approach as the knowledge
of the real optics is very limited. A more precise identification is possible by using
external devices or by having a detailed description of the optical head of the AFM
if the manufacturer is willing to do so. The bending sensitivities extracted from
simulation (table 4.6) are considered reasonable since:
• The cantilever’s dimensions used the nominal values from the manufacturer
• The Young modulus and the Poisson ratio of the cantilever’s material used
accepted values for Silicon and thus are not specific to the cantilever’s used
• The geometry of the optical chain was obtained from a diagram of the
Nanoscope Dimension 3100 rather than a technical drawing
• The properties of the collimator was estimated by measuring manually the
variation of the laser’s spot diameter at two altitudes
• The bending sensitivities were obtained by simply applying a vertical force Fz
while the real force-curve inevitably introduces the force Fx due to frictional
effects
It is reasonable to conclude that the virtual model of the Nanoscope 3100 AFM
has been successfully constructed.

Chapter 5
Application to the study of
crosstalks in AFM
5.1

Introduction

As presented in §2.1.3.4, the misorientations and asymmetry of the cantilever, the
geometry of the optical system, the defects of orthogonality of the PZT or the
variations of temperature can be the sources of crosstalks. In this chapter the
notion of crosstalk is presented through a linearised first order approximation of
the system that was presented in chapter 4. Crosstalks are identified as interactions between the system’s mechanics and the optics. They affect the photo-diode
signals when a variation of the experimental environment occurs.
After a quick presentation of temperature based and piezo-tube based crosstalks,
force based crosstalks are investigated and their effects on the ‘Wedge Method’ by
Varenberg et al [80] are studied. Results show that force-based crosstalks can
have a noticeable influence on the calibration as well as on the estimated friction
coefficient.
This parametric study based on the Virtual AFM offers some benefits. All the
model’s parameters are fixed and can be changed easily. The calibration process
on a Virtual AFM can quantify the error between the ‘real parameters’ and their
estimation from the ‘Wedge Method’.
This chapter illustrates the interest of the Virtual AFM to assess quantitatively
the capability and resilience of a given calibration method in respect to external
101
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and uncontrolled factors in the well controlled environment of the simulation.
The material in this chapter has been published in Measurement Science and
Technology in 2009 as Influence of force-based crosstalk on the ‘Wedge Method’
in lateral force microscopy, Vol 20, 055103.

5.2
5.2.1

Crosstalks
Generalised linear three dimensional model for LFM

In Lateral Force Microscopy the cantilever moves laterally on the sample’s surface
in the Y direction. A normal force Fn and a tangential force Ft are produced due
to the contact interaction at the tip-sample interface. The contact force deforms
the cantilever elastically.
A model of the system must be used and calibrated against the experiment to
obtain a quantitative measurement of the contact force from the photo-diode signal. The model should be a simple set of equations with a reduced number of
parameters to be practical.
However, the output signal may be a function of parameters not considered initially. The reliability of the model is therefore dependent on the influence of these
variables on the signals. For example, the photo-diode signals can be functions
of the contact force F , the piezo-tube displacement P and the temperature T .
Furthermore, the photo-diode signals can be functions of a set of n unknown variables, ordered in a vector M which have a noticeable impact on the signals. Such
variables may be due to magnetic or electrostatic fields, system hysteresis, etc. A
general Taylor series at the first order in the bending signal Vb and the torsion
signal Vt is proposed in equation (5.1).
"

dVb
dVt

#
v
= [JFv ] dF + [JPv ] dP + [JTv ] dT + [JM
] dM + O1

(5.1)

Here the Jacobian matrices relate to the signals in Volts, hence the upperscript
‘v’ . The subscript F, P, T and M indicate the Jacobian of the signals relative to
the force at the tip end, the PZT displacement, the temperature and the unknown
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variables respectively. For a 3D case each Jacobian matrix is defined by:
"
[JFv ] =

∂Vb
∂Fx
∂Vt
∂Fx

∂Vb
∂Fy
∂Vt
∂Fy

[JTv ]

"

=

∂Vb
∂Fz
∂Vt
∂Fz

#

"
[JPv ] =

#

∂Vb
∂T
∂Vt
∂T

"
v
[JM
]

=

∂Vb
∂Px
∂Vt
∂Px

∂Vb
∂Py
∂Vt
∂Py

∂Vb
∂Pz
∂Vt
∂Pz

...

∂Vb
∂Mn
∂Vt
∂Mn

∂Vb
∂M1
∂Vt
∂M1

...

#
#

And



dFx




dF = 
dF
y


dFz

dT = dT




dPx




dP = 
dP
y


dPz


dM1
 . 
. 
dM = 
 . 
dMn

Equation (5.1) is the general equation of the system at the first order. It is the
basis of this chapter. To obtain a quantitative measurement from the machine, one
has to estimate each Jacobian matrix or control the environment such that some
variables remain constant. For example, the temperature is generally not considered in a measurement carried in a temperature controlled room. The machine
can also be warmed until it reaches a steady state.

5.2.2

Definition of crosstalks

The photo-diode signals are functions of several variables, some of which are less
than desirable to obtain an accurate measurement. The effects of unwanted variables are called crosstalks. They are quantified through their crosstalk coefficients.
Based on equation (5.1) various crosstalks can be defined in the system such as
force-based crosstalks, piezo-based crosstalks, temperature-based crosstalks, etc.
In the following χ denotes crosstalk coefficients to help distinguish them from the
other, more useful in practice, partial derivatives.
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Temperature-based crosstalks

If one does not want to study temperature effects, [JTv ] becomes a crosstalk matrix
vt
with two coefficients χvb
T and χT . The latter are the crosstalk coefficients of the

temperature on the bending signal and torsion signal respectively.
"

∂Vb
∂T
∂Vt
∂T

[JTv ] =

#

"
=

χvb
T

#
(5.2)

χvt
T

Besides the effect of temperature on the contact conditions itself, temperature
changes can bend the cantilever due to the reflective coating applied on top of
some specimens. Twisting is theoretically possible due to non-homogeneity of
the cantilever. This would have the effect of modifying the measurement from the
photo-diode sensor. To limit the influence of the temperature one needs to null the
crosstalk coefficients or to control the temperature of the system such that a steady
state is reached. Generally the second option is employed and the temperature
based crosstalk effects are controlled by keeping the ambient temperature constant.
Even in a temperature controlled room, thermal drift is a difficult problem that is
still being investigated by several groups [58, 256].
To study the effect of temperature in a LFM experiment, it would be necessary to
distinguish the temperature-based crosstalks of the machine from the effect that
temperature has on the tip-sample interaction. Failing to do so could possibly
produce results showing the effect of the temperature on the cantilever/machine
itself rather than showing the phenomena taking place at the tip end.

5.2.2.2

Piezo-based crosstalks

There are currently two types of AFM. AFMs operating with a scanning-by-sample
(SBS) scheme or with a scanning-by-probe (SBP) scheme [21]. Varenberg et al
demonstrated the existence of crosstalks with SBP based AFMs. The crosstalks
are related to the misalignment between the piezo-tube axes and the photo-diode
sensor. This has the effect of giving a variation of the bending and torsion signals,
even if the cantilever is neither deflected nor twisted. Piezo-based crosstalks are
defined by equation (5.3)
"
[JPv ]

=

∂Vb
∂Px
∂Vt
∂Px

∂Vb
∂Py
∂Vt
∂Py

∂Vb
∂Pz
∂Vt
∂Pz

"

#
=

vb
vb
χvb
Px χPy χPz
vt
vt
χvt
Px χPy χPz

#
(5.3)
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Varenberg proposed a compensating electronic circuit along with a method to
correct the artefacts in the signals. With the help of this apparatus, a SBP based
AFM behaves like a SBS based AFM. The piezo-based crosstalks are corrected
such that [JPv ] becomes close to a null matrix. Therefore piezo-based crosstalks
are not considered here.

5.2.2.3

Force-based crosstalks

As presented in equation (5.1), forces influence the output signals through the
matrix [JFv ]. This particular matrix was the subject of chapter 4. For a single ray
of a laser beam, the substitution of equation (4.36) in (4.32) leads to the first order
0

approximation of dPsj as a function of the force variation as shown in equation
0

(5.4). [JFj ] is the Jacobian matrix of dPsj relative to the force. Since the stiffness
matrix [Kt ] relates the tip displacement to the force, equation (5.4) can be written
as shown in equation (5.5). In this case [JUj ] is the Jacobian matrix relative to the
tip displacement.
"

j0

dPsb

j0

dPst
"

0

dPsbj

0

dPstj



#


dFx

  j
 j  j 
 = J dF
O Jr 
dF
y
F


dFz


#
dUtx

  j
 j  j

= O Jr [Kt ]  dUty 
 = JU dUt
dUtz
=

(5.4)

(5.5)

In absence of other crosstalks, and since the signals are function of the sum of
the intensity of all the constitutive rays of the laser (see page 83), the qualitative
conclusion in equation (5.6) holds.
"

dVb

#

dVt

= [JFv ] dF ∝

X j
X j
JF dF =
JU dUt

(5.6)

In LFM, the torsion signal is ideally a function of the lateral force only and the
bending signal a function of the bending forces. A definition of the force-based
crosstalks can be stated:
Force-based crosstalk definition:
No torsion crosstalk: Vb is not a function of Fy
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No bending crosstalk: Vt is not a function of Fx and Fz
In 3D, the force-based crosstalks are represented by three crosstalk coefficients
vt
vt
χvb
Fy , χFx and χFz and the Jacobian matrix is rewritten in equation (5.7).

"
[JFv ] =

∂Vb
∂Fx
χvt
Fx

χvb
Fy
∂Vt
∂Fy

∂Vb
∂Fz
χvt
Fz

#
(5.7)

For small variations of the signals, this definition translates to the conditions in
equation (5.8).
χvb
Fy = 0 ⇔
(

χvt
Fx = 0 ⇔
χvt
Fz = 0 ⇔

P
P
P

T

j
j
O:
· Jr:
=0

No torsion crosstalk
(5.8)

T

j
j
O:
· Jr:
=0
T

j
j
O:
· Jr:
=0

No bending crosstalk

The cause of force-based crosstalks is linked to the non-orthogonal interaction of
the cantilever’s mechanics and the optic measurement chain as stated by the sum
T

j
of the scalar products Oi:j · Jr:k
. This is due to misorientation or asymmetry

of the cantilever, misalignment of the laser on top of the cantilever, optic system
geometry, etc.
An equivalent analysis can be carried out to consider tip displacement-based
crosstalks by using equation (5.5). The bending and torsion crosstalks would
be defined through the impact of the tip displacements dUtx , dUty and dUtz on the
signals. Equivalent conclusions can be drawn, however the scalar product above
will highlight the implication of the stiffness matrix [Kt ].

5.3
5.3.1

Impact of crosstalks on the Wedge Method
Lateral calibration using the Wedge Method

Following the work of Ogletree et al [79], Varenberg and Etsion improved what is
known as the ‘Wedge method’ [80]. It is one of the most popular methods available for lateral calibration as it only requires a commercially available calibration
grating made of periodical facets at known angles. By scanning back and forth
and analysing the friction loops obtained from the horizontal and sloped sections
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: (a)The wedge method scans a surface with two known angle to
derive the calibration factor α of the system. (b) Contact forces on a slope
showing the normal force Fn , the lateral force Ft , the adhesion force A and the
slope angle θ. (c) Torsion offset ∆0 and torsion loop W0 in the signal obtained
by scanning back and forth a wedge grating.

of the grating, two relationships between the width of the loops, their offsets and
the calibration factor α are written, see figure 5.1(a). The method does not lead
to the estimation of the torsional stiffness. Instead it estimates α, in Newtons
per Volts, which is the product of the torsional sensitivity and stiffness. In this
context α is the torsional sensitivity in force defined by Stf in this thesis.
A contact model based on Amontons’s law of friction with adhesion is used to
approximate the experiment (figure 5.1(b)). Friction is considered equal in the
trace and retrace directions but can differ on the flat and slope sections of the
grating. Although the use of a contact model is not ideal, the method is well
established and is quick to execute. It requires prior knowledge of the bending
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stiffness to comprehensively describe the contact conditions.
Two models were derived by Varenberg et al to account for colloidal probes and
high aspect ratio probes satisfying h  r where h is the tip height and r the radius
of the apex. The equations for the friction loop signal half width W0 and offset
∆0 in volts, shown in figure 5.1(c), are obtained from equations (5.9) and (5.10)
respectively.
Vt∗+ − Vt∗−
2
∗+
Vt + Vt∗−
=
2

W0 =
∆0

(5.9)
(5.10)

Using the force balance of the tip in contact with the flat and slope surfaces these
can be written as functions of the actual friction loop offset ∆∗0 , the offset on the
flat surface ∆f0 , the friction coefficient µ, the loading Fz , the adhesive force A and
the slope angle θ.
µ (Fz + A cos θ)
cos2 θ − µ2 sin2 θ


µ2 sin θ (Fz cos θ + A) + Fz sin θ cos θ
α ∆∗0 − ∆f0
=
cos2 θ − µ2 sin2 θ
αW0 =

(5.11)
(5.12)

The quadratic form in equation (5.13) is obtained by dividing the second equation
by the first one. It is easily solved for the friction coefficient µ if the discriminant
is positive or null. Two values of the friction coefficient will generally be obtained.
The correct friction coefficient value should be less than 1/tan (θ). If both value are
valid then they are substituted in equation (5.11) to give two values for α. Since
the calibration factor is a constant of the system it is substituted in equation (5.11)
for the flat case (θ = 0), see equation (5.14). This leads to two friction coefficients
on the flat surface. Varenberg et al proposed that the correct calibration factor is
the one giving the smallest difference between the friction coefficient on the slope
and flat, within acceptable bounds.
∆∗0 − ∆f0
0 = sin θ (Fz cos θ + A) µ −
(Fz + A cos θ) µ
W0
+Fz sin θ cos θ
2

µfi =

αi W0f
Fz + A

(5.13)
(5.14)

At different loadings the method leads to a different calibration factor as the experiment is carried out, an aspect mentioned by Varenberg et al in their paper. In
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some cases the discriminant will actually be null and no solution can be obtained.
As it will be shown later in this thesis, this can be explained by considering the
effect of crosstalks in the systems.

5.3.2

Model

In this section the influence of force-based crosstalks on the ‘Wedge method’ in
two dimensions is considered. To reduce the problem in 2D, deformations or forces
along the X axis are not considered. This is a significant assumption and it is valid
if:
• The sample is perfectly horizontal along the X axis and the in-plane longitudinal shear stress at the tip is able to relax when the loading is applied
or
• The influence of Fx is negligible in the bending signal and the torsion signal
The present analysis assumes that there are no piezo-based crosstalks, that the
temperature remains constant and that variables other than the forces have a
negligible effect on the signals. The optical measurement chain is constrained to
geometric optics and no diffraction phenomena are considered as prescribed earlier in §4.3.1. The photo-diode sensor is assumed to be perfect and the size of
the quadrant junctions is negligible. The study is based on a cantilever with a
integrated probe. It is not applicable to a colloidal probe without modifications.
There is no explicit influence of the stiffness matrix of the cantilever and continuum mechanics is not directly involved in the model. A Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) is not applied. Instead an analytical analysis is adopted to develop the
equations. Numerical computations are used to carry out the parametric study.
Using such an approach allows for a more general analysis, independent of the
type and shape of the cantilever.
The scanning of a flat surface oriented by a normal’s angle θ, relatively to the Z
piezo axis, is considered. The control loop is active such that the bending signal
set-point Vbs is kept constant. Vt is the measured torsion signal, Vb0 and Vt0 are
the photo-diode signals when the cantilever is away from any surface interaction.
Assuming the signals are linear enough in the range [Vb0 ; Vbs ], the model is expressed as a linear matricial system of equations. In such condition, Fy and Fz
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are the lateral and loading forces from the cantilever onto the tip. Equation (5.1)
can be written as:
"

Vt − Vt0

#

"
=

Vbs − Vb0

∂Vt
∂Fy
χvb
Fy

χvt
Fz

#"

∂Vb
∂Fz

Fy

#

Fz

(5.15)

Equation (5.15) indicates that χvb
Fy can lead to a variation of the bending signal.
In such a case, a topography measurement can be biased by the lateral force Fy
emanating from the orientation of the contact. The set loading force Fzs is defined
for a null lateral force Fy such that the equation of the bending signal in the matrix
above is satisfied. Fzs is typically the force the user wishes to keep constant when
he sets the bending set-point Vbs . Sb is the bending sensitivity in N.V −1 .
Fzs = Sb (Vbs − Vb0 )

∂Vb
Sb = 1
∂Fz

(5.16)
(5.17)

Equation (5.15) is rewritten as follow:
"

αVt∗

#

Fzs

"
=

1 b
a 1

#"

Fy

#

Fz

(5.18)

With


∂Vt
∂Fy
= Vt − Vt0

α = 1
Vt∗

a =

Sb χvb
Fy

b = α χvt
Fz


∂Vb
∂Vb
=
∂Fy ∂Fz

∂Vt
∂Vt
=
∂Fz ∂Fy

(5.19)
(5.20)

‘a’ and ‘b’ are the crosstalk coefficient rates. They represent the magnitude of
the crosstalk coefficients relative to the bending sensitivity and torsion sensitivity
respectively. A rate of 0 means that there is no crosstalk and a rate of 1 indicates
that the crosstalk coefficient is as large as the sensitivity. Values larger than 1
would mean that the crosstalk plays a major role in the signal. Qualitatively, the
crosstalk rates are expected to be smaller than 1 in absolute value. Because the
cantilever deforms relatively more in bending than it does in torsion, ‘a’ should
generally satisfy this condition in an experiment. However, ‘b’ is more difficult to
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evaluate, a crosstalk of the bending deformation on the torsion signal can easily
overshadow the lateral force effect. An estimation of these coefficients is presented
in §5.3.3.
In the ‘Wedge Method’, contact is modelled by Amontons’s law [80, 99] with
the addition of the adhesion force A. µ is the friction coefficient. For a surface
oriented with an angle θ, Amontons’s law is described by equation (5.21) in the
(Y , Z) plane. ‘±’ indicates a positive sign for a trace scan and a negative sign for
a retrace scan.‘∓’ denotes the opposite formalism.
Fy± = ξ ± (Fz + A cθ) − A sθ
±µ cθ + sθ
ξ± =
∓µ sθ + cθ

(5.21)
(5.22)

The non dimensional quantity η is introduced to represent the ratio of the adhesion
force to the set loading force such that:
η =

A
Fzs

(5.23)

Equation (5.24) gives the relationship between Fz and Fzs after substituting equations (5.21) and (5.23) in (5.18). Fy , from equation (5.21), is given by equation
(5.25).
Fz±
1 + aη (sθ − cθξ ± )
=
Fzs
1 + aξ ±
Fy±
ξ ± − η (sθ − cθξ ± )
=
Fzs
1 + aξ ±

(5.24)
(5.25)

Substituting equations (5.24) and (5.25) in Vt∗ from equation (5.18) gives the
torsion signal as a function of the loading force and the scan direction (equation
(5.26)).
(b + ξ ± − (1 − ab) (sθ − cθξ ± ) η)
α Vt∗±
=
Fzs
1 + aξ ±

(5.26)

The equations for the friction loop and friction offset, from equations (5.9) and
(5.10) respectively, are rewritten in equations (5.27) and (5.28) using equation
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(5.26) in a way similar to Varenberg’s development in [80].
W0
(1 − ab) (ξ + − ξ − ) (1 + (cθ + asθ) η)
=
Fzs
2 (1 + aξ + ) (1 + aξ − )
∆0
(b − (1 − ab) η sθ) (2 + a (ξ + + ξ − ))
α
=
Fzs
2 (1 + aξ + ) (1 + aξ − )
(1 + (1 − ab) η cθ) (ξ + + ξ − + 2aξ + ξ − )
+
2 (1 + aξ + ) (1 + aξ − )

α

(5.27)

(5.28)

Equations (5.27) and (5.28) have to be compared to equations (19) and (20) from
Varenberg’s article. When the crosstalk coefficient rates are null, equations (5.27)
and (5.28) are the same as Varenberg’s equations.
At the first order, the friction loop is mainly affected by the coefficient ‘a’. The
friction offset is affected by ‘a’ and ‘b’. When θ is null, the friction loop and
friction offset become equations (5.29) and (5.30) for the flat surface.
W0f
α
Fzs

=

∆f0
α
=
Fzs

µf (1 − ab) (1 + η)
1 − (aµf )2
b − aµ2f (1 + (1 − ab) η)
1 − (aµf )2

(5.29)
(5.30)

From equation (5.30) it can be seen that, if crosstalk exists, the friction offset is
not null on the horizontal surface in the general case. Both ‘a’ and ‘b’ play a role
at the first order. In [80], the friction coefficient is obtained by solving equation
(5.13) which is function of the ratio of the corrected friction offset ∆∗0 − ∆f0 lat by
the friction loop W0 . Here, this ratio is noted as Γ. Γ is derived from the present
model from a first order approximation and it is valid for small values of ‘a’ and
‘b’, as given in equation (5.31).
Γ =

∆0 − ∆f0
≈ Γv + aΓa
W0

(5.31)

with
(ξ + + ξ − ) (1 + η cθ) − 2η sθ
(1 + η cθ) (ξ + − ξ − )
 2
2
=
µ (1 + η ) + ξ + ξ − (1 + η cθ)
+
−
(1 + η cθ) (ξ − ξ ) f


η sθ
+
−
+ η sθ
−ξ −ξ
1 + η cθ

Γv =
Γa

(5.32)

(5.33)
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For the first order, the ratio of the corrected friction offset and friction loop is not
a function of ‘b’ but there is still an influence of the crosstalk coefficient rate ‘a’.
Γv is the expression of this ratio as proposed by Varenberg et al [80], i.e when
no crosstalks exist in the system. Γa describes the quantity being affected by ‘a’.
To use the ‘Wedge method’ on a system where a crosstalk exists is equivalent
to solving equation (5.34). This equation is the non-dimensional equivalent of
equation (21) proposed in [80] and extends the latter by including the effects of
force-based crosstalks.
0 = sθ (cθ + η) µ2s − (Γv + aΓa ) (1 + η cθ) µs + sθcθ

(5.34)

Γa is a function of η, θ, µs , µf and is amplified by ‘a’. In the first order, the error
committed on µs will be a function of these parameters. Solving equation (5.34)
will generally give two solutions, µs1 and µs2 . By convention µs1 is the solution
√
√
of the quadratic equation in − ∆ and µs2 the solution in + ∆ where ∆ is the
discriminant. µs1 and µs2 are then used in equations (5.35) and (5.36) which are
equivalent to equations (19) and (22) in [80] respectively to obtain α and µf .
α

W0s
µs (1 + η cosθ)
=
Fzs
cos2 θ − µ2s sin2 θ
µf =

5.3.3

α W0f
1 + η Fzs

(5.35)
(5.36)

Estimation of crosstalk coefficients

The crosstalk rates ‘a’ and ‘b’ are not known and their possible range of variation
in the system is difficult to identify. Using the Virtual AFM from chapter 4 some
indication on their sensitivity are now obtained. In this case the cantilever and
its tip are considered perfectly homogeneous and symmetric. The laser is also
supposed to be perfectly aligned on the cantilever and focused on the base of the
tip.
The effect that is introduced is the misorientation of the cantilever itself on the
machine due to a small lateral tilt angle θx around its main axis. This is a likely
error of positioning as (a) the cantilever may not be parallel to its supporting face
on the holder, (b) the holder may not be mounted perfectly parallel to its support
on the piezo-tube and (c) the sample itself may not be purely parallel to the stage.
Using the FEM model a rotation around the cantilever main axis is applied from
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0 to 2.5◦ . Forces are applied at the tip end for each angle from which the Jacobian
matrix of the system is obtained. The crosstalk rates are derived using equations
(5.19) and (5.20). The procedure was performed for the cantilevers CSC11-A,
CSC11-B and NSC-14 to NSC-19. Results are presented in figures 5.2(a) and
5.2(b).
As expected, ‘a’ is not affected too much by this misorientation. It goes as much
as a degree of magnitude lower than the bending sensitivity itself with the cantilever CSC11-B at 2.5◦ . A positive misorientation angle θx leads to a negative
crosstalk rate ‘a’. ‘b’ is comparatively more affected by this misorientation. At an
angle of 2.5◦ the majority of the simulated cantilevers led to a crosstalk rate of a
magnitude equivalent or higher than the torsion sensitivity. With an angle of only
1◦ the average crosstalk rate of all the cantilevers tested is around 0.75, which is
considered significant. It is interesting to note that the cantilevers that perform
well with ‘a’ are consistently the ones performing badly with ‘b’.
Although ‘a’ is comparatively less affected than ‘b’, a misorientation angle of
2.5◦ is still a small value. It is believed that a misorientation angle of 1◦ is likely
to exist on the real system; especially if one considers all the assembly mechanisms and contact surfaces playing a mounting role in installing the cantilever.
The lateral offset of the tip is commonly attributed to as a cause of crosstalk in
the system. The present analysis shows that a few degrees of misorientation along
the main axis of the cantilever can lead to important crosstalk factors as well.

5.3.4

Simulation of the Wedge Method

The principle of the simulation is to produce the torsion signals for the trace
and retrace scans from equation (5.26). By using the model, the parameters are
arbitrarily modified and their influence on the signals are visualised. By applying
the ‘Wedge Method’ on the simulated signals, the results from the method are
compared with the parameters used to simulate the machine. A simple model of a
calibration grating, which is based on the TGF11 series sample from MikroMasch
[246], is used. It is made of two surfaces with a relative angle θ of 54◦ 44’. The
horizontal surface has an angle θf relative to the Z axis of the Piezo-tube and a
friction coefficient µf . The sloped surface has an angle θs relative to the Z axis of
the Piezo-tube and a friction coefficient µs .
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Figure 5.2: Estimation of the crosstalk rates (a) ‘a’ and (b) ‘b’ from FEM
simulation with integrated laser chain measurement as presented in chapter 4
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Figure 5.3: Simulation flow chart

The simulation is carried out in three steps as shown in figure 5.3. Firstly, using
equation (5.26) with a specific set of parameters, the non dimensional friction
loop signal and friction offset signal are produced by applying equations (5.27)
and (5.28). Γ is obtained by using equation (5.31). It is also possible to use the
first order approximation of Γ. The first order approximation was compared with
the ‘exact equation’ and showed a very good agreement with an average error of
0.2%, even for a rather large ‘b’ (see figure 5.4).
The second part of the simulation applies the standard ‘Wedge Method’ on the
produced virtual signals to estimate the friction coefficient of each surface as well
as the calibration factor α. It is assumed that the ratio η and the angle θ are
known as they can be identified on the real experiment with reasonable accuracy.
The estimated friction coefficients µf e , µse and αe are respectively compared with
µf , µs and α to quantify the errors µf , µs and α . The errors are defined as
follow:
µs =

µse − µs
;
µs

µf =

µf e − µf
;
µf

α =

αe − α
α

Results from Varenberg et al [80] are used as a basis to define the model’s parameters range of the simulation, see table 5.1. Although some insight on the
variability of the crosstalk rates in respect to the longitudinal misorientation have
been presented in the previous section, they may vary in a bigger range due to
other factors. The studied ranges may underestimate the experimental values for
‘a’. For ‘b’, §5.3.3 established that the variation can be an order of magnitude
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Figure 5.4: Error committed by the first order approximation of Γ
Table 5.1: Domain of variation of the model’s parameters

Parameter
Unit
Domain
Increment
0.1
η
−
[0.01; 10]
µf
−
[0.01; 0.45]
0.15
µs
−
[0.01; 0.45]
0.15
θf
[deg]
0
−
θs
[deg]
54.7
−
α
[nN.V −1 ] [1000; 2000]
10
a
−
[−0.1; 0.1]
0.001
b
−
[−0.1; 0.1]
0.001
larger. However, the application of the first order model is only appropriate if
small values are used to keep the Taylor expansion mathematically valid.
For all simulations, the friction coefficients µs and µf were taken as equal and
varied from 0.01 to 0.45. In the analysis µ refers to both µs and µf . As seen in
equation (5.15), the model relates the signals to the forces. Under this assumption
there is no need to use FEM to model the cantilever. The simulation was coded
and executed using MATLAB c .
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Figure 5.5: Influence of ‘a’ on the estimation of the friction coefficient on the
slope surface

5.3.5

Results and discussions

Figures 5.5 to 5.11 describe the results of the simulation under various crosstalks
and friction conditions. For all figures, errors bigger than 70% were discarded for
better visibility. Figure 5.5 shows the dependency of the calibration factor α on
the crosstalk coefficient rate ‘a’ and the ratio η.
The figure presents the error committed if one chooses µs1 or µs2 as the solution.
The ‘best’ solution between µs1 and µs2 depends on ‘a’ and η. µs1 is the best
solution for η / 4 for the conditions of the figure. For a relatively small loading,
when compared to the adhesion force (η ' 7), µs2 should be preferred if there is no
crosstalk in the system. The value of η at which µs2 becomes a better estimation
varies depending on the real friction coefficients µs and µf and ‘a’. A general rule
is difficult to establish and should be investigated on a case by case basis.
An important point to notice is that the discriminant of equation (5.34) may
become negative in the presence of crosstalks. The higher the friction coefficients,
the bigger the solution space where no real solution exists. This phenomenon
exists in figure 5.5 for η ≈ 4 and a ≈ 0.1 where a discontinuity of the curves exist.
As the friction coefficients increase, the discontinuity becomes more present and
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Figure 5.6: Influence of friction on the estimation of the friction coefficient on
the slope surface

moves towards lower values of η to create a larger band without solution. This
effect can be an indication of the existence of crosstalks in a real experiment.
The error committed on µs by using µs1 can become small for 2 < η < 3 in the
conditions of figure 5.5. For higher friction coefficients the domain of reduced error
moves towards small η. If one was able to know such a region a priori, it would
be possible to do an accurate measurement of the friction coefficient without the
need to calibrate the machine in torsion for a specific loading.
Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of the error for µs1 at a=0.1, for various friction
coefficients. For µ = 0.3 and µ = 0.45, the shift of the domain where the discriminant becomes negative starts to be apparent. The domain moves from η ≈ 4 at
µ = 0.3 to η ≈ 1.5 at µ = 0.45. For η ≤ 1 and a = 0.1, the solutions will show an
error between -7% and -15% for a friction coefficient between 0.01 and 0.45. The
domain of reduced error is also visible for each curve. As the friction coefficients
decrease, the zone of reduced errors moves towards higher η.
The purpose of the ‘Wedge Method’ is to provide a means to calibrate the AFM for
lateral forces. Estimating the friction coefficient on the calibration grating is not its
primary interest. Figure 5.7 shows the error on the calibration factor α depending
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Figure 5.7: Influence of a on the calibration factor estimation

on µs1 or µs2 . The figure shows the results for various crosstalk coefficient rate
‘a’ in the case of µ = 0.3. Figure 5.7 exhibits a discontinuity of the results when
c2 θ − µ2s2 s2 θ = 0. The discontinuity will occur at different values of η, depending
on the angle of the slope surface and the value of µs2 . For friction coefficients
around 0.3, the discontinuity happens between η = 2 and η = 2.5, depending on
‘a’. Before the discontinuity, one solution of α will be negative (not shown on the
figure for visibility). After this value, there will be two positive solutions for α.
This finding can explain the results of Varenberg et al in [80]. In their test with
the colloidal probe, Varenberg et al found that one solution was negative for the
loading cases Fzs = 1µ N (η = 0.72) and Fzs = 3µ N (η = 0.24). For a loading
Fzs = 0.25µ N (η = 2.88) they obtained two positive solutions. Figure 5.7 shows
that the calibration factor’s estimation will change as the loading increases. The
following can be expected in presence of crosstalk if the loading is increased and
if it is larger than the adhesion force1 , assuming that the friction coefficients and
the adhesion force remain constant:
• For a negative ‘a’, the calibration factor α is underestimated and its value
increases as the loading increases.
1

η<1
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Figure 5.8: Influence of b on the calibration factor estimation

• For a positive ‘a’, the calibration factor α is overestimated and its value
decreases as the loading increases.
• In both cases, the bigger the loading, the smaller the error.
Varenberg et al found for both the integrated probe and colloidal probe that
the calibration factor increased with the loading. Therefore a negative crosstalk
coefficient rate ‘a’ can be suspected, leading to an underestimated α.
Figure 5.8 presents the influence of ‘b’ on the calibration factor for the case a = 0.1.
The crosstalk coefficient rate ‘b’ does not impact the estimation of α as much as ‘a’
for equivalent values. The effect exists nonetheless. Figure 5.9 shows the influence
of the value of the friction coefficients on α using µs1 in the case a = 0.1. For a
given loading, the Wedge Method will produce a larger error with higher friction
coefficients and smaller errors as η decreases. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are very similar
to figures 5.7 and 5.9. There is a variation of only a few percent between both
pair of curves. The analysis of α holds for µf .
Assuming that Varenberg et al were in the presence of a negative crosstalk ‘a’
as discussed above, the following interpretation of their results is proposed:
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Figure 5.9: Influence of friction on the estimation of the calibration factor

Figure 5.10: Influence of ‘a’ on the estimation of the friction coefficient on
the horizontal surface
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Figure 5.11: Error on friction coefficient on the horizontal surface

• The friction coefficient µf on the flat surface (<100>) was underestimated
• The friction coefficient µs on the sloped surface (<111>) was overestimated
• The calibration factor α was underestimated and the best estimation occurred at the highest applied loading
Therefore their conclusions about the effect of the crystal orientation on the friction
coefficient still holds. According to this interpretation, there would be even more
differences between the friction coefficients of the <100> surface and the <111>
surface.
In the range studied, the simulation showed that the ‘Wedge Method’ can be
affected by force-based crosstalks. At low loadings and under large friction coefficients conditions, the error on the calibration factor α can be large. The error on
µs varies significantly depending on the conditions of the measurement and a reduced error domain exists even in the presence of crosstalks. Writing the quadratic
equation as a function of η helps interpreting the results and provides a means to
choose the solution to use. µs1 is generally the best estimation if the loading is
larger than the adhesion force.
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Currently there are no in-situ methods to estimate the crosstalk coefficients ‘a’
or ‘b’ on the system. It is therefore difficult to quantify the error on a measurement
or even validate this model. The use of the diamagnetic lateral force calibrator
(D-LFC) proposed in [78] is an interesting tool to identify in-situ the force-based
crosstalks and quantify the crosstalk effects on a real measurement. However,
because the D-LFC approach places the system in the vicinity of an important
magnetic field, it may introduce a magnetic-based crosstalk and lead to a calibration bias. The concern about the effect of the magnetic field is arguable. The
cantilever itself should not be affected by such effects unless a metallic coating
exists on top of it. Also, the tip holder (Nanoscope 3100 AFM) has metallic parts
and the effect of a magnetic field could slightly modify the overall orientation or
position of the cantilever.

5.4

Conclusions

Crosstalk effects in LFM are not clearly identified and their causes can be numerous. In this chapter, a definition of the crosstalks on the photo-diode signals was
given and showed the potential existence of crosstalks such as force-based, piezotube motion-based or temperature-based crosstalks. By considering the forcebased crosstalks, a two dimensional model of the system was established. The
model includes two crosstalk rates ‘a’ and ‘b’ that give an indication on the severity of the crosstalk coefficients compared to the bending and torsion sensitivity
respectively.
Since the domain of variation of these rates is unknown, the complete FEM/laser
model from chapter 4 was used to identify their sensitivity to the misorientation
of the cantilever along its main axis X. While ‘a’ remains an order of magnitude
smaller than the bending sensitivity up to a misorientation of 2.5 degrees for many
cantilevers, ‘b’ can be in the 1 to 10 range indicating a torsion crosstalk several
times bigger than the torsion sensitivity.
A simulation was carried out using the two dimensional model to estimate the
calibration errors made by the ‘Wedge Method’. It permitted a quantitative evaluation of the impact of both crosstalk coefficient rates ‘a’ and ‘b’ on the calibration.
Results showed that force-based crosstalks can have an effect. The error on the
calibration factor α is a non-linear relationship of the crosstalk coefficients and η,
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ratio of the adhesion force by the loading force. The quantification of the friction coefficients on the surfaces of the calibration grating is also influenced by
the crosstalks. This influence is different on the horizontal surface and the sloped
surface. Under some circumstances the friction on the sloped surface can be estimated with good accuracy, even if a force-based crosstalk exists in the system.
A a priori knowledge of this domain and the conditions at which it appears can
be valuable to the design of a measurement method without calibration in Lateral
Force Microscopy.
These findings demonstrate the need for in-situ calibration methods which are able
to quantify, correct or be more resilient to force-based crosstalks. As long as these
crosstalks are not known on the machine, it will be difficult to improve both the
accuracy and the precision of a LFM measurement. the ability to characterise the
crosstalk coefficients can insure that the use of the ‘Wedge Method’ for a particular
measurement is appropriate. The estimation of the variation of the crosstalk rates
using the FEM-laser model is illustrative of the capability of this approach. The
two dimensional model presented here, albeit more general and efficient due to
its analytical base, can hardly consider more parameters and stay tractable. The
FEM-laser model on the other hand can systematically be used at the loss of (a)
computing time and (b) generality.
Apart for the simulation of the experimental data of the calibration method, no
modelling of the contacts have been included in the model so far. This allowed for
the ‘Wedge Method’ to be assessed in regard to crosstalks without including the
potential errors due to the contact assumptions made by Varenberg et al . The
following chapters will be dedicated to the integration of contact between the tip
apex and the sample’s surface.

Chapter 6
Modelling of adhesion at the
tip-sample interaction
6.1

Introduction

In the preceding chapters the modelling of the components of an AFM was demonstrated, this was followed by an application of the Virtual AFM to the study of
force-based crosstalk in the ‘Wedge Method’ for lateral calibration. Although the
model is useful to study the mechanics of the system itself, a second goal is to apply
it to the study of the contact mechanisms that occur at the tip-sample interface.
As explained in §2.2.4, both continuum and discrete models of contact for applications at small scales have been described in the literature. In numerical continuum adhesive models the inter-particle interactions between two bodies can be
integrated over FEM elements to define a constitutive law as achieved by Cho et
al [119] or Sauer et al [120]. Such an approach is advantageous as it is computationally efficient and avoids the need to describe individual particles. Moreover,
the resulting model can prove to be sufficiently accurate in the context of purely
elastic contacts as it is often encountered in AFM.
However, the applicability of an interaction potential from MD to define a quantitative continuum model of adhesion is not evident and does not appear to have
been demonstrated. In discrete models a cut-off distance of 2.5 times the characteristic length σ of a Lennard-Jones potential is sufficient to obtain an accurate
evaluation of a pair interaction. The definition of the cut-off in continuum models
does not appear to have been discussed.
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This chapter does not deal with continuum mechanics in the general sense. As
the title suggest, it deals with the “Modelling of adhesion” which can be described
through a discrete or continuous approach. The continuous approaches lead to
JKR and DMT models. They are based on the model from Bradley as explained
in §2.2.2. Here, following the historical approach of rigid adhesive contact from
Bradley [83], the continuum integration of a pair potential over a volume is investigated by explicitly taking into account the cut-off distance in the potential.
Through the mathematical derivation, conditions between the geometric characteristics of the interaction, the cut-off distance of the potential and the accuracy
of the total adhesive force are highlighted.
Secondly, the quantitative equivalence between the continuum and the atomistic
evaluation of the adhesive force between two rigid bodies is discussed. It is demonstrated that, by using strictly the same pair potential and equivalent atomic density in both models, noticeable variations between the models exist. The analysis
does not intend to prove the failure of continuum contact mechanic at nanoscale.
The failure of continuum mechanic at small scales has been established previously
as exposed in §2.2.4.

6.2
6.2.1

Effect of cut-off on adhesion
Particle - semi-infinite volume interaction

In this section the equation of a rigid interaction between a particle and a semiinfinite volume using a Lennard-Jones potential is derived. Although the procedure
is well established in continuum contact mechanics, the influence of the cut-off used
in the definition of the potential φc is included here (equation (6.1)). The potential
uses the approach implemented in many Molecular Dynamic (MD) algorithms
with a cut-off distance Rc . It is noted that the potential is not shifted and thus a
discontinuity at d = Rc exists in this case. The subscript ‘c ’ indicates a variable
function of the cut off.
φc (r)
=
4  σ6

(

σ6
r 12

0

−

1
r6

∀r ≤ Rc
Otherwise

(6.1)

A particle is placed at a distance ‘d’ from the semi-infinite volume as shown in
figure 6.1. The total energy of interaction is obtained by integrating equation
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Figure 6.1: Interaction of a particle with an infinite half space with cut-off
distance

(6.2). ρv is the volumetric density in atoms per unit of volume.

Φc (d)
4π  σ 6 ρv

Z

Z

2π

Z √Rc2 −z2

Rc

σ6 x
x
−
dx
6
(z 2 + x2 )
(z 2 + x2 )3
0
z=d
x=0

Rc

1
σ6
σ6
1
=
−
z+ 3 −
2Rc4 5Rc10
6z
45z 9 d

Φc (d)
=
4  σ 6 ρv

dθ

dz

(6.2)
(6.3)

Taking the derivative of equation (6.3) in respect to ‘d’, as in equation (6.4), provides the elemental force from the semi-infinite volume on the particle in equation
(6.5). In this latter equation f∞ is the total interaction force in the absence of
the cut-off. ec is the error introduced into the calculation due to the cut-off. It is
independent of the separation and tends to zero as the cut-off distance tends to
∞.
∂Φc
∂d
fc (d) = f∞ − ec
2 σ6
f∞ (d)
1
=
−
2π  σ 6 ρv
5 d10 d4
2 σ6
1
ec
=
−
2π  σ 6 ρv
5 Rc10 Rc4
fc (d) = −

6.2.2

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)

Arbitrary volume - semi-infinite volume interaction

In presence of a cut-off in the potential, the total force between an arbitrary
volume and the semi-infinite volume is derived based on the results of §6.2.1. The
arbitrary volume is represented by its height hmax and its sectional area A (h).
Its lowest point is at a separation ‘d’ from the infinite half space, see figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Interaction of an arbitrary volume with an infinite half space

Integrating equation (6.5) over the volume with a cut-off distance Rc ≤ d + hmax
and using the same density as the half space leads to equation (6.8). Using the
linearity of the integral the equation is decomposed in equation (6.9) in a term
without cut-off denoted F∞ and a term of error Ec .
Fc (d)
2π  σ 6 ρv 2
Fc (d)
F∞
2π  σ 6 ρv 2
Ec
2π  σ 6 ρv 2

Z

Rc

=

(f∞ − ec ) A (z − d) dz

(6.8)

d

= F∞ − Ec
Z d+hmax
=
f∞ A (z − d) dz
d
Z d+hmax
=
f∞ A (z − d) dz
Rc

Z

Rc

+ec

A (z − d) dz

(6.9)
(6.10)

(6.11)

d

F∞ is the classical result of continuous contact mechanics for the adhesive interaction between rigid bodies. Analytical solutions are known for simple shapes such
as spheres or cylinders, see [7] in particular.
The error term Ec is induced by Rc and consists of two terms. The first term
is the error due to the force from the volume for z ∈ [Rc ; d + hmax ] that is not
considered. The second term is the error due to the force from the volume of the
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half space at a distance longer than Rc that is not considered. Since h = z − d, the
change of variable leads to the decomposition of Ec in equation (6.12). The details
of Ec1 and Ec2 are given in equations (6.13) and (6.14) respectively. Ec2 is simple
to evaluate as it is the product of the error ec from a particle-half space interaction
with the volume V0Rc −d of the object from its bottom surface to h = Rc − d.
Ec = Ec1 + Ec2
Z hmax
Ec1
=
f∞ A (h) dh
2π  σ 6 ρv 2
Rc −d
Z Rc −d
Ec2
= ec
A (h) dh
2π  σ 6 ρv 2
0
= ec V0Rc −d

(6.12)
(6.13)

(6.14)

Having defined the error Ec , a general criteria to assess the accuracy of the total
force with a cut-off is established. Considerations based on the maximum adhesive force is used. Fmax is the maximum adhesive force of F∞ and is presented
in equation (6.15). C% is the criteria of maximum error, in percent relative to
Fmax , between F∞ and Fc that is permitted at any separation less than the cut-off
distance, see equation (6.16).
∂F∞ (d)
∂d

Fmax = F∞ (dmax ) / 0 =
Ec% (d) =

6.2.3

Ec (d)
≤ C %;
Fmax

(6.15)
d=dmax

∀d ∈ ]0; Rc ]

(6.16)

Application to a sphere

In the case of a sphere of radius R, A (h) = π (2R − h) h and the errors are as
follow.
Ec1 (d)
=
2π 2  σ 6 ρv 2

Z

2R

(2R − h) dh

(6.17)

h (2R − h) dh

(6.18)

f∞ h
Rc −d
Z Rc −d

Ec2 (d)
= ec
2π 2  σ 6 ρv 2

0
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Integration of the first error function

Noting a = 2R and αc a = Rc − d, we wish to integrate In defined by equation
(6.19). Details of the integration are provided in appendix D.1.
Z

a

In =
αc a

ah − h2
dh
(d + h)n

(6.19)

Equation (D.2) is repeated in (6.20). It is obtained by defining kc =
and βc =

d
Rc

and substituting αc +

In =

d
a

by kc ξ and

d
a

ξ =

σ
a

by kc ξβc .

"

2kc ξβc + n − 1
βc 2
−
Q
an−3 (1 + kc ξβc )n−2 3i=1 n − i (n − 1) (kc ξ)n−3
 #
1 
X
1
3 (1 − i) − 2
1 − 2i
+
−
kc ξ βc i
n−3+i
(kc ξ)n−2 i=0 n − 2 + i
1

Rc
,
σ

(6.20)

Looking at equations (6.6) and (6.13), it can be seen that Ec1 ∝ 25 σ 6 I10 − I4 . I4
and I10 are obtained from equation (6.20).
I4


1 2kc ξβc + 3
=
6a (1 + kc ξβc )2
+

I10

3 − 2βc − 2kc ξ 3 − 3βc + βc 2

#


2kc ξβc + 9
1
=
7
504a (1 + kc ξβc )8
+

(6.21)

(kc ξ)2

63 − 56β − 2kc ξ 36 − 63βc + 28βc 2

#

(kc ξ)8

(6.22)

Approximating Ec1 at the zero order in kc ξ results in equation (6.23). It is supposed that kc ξ  1 to carry out this approximation, which means that the radius
of the sphere is much bigger than the cut-off distance.
In the limit case αc = 0, which is equivalent to βc = 1, Ec1 becomes F∞ in
equation (6.24). kc becomes k = d/σ and kξ equals d/2R. The condition of the
approximation is that the separation ‘d’ must be small compared to the radius of
the sphere, as commonly prescribed in rigid adhesive contact for a sphere [7].


Ec1
1
63 − 56βc
≈
− (3 − 2βc )
π 2 σ 4 ρv 2 a
3kc 2
210kc 6


F∞ (k)
1
1
≈
−1
2
4
2
2
π σ ρv a
3k
30k 6

(6.23)
(6.24)
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Figure 6.3: Rigid sphere-plane interaction force from a first order analytical
integration of a Lennard-Jones potential. Horizontal lines show the value of the
force at 10% and 1% of the maximum adhesion force.

q
From equation (6.24), the maximum adhesion is obtained for k =

6

2
15

and the

amplitude at this distance is given by (6.25).
r
max
F∞
15
3
≈
−
π 2 σ 4 ρv 2 a
128

(6.25)

kξ should be much smaller than 1 for the approximations to be valid. Suppose the
approximation for F∞ is correct for kξ being equal to an arbitrary small criteria
C , then at a given separation k there is a condition on ξ. Since ξ = σ/2R, the
condition can be written as presented in equation (6.26).
kξ ≤ C ↔

d
≤R
2C

(6.26)
q

2
and assuming that
occurs for k = 6 15
q
2
σ ≈ 3.6σ. Figure 6.3 shows
C = 0.1 is sufficient, it means that R ≥ 5 6 15

Since the maximum adhesion force

max
F∞

F∞ /Fmax . For k larger than 8.25, the attractive force is less than 1% of the
maximum attractive force. If one wants to use k ∈ ]0; 8.25] then the radius of the
sphere must be larger than 42σ, assuming that kξ ≤ 0.1.
If we consider that kξ ≤ 0.1 is a sufficient and valid value for the approximation,
then the radius of the sphere should always be 5 times the sphere-plane separation
without any cut-off distance in the potential.
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Integration of the second error function

Recalling equation (6.14) and substituting by (6.7) with kc and a αc , equation
(6.27) leads to (6.28) after integration. The latter equation is approximated for
small kc ξ in equation (6.29).
 Z aαc
2
−1
(a − h) hdh
5kc 6
0


Ec2
(1 − βc )2
2
− 1 (3 − 2kc ξ (1 − βc ))
=
π 2 σ 4 ρv 2 a
3kc 2
5kc 6


Ec2
(1 − βc )2
2
−1
≈
π 2 σ 4 ρv 2 a
kc 2
5kc 6
1
Ec2
=
2
6
2
2π σ ρv
Rc4

6.2.3.3



(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)

Final error and criteria

Substituting equation (6.23) and (6.29) in (6.16) gives equation (6.30) which is
valid without any assumptions other than kc ξ small (Rc  d). Since kc is always
larger than or equal to k it implies that R  d.
Ec% .Fmax
1
=
2
2
4
π ρ σ a
3kc 2



315 − 560βc + 252βc 2
− 6 + 8βc − 3βc 2
6
210kc


(6.30)

Three domains D1 , D2 and D3 are considered to simplify the analysis of equation
(6.30). They are defined as follow:
∀βc ∈ [0; 1] ,


min (315 − 560β + 252β 2 )
 max 6 − 8β + 3β 2 (6.31)
6
210k
315 − 560β + 252β 2
⇔
≈ 6 − 8β + 3β 2
(6.32)
6
210k

max (315 − 560β + 252β 2 )
 min 6 − 8β + 3β 2 (6.33)
⇔
6
210k

kc ∈ D1 ⇔
kc ∈ D2
kc ∈ D3

For βc ∈ [0; 1] the left and right hand sides of the equations above are positive and
strictly decreasing. They attain their maximum at βc = 0 and their minimum at
βc = 1. Therefore equations (6.31) and (6.33) can be rewritten as equations (6.34)
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and (6.35) respectively.
k c ∈ D1
k c ∈ D3

r
7
7
6
⇔
6⇒k
≈ 0.42
6
210k
1260
r
315
6 315
1⇒k
≈ 1.07
⇔
6
210k
210

(6.34)
(6.35)

Assuming an order of magnitude is sufficient to satisfy the ‘much smaller’ and
‘much larger’ conditions of the equations above, the three domains are approximated as:
D1
D2
D3



1
≈ 0;
24


1
≈
; 10
24
≈ [10; +∞[

(6.36)
(6.37)
(6.38)

kc ∈ D1 is clearly not suitable for any applications as it leads to a very large error
due to the small size of the cut-off. For k ∈ D3 the error committed due to the
cut-off will be at worst 5% of the maximum adhesive force:
Ec%
6 − 8β + 3β 2
≈
π 2 ρ2 σ 4 a
3k 2 Fmax
r
Ec%
3 128 7
≤
≈ 0.047
2
2
4
π ρ σ a
15 300

(6.39)
(6.40)

Equation (6.30) can be null in D2 for kc0 (βc ) as shown in equation (6.41). This
domain is of interest as it permits, in theory, to optimise the cut-off depending on
the distance between the sphere and the half-space and obtain an exact solution.
s
kc0 (βc ) =

6

315 − 560βc + 252βc 2

210 6 − 8βc + 3βc 2

(6.41)

If kc0 is used as a cut-off, it is good to know how a small variation from its ideal
value impacts the accuracy of the solution. The tangent of the error function in
equation (6.30) at kc0 (0) and kc0 (1) are in fact very steep. For a variation of kc0
of ±0.01 the error on the estimated interaction force varies between 20% and 50%
of the maximum adhesion. Because the tangent is so steep at kc0 , it is hazardous
to use such a scheme unless the cut-off is finely adjusted.
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Discussions

Using a LJ12-6 potential with a cut-off distance, the interaction force between an
arbitrary volume and a half-space in three dimensions was derived. It led to a
general form of the error committed due to the cut-off. The principle was applied
to a sphere-plane interaction to evaluate the minimum conditions that guarantee
a given precision for a rigid system. The equations were approximated at a low
order to define a simple model on which conclusions can be analytically derived.
If kξ = 0.1 is considered a value small enough for the approximation to be valid
then the radius of the sphere should always be at least 5 times the separation
between the sphere and the plane when no cut-off are applied. For a cantilever’s
tip equal to 10nm, this means that the separation considered by the model should
not be more than 2nm.
With a cut-off distance Rc in the pair potential it was demonstrated that Rc = 10σ
guarantees an error of less than 5% of the maximum adhesive force. A more refined
analysis showed that for Rc = 6.45σ the error is in fact guaranteed to be less than
10%.
The cut-off distance has a special value at which the error on the interaction
force is null in the continuum model. Even though this is a particularly interesting
value to substantially reduce the volume of the integration, the sensitivity of the
error in this zone is high. A variation of kc by ±10−2 leads to an error between
20% and 50% depending on the separation. Such an approach appears complex
to implement for non-rigid interactions to insure the control of the error within
reasonable bounds.

6.3

Continuum and discrete approaches to adhesion

Historically adhesion has been included in contact mechanics in the frame of continuum hypothesis by integrating forces having their source at a discrete level. In
parallel, discrete paradigms and simulations have established realistic inter-atomic
potentials at small scales. Here the quantitative equivalence of rigid adhesive interactions between discrete and continuum approaches is discussed.
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Mathematically, the equivalence between discrete summation and continuum integration is well defined. For instance, the Euler-Maclaurin [257] equation gives
an equivalence between the two with a measure of the error. Physically, it will be
shown that an acceptable equivalence between sum (discrete) and integral (continuum) leads to unrealistic atomic spacing for the material. Using the Lennard-Jones
12-6 potential it will be demonstrated that parameters proved correct in Molecular
Dynamics simulation cannot be seamlessly used in continuum adhesive models for
a direct and quantitative application without modifications.
Firstly, the mathematical equivalence between integration and summation is recalled. Secondly, the quantitative differences between the continuum and discrete
models of interaction are highlighted based on the simple example of a particle
interacting with a half space in one and two dimensions. Thirdly, the two dimensional particle-plane interaction is extended to a disk-plane interaction using
a LJ12-6 potential’s parameters applicable to Graphene to compare the models
using a realistic lattice structure.

6.3.1

Mathematical equivalence between integration and
summation

Fundamental principles of integration and their relationship with the sum operator
are used as a basis. There are several ways to present this relationship, such as
using the limit of a Riemann sum, the trapezoidal rule or using the Euler-Maclaurin
formula.
The trapezoidal formula is a simple approach of integrating a continuous function
in an interval and introduces the notion of density of points used to carry the
finite difference. Let f (x) be a continuous function in the interval [a; b]. Consider
the interval to be split up in n sections by n + 1 nodes numbered from 0 to n.
Since the nodes are equally spaced, the ith node xi is given by a +

b−a
n

i. The

trapezoidal formula leads to the approximation in equation (6.42), where the error
E is hopefully small to retain accuracy. Equation (6.42) is written in equation
(6.43) as the difference between the integral and the sum of f , evaluated at the
nodes. ρl is the linear density of the nodes used in the approximation and is equal
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to n/ (b − a).
Z

b

a

n
X

Z
f (xi ) − ρl

i=0

b−a
f (x) dx =
n

1
f (x0 ) + f (x1 ) + ...
2

1
+f (xn−1 ) + f (xn ) + E
2

b

f (x) dx =
a



1
(f (x0 ) + f (xn )) − E
2

(6.42)
(6.43)

The last equation is the equivalent of the Euler-Maclaurin formula but shows
explicitly the node’s density in relation to the integration bounds. The EulerMaclaurin formula does provide a measure of the right hand side of the equation
which is related to the Bernoulli numbers and Bernoulli polynomials. In mathematics, it has been demonstrated that the sum and the integral converge as n
increases or, equivalently, as the density of the points increases, see Krylov in [257]
for details.
In the context of interactions between solids at the atomic scale, the nodes
defined above are atoms. From a physical point of view a material has a particular
atomic spacing ra , also known as the lattice constant. The total interaction force
between a single particle and a domain made of many atoms is calculated in
a discrete model using the summation. The integral is used in the continuous
approach.
For realistic atomic spacing, how far from each other are these models? If
the continuous model gives a good approximation of the discrete model then the
interaction between the tip end of the cantilever and the sample could be modelled
by integrating Molecular Dynamics’ potentials to reasonably represent the material
under investigation. The study of this equivalence is the subject of this section.

6.3.2

Continuum and discrete models

The discrete model (DM) and the continuum model (CM) of interactions between
two rigid solids are presented. Both approaches make use of the same energy pair
potential φ between the particles of distinct bodies and uses the same parameters
for the potential.
As explained by Greenwood [114], the CM is based on two assumptions: (a)
the forces are completely additive and (b) the density of particles is large enough
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Table 6.1: Notations and variables

x
Particle coordinate
Bodies’s separation
d
Potential’s characteristic length
σ
Separation factor
k = d/σ
Particle’s spacing
ra
Densities
ρl ∝ ra−1 , ρs ∝ ra−2 , ρv ∝ ra−3
Density factor
α = ra /σ
Interaction pair potential
φ (d, x)
Interaction force
f (d, x)P
= −∂φ/∂d
R
Total normal interaction force
F (d) = f or ∝ f
such that the summation can be replaced by integration. If the same potential
and densities are used, a rigid discrete based interaction should converge to a rigid
continuum based interaction as the density is increased. But how dense is the
material supposed to be to obtain a reasonable agreement between CM and DM?
Is this density reasonable when the models become equivalent?
Traditionally Lennard-Jones functions (LJ) have been the potentials of choice in
handling continuum adhesive models due to their ease of integration, as seen earlier in §6.2. Even though they are considered simplistic, they are also used in
discrete models and provide good computational efficiency. LJ potentials can lead
to analytical expressions of interaction energy for simple shapes providing that
few hypothesis are satisfied at the continuum level [7].
Muller et al [95] used a LJ potential numerically to study the effect of atomistic
forces on the deformation and adhesion of an elastic sphere on a rigid plane, followed by others [91, 258, 259]. More recently, this class of potentials has been used
into FEM to integrate adhesion in numerical models [111, 112, 119–121, 260, 261].
The LJ12-6 energy pair potential from equation (6.1) is repeated in equation
(6.44) for convenience, without considering the cut-off with the notations in table 6.1. The interaction force is provided by equation (6.45). In addition, superscripts˚and ¯ refer to discrete and continuous quantities respectively.
φ (k)
1
1
= 12 − 6
4
k
k
f (k)
2
1
= 13 − 7
24/σ
k
k

(6.44)
(6.45)

Comparing three dimensional models is time consuming, especially if one considers
relatively high densities. The analysis can easily be done in lower dimensions. To
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present the mathematical approach, a uni-dimensional interaction between a single
particle and a semi-infinite atomic chain is considered. The separation between the
single particle and the first particle of the chain is denoted d. The atomic spacing
between the particles of the chain ra leads to a density of the chain ρl = 1/ra .
The continuum based interaction of the single particle with the chain is given by
equation (6.46). It is a direct application of the method applied in the calculation
of adhesion between two bodies as followed in §6.2 and [7]. The equation is given
in a non-dimensional form in equation (6.47) and the analytic solution is obtained
in equation (6.48). Depending on the density factor α = ra /σ, the amplitude of
the force will vary. In particular, the amplitude of maximum attractive force (a)
is function of the density and equal to −/ (ασ) and (b) occurs at the separation
k 6 = 2, independently of the density of the chain, see equation (6.49).
Z
F̄l (d) = ρl

∞

f (r) dr

Z ∞
F̄l (k)
1
2
= 24
− 7 dκ
13
/σα
κ
κ
k

F̄l (k)
1
1
= 4
− 6
12
/σα
k
k
max
F̄l
= −1
/σα

(6.46)

d

(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)

The discrete model gives a total force based on a sum as shown in equation (6.50)
and in its non-dimensional form in equation (6.51).
F̊l (d) =

∞
X

f (d + i ra )

(6.50)

X
F̊l (k)
2
1
= 24α
13 −
/σα
(k + i α)
(k + i α)7
i=0

(6.51)

i=0
∞

Figure 6.4 shows the continuum and the discrete model for several density factors.
It appears that the discrete model is different from the continuum model. For a
chain with particles separated by the distance equivalent to inter-atomic equilibrium (ra = 21/6 σ), the maximum adhesion from the discrete model is almost 3
times the value obtained from the continuum model. The separation at maximum
adhesion and the separation at equilibrium (F = 0) are shifted by 12% of the
separation of the CM. The models show a very good equivalence for α ≈ 0.01, i.e
for an atomic spacing about 100 times smaller than the characteristic length σ of
the potential.
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Figure 6.4: Force-separation curve of a uni-dimensional particle-chain interaction

While the discrete model converges towards the continuum model as the density
of the atomic chain is increased, the equivalence becomes acceptable for unrealistic
values of the atomic spacing. This aspect is interpreted as the non equivalence of
CM and DM if one bases the calculations of the CM on a potential from a DM
such as Molecular Dynamics. As shown in figure 6.4, the atomic spacing needed
to observe a good correlation between continuum and discrete models is hardly
representative of typical spacing in solids.
The atomic chain considered here is semi-infinite. The argument that the size
of the object validates the continuum interaction with respect to the number of
atoms does not hold, and it is the atomic spacing with respect to the non-linearity
of the potential that should be considered.
Having considered the uni-dimensional example, a two dimensional analysis is now
pursued. In particular, the interaction between a semi-infinite plane and a particle
is studied. This is a more useful analysis as it can relate to contact conditions between spheres and samples and maintains an analytical simplicity. For instance, in
two dimensions, a disk-plane interaction would use the particle-plane interaction
as a basis for the summation and integration over the disk, as it is used later in
this chapter.
The total force for the discrete model is the sum of all the normal forces. Due
to the symmetry of the problem, it is sufficient to only sum over the vertical
component of the force between the single particle and a particle of the plane as
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Figure 6.5: Two dimensional illustration of particle-plane interaction

expressed in equation (6.52). kij is the distance between the single particle and
the particle of the plane at the ith row and j th column, as seen in figure 6.5. Particles of the plane are at Ra = σα from their nearest neighbour and arranged in
a simple square lattice structure. The surface density ρs is equal to 1/ (α2 σ 2 ). k
is the non-dimensional distance from the particle to the top surface of the plane.

2
The following notations are used: rij
= σ 2 kij2 with kij2 = (k + iα)2 + (jα)2 and
θij = atan (jα/ (k + iα)).
From geometry, 1/kij = cos θij / (k + iα). Equation (6.52) is rewritten in equation (6.53) from which the sum over the semi-infinite plane derives in equation
(6.54). This latter equation is only correct if the single particle is directly above
a column of atoms, as illustrated in figure 6.5.


f˚(k, kij )
2
1
=
−
cos θij
24/σ
kij 13 kij 7
f˚(k, i, j)
2 cos14 θij
cos8 θij
=
−
24/σ
(k + iα)13 (k + iα)7
∞ 
X
2
1
F̊ (k)
2
=
24α
−
13
/σα2
(k + iα)
(k + iα)7
i=0
!
∞
X
2 cos14 θij
cos8 θij
+2
13 −
(k
+
iα)
(k + iα)7
j=1

(6.52)
(6.53)

(6.54)

For the CM, the total force is obtained by considering an average density and
integrating the potential over the bodies. The reader is referred to appendix D.2
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Figure 6.6: Two dimensional illustration of simple cubic structure

for the details of the integration. The result is repeated in equation (6.55).
F̄ (k)
3
= π
2
/σα
2



21 1
1
− 5
11
32 k
k


(6.55)

The force-separation curves are presented in figure 6.6 for the CM and the DM. The
observations are identical to the uni-dimensional case: the equivalence between the
models is acceptable for relatively large densities compared to the characteristic
length of the potential. The DM gives a maximum adhesive force which is more
than two times the value of the CM for an inter-atomic separation in the plane
equal to the pair potential minimum. The separation at the maximum adhesion
is shifted by approximately 15% and the position of the single particle at equilibrium above the plane is shifted by 18%. Although the shift in separation can be
corrected by an offset, the possible variation in the adhesive force can be large and
precludes any quantitative comparison between DM and CM at low densities.

6.3.3

Comparison for a disk-plane interaction

The comparison is now carried out for a ‘real case’ of a two-dimensional rigid diskplane interaction based on a Graphene sheet. Girifalco and Lad [262] considered
the LJ 12-6 potential reproduced in equation (6.56) where y = r/a and a is the
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distance between two atoms of carbons in the honeycomb structure (see also [263]).
They found the coefficient A = 24.310−60 ergs.cm6 , a = 1.42Å and y0 = 2.70. The
model was validated by extracting theoretically the energy of cohesion ∆E and
the compressibility β. Comparisons with experimental data showed a reasonable
match.
To express the potential as presented in equation (6.44),  and σ are written
in terms of the coefficients from Girifalco’s model in equations (6.57) and (6.58).
The numerical value of σ is given since it is relevant in determining the density
factor α.
φG

A
= 6
a



1 y0 6
1
− 6
2 y
y



1

σ = 2 6 y0 a ≈ 3.42 Å
A
 =
2 σ6

(6.56)
(6.57)
(6.58)

For a honeycomb structure the surface density ρs is given by equation (6.59).
Noting ρs = 1/ (α σ)2 and using the results from Girifalco the density factor α can
be expressed by equation (6.60).
4
√
≈ 0.38 atoms.Å−2
2
3 3a
3
34 a
α =
≈ 0.47
2 σ

ρs =

(6.59)
(6.60)

The continuous model uses equation (6.55) as a basis to integrate the total force
over the surface of the disk. The integration is written as the sum of the integrated
force over square elements to simplify the integration over the disk. The total force
F̄e on a square element of non-dimensional side length kl , with its bottom face at
a distance k + ke from the top of the plane, is given by equation (6.61). The total
force on the disk is given by equation (6.62).
Z kl Z k+ke +kl
F̄e
3
21 1
1
π
− 5 dl dk
=
1
4
/σα
2 0 k+ke
32 k 1 k

 
1
3
21
1
−
=
πkl
8
80 (k + ke )10 (k + ke + kl )10

1
1
+
−
(k + ke + kl )4 (k + ke )4
X F̄e
F̄disk
=
lim
kl →0
/σα4
/σα4
e

(6.61)
(6.62)
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Figure 6.7: Error of the continuous model as the element size is reduced for
R/σ equal to 5, 50 and 200

Element sizes from 3E −2 to 5E −3 were experimented to estimate the convergence
of the numerical integration. The error due to the element size is shown in figure 6.7
for a disk radius R/σ equal to 5, 50 and 200 respectively. The percentage error
Emax is the maximum difference between two force curves using the consecutive
values kl (circles on the figures). All the force-separation curves presented in the
following are based on an element size of 5E −3 .
The discrete model used a honeycomb lattice structure in the plane and the disk.
The distance ‘a’ between two atoms of carbon is set to 1.42 (as per Girifalco), 1.00
and 0.50. This is equivalent to α = 0.47, 0.33 and 0.17 according to equation
(6.60).
Since the number of atoms increases dramatically with the diameter of the disk,
a cut off distance is used to limit the computational requirements. As for the convergence of the integration, the convergence of the DM was studied by considering
a cut-off distance from 1 to 10σ. Figure 6.8 shows the convergence as the cut-off
increases. A cut-off larger than 5σ is sufficient to lead to a maximum error of
1% per σ increment of the cut-off. For the DM, all the force-separation curves
presented use a cut-off of 10σ.
Figure 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show the structures for the three disk diameters and
the three density factors with a cut-off of 1, 2 and 3σ.
Figure 6.12 presents the force curves for the CM and DM for the disk radius
mentioned. Quantitative differences are evident, especially at small disk radius.
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Figure 6.8: Error of the discrete model as the cut-off distance is reduced for
R/σ equal to (a) 5, (b) 50 and (c) 200 for each density factor α
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6.9: Honeycomb structures for R/σ = 5 with α equal to (a) 0.17, (b)
0.33 and (c) 0.47. The gradient of colour in the figures shows the domains of
the three cut-off distances Rc /σ = 1, 2 and 3
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6.10: Honeycomb structures for R/σ = 50 with α equal to (a) 0.17,
(b) 0.33 and (c) 0.47. The gradient of colour in the figures shows the domains
of the three cut-off distances Rc /σ = 1, 2 and 3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: Honeycomb structures for R/σ = 200 with α equal to (a) 0.33
and (b) 0.47. The gradient of colour in the figures shows the domains of the
three cut-off distances Rc /σ = 1, 2 and 3.
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For R/σ = 5, the DM provides initially less adhesion for α = 0.47. The amplitude
increases as α reduces (α = 0.33) and then reduces to asymptotically converge
toward the CM (α = 0.17). The separation at equilibrium is initially greater
with the DM and converges as the density factor is reduced. For R/σ = 50, the
convergence between the models occurs more rapidly but, in turns, shows a bigger
variation of amplitude between the CM and the DM at α = 0.47. The same
conclusions are drawn for R/σ = 200.

6.3.4

Discussions

The work of this section did not intend to prove the convergence of the summation
towards the integration, which is outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, this
section evaluated if the use of realistic densities in a continuum model of adhesion
leads to an equivalent measure of the total interaction force as obtained by the
discrete model. For uni-dimensional and two dimensional problems, quantitative
differences were established in both the amplitude and the separation of the forceseparation curve.
Using a model of a Graphene structure with the appropriate LJ12-6 potential, it
was demonstrated that quantitative differences exist for a disk-plane interaction if
one uses a realistic density factor α = 0.47. Even if the convergence between the
models is improved as the radius of the disk increases, the models show a difference
of maximum adhesion of 28% for a tip with a radius of 17nm (R/σ = 50).
The comparison in three dimensions was not carried out as the calculations are
time consuming. Agrawal et al [5] provided the characteristic length σ for Al, Au,
Cu, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt and Rh. Using the molar density and the mass density, the
volumetric density ρv in atoms.Å−3 is obtained in equation (6.63) where NA is the
Avogadro constant, ρm the mass density and ma the atomic mass. The density
factor is given in equation (6.64) by considering that ρc = 1/α3 σ 3 .
NA ρm
ma
r
1 3 ma
α =
σ NA ρm

ρv =

(6.63)
(6.64)

Results for these FCC materials are shown in table 6.2 where the density factor is
always equal to 1.00. This highlights the possible non quantitative equivalence of
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6.12: Two dimensional disk-plane interaction of Graphene for the continuum model and the discrete models at various densities with R/σ equal (a)
5, (b) 50 and (c) 200.
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Table 6.2: Density factor for FCC materials based on σ from Agrawal [5]

Material ma [g.mol−1 ]
Ag
107.868
Al
26.982
Au
196.967
Cu
63.546
Ir
192.217
Ni
58.693
Pd
106.420
Pt
195.084
Rh
102.506

ρm [g.cm−3 ]
10.49
2.70
19.32
8.94
22.56
8.91
12.02
21.45
12.41

h i
σ Å
2.574
2.551
2.569
2.277
2.419
2.220
2.451
2.471
2.396

α
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

the DM and CM in three dimensions for these materials since the density relative
to σ is not a small quantity.

6.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the influence of the cut-off distance Rc on a LJ12-6 potential, used
to describe a continuous model of rigid and adhesive interaction, was studied.
Firstly, it was analytically demonstrated that the accuracy of the approximated
model can be arbitrarily chosen depending on the separation considered. In the
case of a sphere-plane interaction, it appears that taking a sphere radius equal to
5 times the maximum separation can justify the use of the approximation.
Secondly, it was demonstrated that for a sphere-plane rigid interaction, a cutoff distance in the potential equal to approximately 6.5σ ensures an interaction
force with an error less than 10% of the maximum adhesive force as long as the
radius/separation condition above is respected.
In a second part, the equivalence between the discrete model and the continuous
model was investigated in one and two dimensions. Quantitative differences between the models were highlighted in terms of amplitude of the force as well as
the separation at equilibrium.
A two dimensional model of a disk-plane interaction using Graphene was carried
out to illustrate that, in the case of real atomic spacing and structure, the models
are not equivalent for a disk radius of about 15nm and less. This radius is typical
of many AFM tips and thus the applicability of the continuum adhesive model is
not immediate.
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Due to the computation needs in three dimensions the discrete and continuous
models were not carried out. However, typical density factors for some FCC materials based on the LJ12-6 potentials used by Agrawal et al are found to be all
equal to unity which indicates that the equivalence between discrete and continuum models may not occur for realistic densities in three dimensions as well.
A final note on the results of this chapter. As exposed earlier, the use of potentials
with parameters from discrete models are not always applicable in the continuum
model for quantitative equivalence, especially at small scales. This does not mean
that the use of the continuum model itself is precluded at such scale! Providing
that the potential parameters are adjusted, the continuum model can, at least
in magnitude, be in reasonable agreements with discrete models. However the
density or the characteristic length will not be equal to the ones in the discrete
model.
As shown in this chapter, the lattice structure has an effect in the evaluation of
the adhesive force at small scales and thus the continuous approach is not ideal to
model the tip-sample interaction in AFM. The use of refined potentials and the use
of complex structures, such as polymeric lubricants, is clearly not straightforward
to consider with the continuum model.
For these reasons a discrete approach is chosen to integrate the tip-sample interaction in the Virtual AFM. This decision leads to the need for a multiscale scheme
to seamlessly connect the FEM model of the cantilever and the sample to the
discrete model required in the contact zone. The presentation of the multiscale
method is the subject of the next chapter.

Chapter 7
Multiscale MD-FEM model of
contact
7.1

Introduction

From chapter 6 the need to consider the adhesive interaction at the tip-sample interface through a discrete model was established. It is impractical to use a discrete
description of the material everywhere in the model due to the size of the AFM’s
cantilever. For that matter, the Virtual AFM in chapter 4 described the cantilever
using FEM instead. As explained in §2.3.3, numerous multiscale methods have
been proposed to concurrently couple MD and FEM and increase the size of the
problem that can be considered.
Most of the concurrent multiscale methods are applied to problems involving locally large stresses and strains, dislocations and crack mechanisms. The mechanical conditions in these problems are considerably more severe than the conditions
encountered in the contact region of a cantilever under low loading. The extensive use of rigid tips in most MD simulations of AFM contacts is a demonstration
that, although the discrete representation of the material at this scale should be
integrated, all the physical consequences of this representation do not have to be
part of the model for the results to be meaningful. The question about what needs
to be considered in the fully atomistic region of contact is therefore relevant.
In this chapter a multiscale model of purely elastic contact is proposed. It is
based on the Bridging Scale Method (BSM) [216] in order to dissociate the fine
155
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(b)

Figure 7.1: Luan and Robbins’ models. (a) Fully discrete with internal forces
based on harmonic potential and external forces based on LJ12-6 [2, 3]. (b)
Multiscale model FEM-MD with internal forces represented by an elastic stiffness matrix in the continuum and LJ12-6 in the atomistic domain. External
interactions use the LJ12-6 potential as well [4].

and coarse scales of deformation of the materials in the contact region. The model
proposed in the first sections of this chapter is an attempt to limit the atomistic
description in the contact region to a minimum. Its description of the mechanics
at the interface between bodies falls in between the continuum adhesive model and
purely discrete models.
The implementation of the proposed model into code is detailed in the second
section. The choice of existing computational codes and libraries as well as the
general architecture of the software is presented.

7.2
7.2.1

Simplified multiscale approach
Hypothesis and limitations

Even though a breakdown of continuum mechanics occurs at the nanoscale, continuum theories hold at small scales in some circumstances. Luan and Robbins
[2] explain that, for a tip radius typical of AFM conditions, ‘the atomic discreteness within the bulk of the solids does not have a significant effect, but that the
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atomic-scale surface roughness [..] leads to dramatic deviations from continuum
theory’. In a following article the same authors [3] show that ‘[...] adhesion is
very sensitive to small changes in the positions of the surface atoms’. Their model
described the interaction between a rigid tip and an elastic substrate. The internal
forces of the solids in interaction was represented by harmonic springs between the
particles while the interaction across the solids used a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential (LJ12-6) form as illustrated in figure 7.1(a).
Noting the importance of the atomic structure at the interface but also the computational requirement of such approach, Luan et al [4, 237] proposed a multiscale
model for two-dimensional contacts. In the contact region, within each interacting bodies, Molecular Dynamics is used based either on a LJ12-6 potential for
problems with plasticity or nearest neighbour’s harmonic spring for purely elastic
modes. A continuum representation is kept in regions of lower stresses using a
quadratic constitutive law. The interaction between the bodies is modelled with
a LJ12-6 potential. An overlapping MD-FEM region is used to assign essential
boundary conditions to each scale through interpolation of the nodal and atomistic
displacements. The mesh is not scaled down to the atomic spacing in this region
and no specific formulations are applied to limit wave reflections such as a time
history kernels or damping functions (see §2.3.3). Despite the simplicity of the
approach compared to other multiscale methods, Luan et al demonstrated good
correlation with fully atomistic simulations of contact under static and dynamic
conditions.
According to Bhushan [126], ‘wear rate is negligible for contact stresses comparable
to its hardness’ and ‘elastic deformation at low loads is responsible for negligible
wear’. Khurshudov et al [264] studied the wear of a diamond tip onto a silicon
wafer. They found a wear rate for the wafer of 4.5 × 10−4 mm−3 /N.m. Assuming
that a silicon tip sliding on a diamond surface would have the same wear rate, a
10nm radius tip subject to a 10nN load along 1µm would lose a height of approximately 4Å, i.e less than one silicon lattice or 4% of the radius.
It would be difficult to realise a scanning of more than a few micrometers with
the Virtual AFM due to large computational requirements. Moreover it would be
very difficult to quantify or even notice wear of the tip or the sample in the purely
elastic regime over such a short distance experimentally. The use of a wearless
model of contact in the Virtual AFM would not significantly affect the outcome
of the simulations.
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A contact model based on an elastic description of the materials without inclusion of wear mechanisms seems therefore acceptable. Within these bounds, it
may be acceptable to reduce the degrees of freedom of the system by not considering the individual atomistic vibrations while retaining a reasonable model of
the contact occurring at the tip end. Using the vocabulary of the Bridging Scale
Method [216], it is proposed that only the coarse scale motion of the particles
be used in the contact model. The atomistic displacements are approximated by
the displacements in the continuum model while interactions between bodies are
calculated based on the underlying atomistic structure of the bodies. There are
advantageous consequences to such a view:
1. Because the fine scale is neglected entirely, there are no handshaking regions
or time history kernel to connect the discrete and continuum domains.
2. Since the internal forces are entirely computed by a continuum model, there
is no need to compute inter-atomic forces for atoms belonging to a same
object. Only the interactions between atoms in different bodies need to be
computed.
3. The number of in depth atoms from the surface of a body does not need to be
more than the pair potential’s cut-off distance required to reasonably represent the interaction, plus the length of the maximum deformation allowed by
the elastic regime. This aspect was developed for a rigid continuous contact
in §6.2 to give a starting point for the discrete model using Rc /σ = 6.45 in
three dimensions. In two dimensions, figure 6.8(b) showed that a cut-off of
a few σ is sufficient (§6.3).
4. Only the continuum model needs to be considered when the bodies are far
enough from each other, speeding up the computations for contact modes
involving stick-slips with snap-on/off from the substrate for example.
5. Atoms can be created dynamically inside the mesh as regions of the bodies
come close to each other. All that is required is to have the pre-defined
position of one lattice in the element to populate all its enclosed atoms in
the case of a simple lattice structure. This is advantageous to restrict the
number of atoms in memory to the contact region only.
Since the fine scale is neglected entirely, the accuracy of the method can be degraded, and thus:
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1. The applicability of the model is limited to problems with small deformations
where the energy of adhesion between the bodies is lower than the cohesive
energy within the bodies themselves.
2. The individual dynamics of atoms must not be a major actor of the mechanics
in action and thus problems at high temperatures may not be accurately
modelled.
The proposed approach does not have more restrictions than continuum adhesive
contact models. In these models, the Young modulus of the bodies in contact
is always fully decoupled from the energy of interaction. Their constitutive laws
for internal and external forces are continuum-based. As shown in §6.3, the integration of pair potentials to extrapolate adhesive interactions in FEM can lead
to deviations. Here, the model substitutes the integration of the external forces
by a discrete sum. The atomic structure plays a role in (a) the force received by
an atom due to the presence of the second body and (b) in the force effectively
received by an FEM node through the extrapolation of the external atomic forces
enclosed in the elements.
The BSM provides a systematic means to decompose the displacements into coarse
and fine scales and identifies clearly the part of the particle’s vibration being
neglected. Since it may be crucial to consider the fine scale in some cases, the
model may need to be extended by using either the complete BSM or alternatively
the approach of Luan et al .

7.2.2

Presentation of the method

The BSM formulation is the foundation of the proposed method and follows the
presentation of Tang et al in [217]. In the BSM, the individual displacement
uα = u (xα ) of atom α, called the total scale, is decomposed into a coarse scale ūα
and a fine scale u0α as shown in equation (7.1). The BSM systematically separates
the scales through a projection operator and only considers the fine scale in critical
regions to limit computational requirements. Here, the total scale is supposed to
be the solution from Molecular Dynamics while the coarse scale is the projection
of the total scale on the FEM space of displacements.
0

uα = u¯α + uα

(7.1)
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Consider a contact problem involving two interacting bodies noted 1 and 2, composed of n1 and n2 atoms respectively. The equation of motion of an atom α in
body 1 is given by equation (7.2). The forces acting on the atom α are divided in
internal forces f due to particles β1 in body 1 and external forces g due to particles
β2 in body 2. f and g derive from any pair potential.
X

mα üα =

f (uα , uβ1 ) +

β1 6=α

X

g (uα , uβ2 )

(7.2)

β2

For small deformations of the bodies, it is assumed that individual atoms oscillate
slightly around their ideal equilibrium. It is assumed that, on average, the internal
forces are null when no external interactions exist between the bodies. The internal
forces on particle α are written in the form of a Taylor expansion in equation (7.3)
with uα,β1 = uα − uβ1 . The separation between the bodies can be large, and
the assumption of small displacements between particles of distinct bodies does
0

0

not hold in general. However, uα,β2 = ūα − ūβ2 + uα − uβ2 , and the fine scales
0

u are ideally small quantities. A Taylor expansion of the pair interaction at
0

0

0

n
ūα,β2 = ūα − ūβ2 relative to uα,β
= uα − uβ2 is given in equation (7.4).
2

fα
gα

X ∂fα,β
1 ∂ n fα,β1 n
1
uα,β1 + ... +
u
≈
∂uα,β1
n! ∂unα,β1 α,β1
β1 6=α
X
∂gα,β2 0
1 ∂ n gα,β2 0 n
≈
g (ūα,β2 ) +
uα,β2 + ... +
u
∂ ūα,β2
n! ∂ ūnα,β2 α,β2
β

(7.3)
(7.4)

2

At the first order the equation of motion for the particle α in body 1 is given by
equation (7.5), where the internal and external forces are themselves written in
terms of coarse and fine scales as shown in equations (7.6) to (7.9).
0
0
mα üα = f¯α + fα + ḡα + gα
X ∂fα,β
 
1
f¯α =
ūα,β1 = kαf ū1
∂uα,β1
β1 6=α
X ∂fα,β 0
  0
0
1
fα =
uα,β1 = kαf u1
∂uα,β1
β1 6=α
X
ḡα =
g (ūα , ūβ2 )

(7.5)
(7.6)
(7.7)
(7.8)

β2

0

gα =

X ∂gα,β 0
 g  0
0
g
2
uα,β2 = kα,1
uα + kα,2
u2
∂
ū
α,β2
β
2

(7.9)
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The approximation leads to the matricial system in equation (7.10) for a two body
interaction.
"

#"

[Ma,1 ]

[0]

[0]

[Ma,2 ]

ü1

#

ü2

 h i
"
# "
#
k1f
[0]
ū1
ḡ1
h i 
= 
+
(7.10)
ū2
ḡ2
[0]
k2f
 h i  
"
 g 
#
f
g
0
k1 + k1,1
k1,2
u1
h i   
+   g T
0
g
u2
−k1,2
k2f + k2,2

h i
h i
f
k1 and k2f are n1 × n1 and n2 × n2 internal stiffness matrices at atomic sites
due to the small displacements taking place within bodies 1 and 2 respectively. ḡ1
and ḡ2 are external force vectors, of length n1 and n2 respectively, taken relative
to the coarse displacement of individual atoms.
The remaining matrix is the assembly of internal and
stiffnesses for the
h external
i

fine scale motion of the particles. The sub-matrices kif are assumed to be con g 
stant for small deformations. However ki,j
depends on the effective separation.

A FEM mesh is superimposed over each atomistic body. The nodal displacements
are represented by a vector d. In the BSM, the projection of the total scale onto
the coarse scale is defined as the sum of squared difference for all atoms weighted
by their atomic masses [218]. For a body ‘i’, the quadratic form in equation
(7.11) is obtained by considering the diagonal matrix [Ma,i ] and by minimising the
functional through the nodal degrees of freedom. The solution to the minimisation
is given in equation (7.12) where [Mi ] is the coarse scale mass matrix obtained from
equation (7.13).



min (ui − [Ni ] di ) [Ma,i ] (ui − [Ni ] di )
T

(7.11)

di

di = [Mi ]−1 [Ni ]T [Ma,i ] ui

(7.12)

[Mi ] = [Ni ]T [Ma,i ] [Ni ]

(7.13)

Using equation (7.12) in (7.10) leads to the nodal equation of motion for body ‘i’
in interaction with a body ‘j’ (equation (7.14)). Since ūi = [Ni ] di by construction,
the system is written in terms of nodal displacements in equation (7.15).
[Mi ] d¨i = [Ni ]T
[Mi ] d¨i =

h i
h h i     i
f
g
g
ki ūi + ḡi +
kif + ki,i
ki,j

h 0i 0
 
K̄i di + [Ni ]T ḡi + Ki u

"

0

ui
0

uj

#!
(7.14)
(7.15)
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with
h i
 
K̄i = [Ni ]T kif [Ni ]
h 0i
h h i     i
T
g
g
Ki = [Ni ]
kif + ki,i
ki,j

(7.16)
(7.17)

In classical continuum adhesive contact mechanics the effects of internal and ex 0
ternal fine scales are discarded altogether, i.e Ki is considered null. In these
models the coarse scale interaction ḡ, sum of all external atomic interactions, is
approximated by an integral as shown in chapter 6. The internal forces are based
 
on continuum mechanics and K̄i is approximated by a linear elastic formulation
commonly used in FEM. Higher order schemes can be used to include non linearities of the material. For instance Luan and Robbins used a quadratic form to
describe the coarse internal forces in [4]. Other approaches such as the CauchyBorn rule or the Virtual Atom Cluster (VAC) [219, 265] can be suitable.
In multiscale methods, the fine scale in the internal forces is neglected in the
regions away from strong perturbations. Only the coarse scale’s constitutive laws
remain in these regions. Lookingh ati the form presented in equation (7.17), this
 0
simplification means that part of kif is set to zero in Ki . However the fine scale
is kept in relevant parts of the domain, requiring the use of a discrete description.
The contact model implemented in the Virtual AFM is in between Luan’s approach
and classical adhesive contact mechanics. As for the continuum approach, the fine
scale forces due to internal and external fine scale displacements are discarded.
Here, only the coarse scale of the external forces is used but it is expressed in
terms of the sum of the individual atomic interactions taken at the coarse scale
separation. Linear or quadratic constitutive laws as well as formulations such as
VAC can be used to suit different levels of non-linearities, depending on the degree
at which one wants to consider the coarse internal constitutive laws.
In FEM schemes, contact is often considered with algorithms of interactions
along the boundary elements. It implies that the surface topography is always as
smooth as the vertices in contact. In the proposed formulation it is the coarse
scale motion of the atomic scale topography and its underlying atomic structure
that rules the interaction. Since the fine scale is entirely discarded, the equation
of motion from MD is not used in practice. Equation (7.18) gives the final system
of equation as implemented in the Virtual AFM.
[M ] d¨ =

 
K̄ d + [N ]T ḡ

(7.18)
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[M ] is the assembled consistent mass matrix of all the objects in interactions. K̄
is the assembled coarse scale stiffness matrix. ḡ is the external force vector at
atomic sites between all bodies. It is easily obtained by using MD schemes that
make use of cut-off distances and neighbour lists to improve the efficiency.
The error on the nodal acceleration committed by the model at a given time step
is given by equation (7.19), where u is the displacement of the particles that would
be obtained by MD. For a classical continuum model of adhesion the error would
also include an error due to the variation of forces between the integral and the
sum as was illustrated in §6.3.
h 0i
d̈ (t) = [M ]−1 Ki (u (t) − [N ] d (t))

7.3
7.3.1

(7.19)

Software implementation
Choice of software components and architecture

The development of the algorithm has been a time consuming task. A FEM solver
as well as components of a MD solver were needed for the Virtual AFM. LAMMPS
[266] was used to provide the MD’s functionalities related to pair potentials computations, neighbour lists, etc. It is written in C++ and possesses an extensive
documentation. It is a code commonly used within the Mechanical Engineering
discipline at the University of Wollongong, a factor that proved to be an asset at
the early stages of its manipulation. More importantly, it provides all the mechanisms to integrate itself as a library in other codes written in C/C++ and it uses
MPI to provide the parallel functionalities. Some tests with LAMMPS, linked as
a library, were carried out on single and distributed platforms and demonstrated
that the code could provide a solid and efficient foundation to obtain the atomic
forces g.
Since the FEM code CODE ASTER (chapter 4) had been used to build the three
dimensional model of the cantilevers earlier, it was initially considered to connect
it to LAMMPS. CODE ASTER has the capability to execute Python scripts and
commands and is supported by an open and documented source code to build up
dedicated functions. The inclusion of new functions in the code itself was not easy
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Figure 7.2: Populating atoms over a two dimensional mesh. Green atoms are
set as boundary atoms for illustration

for the author due to a lack of knowledge of the FORTRAN language programming. Instead of introducing new FORTRAN routines, the Python interfacing
mechanisms were investigated with the use of UNIX pipes to link MD to FEM.
The procedure was previously used to interactively set the laser’s shape and position on the cantilever as shown in figure 4.15 (page 97). This solution worked in
practice but the Python interfacing was not very effective.
The FEM code needed a C/C++ code able to run in parallel using MPI with
easy access to variables in memory. The code had to provide efficient domain
decomposition capabilities to minimise communications on distributed systems.
The possibility to use both lumped and consistent matrices was considered an
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Figure 7.3: Three dimensional hemispheric geometry. (a) Coarse cubic elements mesh followed by its atomic population and (c) atomic population from
a finely meshed hemisphere with a rectangular surface underneath.

advantage, permitting the evaluation of different approaches in the future.
Another consideration was on the mesh and atomic structure input procedure.
In order to populate atomic structures in complex domains for MD simulations,
a small code in C was written. This code uses the mesh definitions from GMSH
[251] to create atoms on specific parts of the domain as shown for simple examples
in figures 7.2 and 7.3. A FEM code able to read GMSH mesh files formats was
therefore considered advantageous.
The possibility of writing a dedicated FEM code using open-source libraries for
matrix inversion, domain decompositions and parallelism appeared to be a feasible
task. It would be possible to intimately connect LAMMPS with the code and unify
the input and output processes of each component. As a personal development,
it would permit a fine grain understanding of MPI and parallel computing in
general. This approach suffered from a major drawback in that it may prove time
consuming to write and debug. It was finally decided to develop a dedicated FEM
solver using LAMMPS as a library. The code would be used as a development
platform for the contact aspect of the AFM model and more generally to study
multiscale methods for contact problems. The code was coined ‘Development
Algorithm for Multiscale Analysis and Simulations’: D.A.M.A.S.
D.A.M.A.S was written in C, portability was a consideration of its development. It uses renown open-source libraries for domain decomposition (METIS
[267]), matrix system resolution (MUMPS [268]), Molecular Dynamics computations (LAMMPS [266]) and parallelism (OpenMPI [269]). As of today, excluding
third party libraries, D.A.M.A.S’s source code represents 8000 lines of code. Its
compiled form uses 41MB of space on disk with all the libraries. The development
focused on the following parts:
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• Input and output files and their format such that post-processing using
GMSH, VMD [270] and MATLAB c would be possible
• Matrices and vector structures in order to save memory space and efficiently
access their elements in compliance with the input data format required by
MUMPS.
• Data synchronisation and data passing functions between processors for matrices
• Implementation for two and three dimensional problems
• Provisional declaration of functions for the use of classical finite elements
such as triangles, quadrangles, tetrahedrons and hexahedrons.
• Automatic construction of consistent and lumped mass matrices as well as
stiffness matrices according to the element types
• Decomposition and restructuring of matrices for distributed computing using
METIS
• Parallelisation of the computations of the forces and their assembly in a total
force vector
• Mapping and parallelisation of atomic forces to nodal forces as well as nodal
displacement to atom’s coarse scale displacement
• Implementation of a laser measurement chain function for the Virtual AFM
• Mathematical integration of the equations of motions using the explicit Velocity Verlet algorithm.
An overview of the files constituting the source code is provided in appendix E.1
to help the reader understand the basic aggregation of functions and structures
within the files.
In the following sections the structure of D.A.M.A.S is presented. First the FEM
part of the code is detailed while the connection with LAMMPS is the subject of
§7.3.3.
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Data structure and pre-processing
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The Finite Element Method is largely based on matrices and vector manipulations.
Matricial operations and storage occupy a central place. In order to gain substantial memory savings, D.A.M.A.S stores matrices in a sparse form using coordinate
lists made of three vectors. Two vectors hold respectively the row and column
integer indices of the non-zero entries of the matrix. The third vector holds the
matrix entry in a double float format. The matricial operations take advantage of
sorted matrices and vectors to improve efficiency. A divide and conquer algorithm
is implemented to obtain a specific element from a matrix or vector.
Because the memory allocation for matrices and vectors is dynamic, one can increase or decrease the number of elements ‘on the fly’. This design facilitates the
transfer of parts of the domain from one processor to another during computations.
Processors are currently affected to a sub-domain for the entire computation. However, LAMMPS dynamically moves atoms from processors to processors on the fly
to minimise data transfers. It is therefore possible to have an element on one
processor while atoms belonging to this element are on another processor. Two
approaches were investigated to solve this issue without having to touch the decomposition of the matrices. It must be realised that the amount of elements
enclosing atoms is far less than the number of atoms themselves. Therefore, it is
more interesting to move or copy elements between processors than to move atoms
themselves.
One approach is to check which atoms exist locally. The local processor then
requests the data needed about the enclosing element using MPI if a local copy
does not exist. This is a time consuming task as it needs to be executed at each
FEM step.
Another approach is to simply provide to all processors all the elements enclosing atoms. This way, a copy of those elements is always available locally. Each
processor has its own partition of the domain, as provided by METIS, followed
by all the elements in the mixed domain not already included in its partition. In
addition, all processors have a copy of the elements-atoms mapping and shape
function matrix [N ]. The internal forces are calculated locally for the partition
considered. The interpolation of the atomic forces is processed on the list of atoms
provided on the fly by LAMMPS at each time step. This method was preferred as
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no inter-process communication is needed and the memory footprint of elements
in the mixed domain is negligible compared to the entire mesh.
The mesh structure holds a connectivity table that is dynamically allocated, depending on its size and the type of element it represents. From a topological point
of view a mesh structure stores all elements having the same material properties
and conditions. The elements do not need to be physically connected. Due to the
mesh generation and naming convention the mesh structure is generally made out
of a contiguous set of elements. The complete mesh is a linked list of structures,
the latter having their own mechanical properties and options. In the case of an
AFM’s cantilever-sample interaction there is at least four meshes: two meshes for
the cantilever (1 body and 1 boundary condition) as well as two meshes for the
sample (1 body and 1 boundary condition).
The node structure holds the dimension of the problem (1, 2 or 3D) as well as:
• The initial position of the nodes
• The current displacement
• The current velocity
• The current acceleration
• The current force vector
• A partition structure providing information on the mapping between local
and global indexing of the nodes.
Since the assembly of the total nodal force vector is performed on the master
processor (MP), the latter must be able to, at least, hold this vector and the full
partitioning. This is the only overhead on the MP in the case of a lumped mass
matrix formalism. In the case of a consistent mass matrix, the MP needs to hold
the complete acceleration vector along with the complete mass matrix.
In order to have a good performance on distributed systems, the ratio of communication time over computation time must be kept as low as possible. For methods
like FEM this means that the way the domain is partitioned has a major impact
on the performance in two ways. Firstly, by minimising the communication between the processors and, secondly, by balancing the partitions such that each
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processor is requested to compute a similar amount of work, avoiding the need for
processors to wait for each other. Karypis and Kumar [267] proposed in 1995 a
multilevel scheme for partitioning schemes. Their work initiated the development
of the open-source domain decomposition library known as METIS. The method
and the library is popular and widely used in softwares such as Fluent, CFX,
Abaqus or CODE ASTER. D.A.M.A.S uses the function METIS_PartMeshNodal
internally.
The library returns, as an output, the list of nodes and elements allocated to
each CPUs. D.A.M.A.S reorders the nodes using this information to produce a
continuous list of nodes belonging to a given processor. The partitioning is stored
as a linked list on the MP, individual partitions are passed to the slave processors
(SP).
The mass matrix, stiffness matrix and shape functions matrix are computed on
the MP only. These matrices are sent to the SP which extract, reduce and reorder
them according to the local partition. The mass matrix is sent to the SP only
if the simulation uses a lump matrix. This approach is clearly not efficient in
terms of memory and communication usage. For a large problem, the MP may
not have enough memory to build the matrices locally. Synchronising the full
matrices with all the nodes is communication intensive and loads the network
unnecessarily. Instead, it would have been better to make each SP build its own
matrices. This work was not considered of primary importance at this level as
the usual mesh was not very large and the operation took rarely more than a
few minute to complete, compared to several hours or days of computing. After
synchronisation and reduction of the matricial system, the FEM pre-processing is
complete.

7.3.2.2

Processing

The computation of the simulation itself starts with the initialisation of a time
structure that holds information on the time step for MD and FEM, the current
step, the final step as well as the time dependent functions for the boundary
conditions. Position, acceleration and velocity vectors are initialised along with
the creation of the output files structures as requested by the user. A computation
loop is performed as follow:
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1. D.A.M.A.S sets the coarse scale position of the atoms followed by a call to
LAMMPS to request the calculation of the interaction forces between atoms
of distinct bodies. Once complete, D.A.M.A.S systematically synchronises
the memory pointers to link itself to the atoms’ data that LAMMPS holds
in memory on each processor.
2. The computation of the nodal forces is achieved by going through the linked
list of meshes to check their characteristics. If the current mesh holds elements using the VAC method [265], the processor updates the position of the
VAC atoms and computes the atomic forces, followed by their extrapolated
contribution. If the mesh holds MD atoms, the extrapolation is carried out
and the extrapolated forces are added to any previous nodal force. If the
mesh uses a stiffness matrix, the nodal forces are directly computed. A synchronising step is executed to sum all the local forces in order to assemble
the final force vector on the MP.
3. The boundary conditions are imposed on the system by adjusting the mass
matrix before calling the FEM solver. In the case of a lumped mass matrix, the force vector is distributed according to the nodal partition and each
processor computes the nodal acceleration from Newton’s second law. If the
mass matrix is consistent, the matricial system is solved using the MUltifrontal Massively Parallel Sparse direct solver library (MUMPS) [268]. The
global acceleration vector obtained after resolution is distributed to each
processor.
4. The processors individually integrate the motion of the nodes using the Velocity Verlet algorithm. The position and velocity of the nodes in the hybrid
domain are synchronised between the CPUs. After this step, the FEM loop
is finished. The laser measurement procedure that simulates the AFM measurement chain proceeds using the updated position of the mesh in the region
of the reflection, see chapter 4.
D.A.M.A.S currently assembles the vectors on the master processor that updates
the output files. It is possible to output the displacement of the nodes, their
velocity, acceleration, internal forces and, for triangular elements, the stresses
at the integration point. Atomistic information are saved by using LAMMPS
functionalities.
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MD

LAMMPS was adapted and extended to provide the data passing functionalities
needed in D.A.M.A.S. It keeps all its original capabilities such that more complex
systems, using for example polymeric lubricants, can be used in the Virtual AFM
with little modifications.
LAMMPS’s documentation [266] gives details about how one can use LAMMPS
as a library by defining functions in library.[cpp/h]. The function provided to
exports atom’s coordinates to the calling program through a pre-allocated vector coords, was initially used as a template for velocities and forces. However,
the function copies atom’s coordinates one by one from a distributed vector to
an assembled vector. Even though the procedure is run in parallel it takes time,
duplicates the amount of memory used and increases the network’s traffic. Considering that this operation needs to be done for coordinates, forces and eventually
velocities and accelerations, this solution was not kept.
Since the atoms’s data are already distributed and allocated in memory, it is
more practical to simply obtain the memory address of each relevant vector and
use pointers in D.A.M.A.S to point to these addresses. However, there is a flaw
with this method if one is not careful. As LAMMPS moves atoms from one processor to another, it is possible that a memory reallocation occurs to hold a new data
vector within LAMMPS. There are no guarantees that the address in memory of
this new vector stays the same as the standard C function realloc is called. To
overcome the problem simply one needs to synchronise the pointer after each run
of the MD solver. Pointing to an address in memory is a very rapid process that
is not noticeable in regards to the other operations.
The source code of LAMMPS was extended to include the computation of forces
from the VAC formulation. This is currently implemented for LJ, Tersoff and
Stillinger-Weber potentials. A new function (referred by a ‘fix’ in the LAMMPS
vocabulary) called nve/multiscale is used to compute the forces between atoms
at coarse scale positions without integrating their motion. Since the motion of
the particles is ruled by the motion of the continuum, the position is updated in
D.A.M.A.S using the shape function matrix once the motion of the nodes has been
updated.
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As explained earlier, atomistic information held in LAMMPS can be saved using LAMMPS functions which exploit distributed file writing operations and use
output formats readily compatible with visualisation tools such as VMD [270].

7.4

Discussions

In this chapter a method to compute adhesive interactions between bodies in
elastic deformation was presented. Compared to classical adhesive theories the
model brings the notion of atomistic topography in the interaction by explicitly
using atoms to compute the interaction forces between two bodies. Based on the
framework of the Bridging Scale Method, internal and external forces are divided
into fine and coarse scale components and the equation of motion for the nodes of
the continuum approximation is given as a function of the underlying structure.
The system is approximated by entirely neglecting the fine scale motion of the
atomic displacement.
The method is close to elastic continuum adhesive models in the sense that there
are no fine scales considered and that its validity is bound to contact involving low
level of stresses. It differs from these models by summing the atomic interactions
between two bodies instead of using an integral formulation. The second difference
is that the interaction is ruled by the topography at the atomic scale taken in its
motion at the coarse scale level instead of employing contact conditions between
vertices of the FEM mesh.
A multiscale software was written based on this approximation of adhesive contact interaction. D.A.M.A.S is written in C and makes use of renown libraries to
acquire functionalities such as parallelism, domain decomposition, matricial systems inversions as well as the molecular dynamics features necessary to compute
inter-atomic forces efficiently. The architecture of D.A.M.A.S and inner mechanisms were presented. Details on its compilation and installation are provided in
appendix E.2. Details on how a simulation can be set and how to execute it are
given in appendix E.3 and appendix E.4 respectively.
In the scope of the Virtual AFM, a laser measurement chain based on the interaction of a single laser ray and the deformed mesh of the cantilever was included
in the code to give an image of the sensor signal of AFM. Only the bending signal
is calculated since the model is currently two dimensional. The extension to three
dimensions is straight forward.
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Figure 7.4: Pinion - gear simulation carried out for illustration only. (left)
Nodal displacements in the continuum domain. (right) Underlying atomic structure of the system at the interfaces between the solids.
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The development of D.A.M.A.S started in February 2009. Being developed solely
by the writer, it is still in its infancy considering the time frame and can only be
applied to two dimensional problems at the moment. All the functions necessary
to extend the code to three dimensional problems are in place and little work
is required to finalise this extension. D.A.M.A.S has been successfully tested on
distributed systems and has demonstrated its flexibility in handling interactions
between two or three bodies. Multi-body interactions with the insertion of a
layers of lubricant described by Molecular Dynamic is possible but has not been
investigated yet. Figure 7.4 is an illustration of a Pinion - gear simulation. This
example tested D.A.M.A.S with a system of three objects: 1 racket, 1 pinion and
the pinion axle for illustration purposes.
The following chapter will focus on the application of the code to two dimensional problems of adhesive contact for validation of the proposed model. The
presentation of the results from the two dimensional Virtual AFM simulating a
longitudinal scan of a sample is also given.

Chapter 8
Multiscale simulations
8.1

Introduction

From chapter 6 and the literature review in chapter 2, it has been demonstrated
that a continuum model of adhesion does not lead to an accurate estimation of
the adhesive force and that a local atomistic model is necessary. In chapter 7 it
is stated that the model of continuum mechanic may prove sufficient to describe
the mechanic of the materials but that the discreteness of the material needs to
be taken into account to obtain an accurate evaluation of the adhesion force itself.
The multiscale scheme of chapter 7 is employed in this chapter using D.A.M.A.S
and compared to MD. The performance evaluation closely follows the work of
Luan and Robbins in [4]. Quantities such as contact radius, adhesion, stress and
friction forces are analysed.
The multiscale approach, referred to as ‘MU’ in the following, gives a reasonable
approximation of the contact mechanics that sits between continuum and discrete
theories. The model demonstrates its ability to exhibit stick-slip phenomenon.
This behaviour is an outcome of the integration of the local atomistic model in
the interaction zone. A purely continuous model would not provide such features
without the addition of an explicit law of contact. However, non-linear constitutive
laws need to be considered in the model to better reflects the discrete mechanics
and reduce the disparities that exist with MD.
In a second section, a two dimensional model of the Virtual AFM that use the
multiscale model and D.A.M.A.S is presented. Simple cantilever geometry is used
175
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as a base and scaled down by several factors. This is to observe the impact of the
scale effect on the contact conditions while keeping the contact radius constant.
Complex motions such as rolling of the tip apex on the substrate and deformation
lock-ups are apparent in the simulation. Their influence on the friction conditions are discussed and illustrate that the microscale mechanics of the support
of a nanoscale asperity can be of importance in establishing specific tribological
behaviours.

8.2
8.2.1

Validation of the multiscale approach
Presentation

In this section the two dimensional multiscale model (MU) presented in chapter 7
is compared with Molecular Dynamics (MD) following the work of Luan and Robbins in [4]. X and Z are the in-plane horizontal and vertical axis respectively. The
tip and the substrate structures are based on a triangular lattice with an atomic
spacing ra /σ = 21/6 . The tip is a rigid curved plane with a radius of curvature
R/σ = 33, 66, 100, 133 and 166 and a thickness of five atomic layers (≈ 27/6 σ).
The substrate is 400σ in width and 200σ in depth, see figure 8.1. The substrate’s
lower face is fixed in position along X and Z. Its lateral faces are left unconstrained
and no periodic boundary conditions are used.
In the MD simulation, the internal forces of the substrate are modelled using
the LJ12-6 potential with i = 0.15, σ = 3Å and a cut off distance Rci /σ = 1.5.
Subscript ‘i’ denotes a quantity related to the internal forces. For MU, the substrate is meshed by linear triangular elements (figure 8.1(c)) and internal forces
are represented by a classical linear stiffness matrix using a Poisson ratio ν =

1
3

and a Young modulus E = 67.04.σ −2 as per [4].
MU and MD simulations both use a LJ12-6 potential with e = i /2 and σ = 3Å
to model external interactions between the atoms of the two bodies. Several cut
off distances Rce /σ were tested. Rce /σ = 21/6 was applied in the non-adhesive case
while Rce /σ = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 was applied to study the effect of the cut-off distance
in the adhesive case. To simplify the study, all the multiscale simulations had the
same number of atoms in the substrate over a depth of 16σ. This has no effects on
the results, except for slightly slowing down the computation speed. The substrate
was made up of 73083 atoms in the MD case and 6060 atoms with 4369 elements
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.1: (a) Atoms of the tip and the substrate for R/σ = 100 and position
of cuts A, B and C in the substrate. (b) details of the structure. (c) Mesh of
the substrate for multiscale simulation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2: (a) Typical response of the contact force from MD (LAMMPS)
as well as D.A.M.A.S obtained by applying a step loading followed by a slow
velocity constrained pull-off. Case for R/σ = 33 and Rc /σ = 6. (b) Zoom on
the normal interaction response to the step loading.

based on 2318 nodes in the MU model.
The temperature was set to T = 0.0001/kb and the Langevin thermostat used
p
a damping rate of 0.1τ −1 , where τ = mσ 2 / and m is the atomic mass. The
time step was set to ∆tM D = 0.005τ for both MU and MD in order to estimate
the speed up based on an equal number of iteration.
The contact modulus in this configuration is E ∗ = 75.42σ −2 . To remain within
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the elastic domain the maximum loading Fzmax was set such that Fzmax /RE ∗ <
0.025 [4]. The initial contact between the bodies was displacement driven. The
tip was displaced by a small amount until the interaction force became repulsive.
Once the contact was initiated, a series of step loadings with ∆Fz /E ∗ = 0.125 was
applied until the maximum loading force was reached. For each step loading the
system was allowed to relax for 350τ to establish the equilibrium.
The total tangential and normal interaction forces between the bodies are denoted by Ft and Fn respectively. The normal stresses along X and Y are denoted
by σxx and σyy respectively. The shear stress is denoted by σxy . Forces and stresses
were recorded at an interval ∆t = τ , equivalent to recording the state of the system
every 200 steps for a total of 350 recordings per step loading.

8.2.2

Normal interaction

A typical evolution of Fn during the step loadings is shown in figure 8.2(b). The
response of Fn to the step loading is similar for MU and MD and shows that the
Langevin thermostat induces a similar damping in the simulations.

8.2.2.1

Adhesion

Once the maximum loading was applied, a constant velocity equal to 0.003σ/τ
was used to gently retract the tip from the substrate and estimate the value of the
maximum adhesion A. Figure 8.2(a) shows a typical time dependant force curve
obtained from the initial contact, through the step loadings to the retracting motion of the tip, until the interaction vanishes. The amplitude at the maximum
adhesion, as well as the relative tip position at this site, were measured to compare MD and MU.
Figure 8.3(a) shows the percentage of variation of the adhesion force as a function
of the cut-off distance for all the tip radius considered. In all cases, the variation is
less than 5%. Except for the smallest tip radius, it appears that the error increases
as the tip radius increases. The error converges as the cut-off distance increases
and only small variations are observed for Rce /σ > 4.
Figure 8.3(b) shows the variation of separation of the bodies at maximum adhesion. The effect of the cut-off appears to be negligible after Rc /σ = 8. The
variation of position is less than 0.4 σ in all cases for Rc /σ ≥ 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.3: Error on (a) the magnitude and (b) the position at which the
maximum adhesion occurs for several tip radius and cut-off distances.
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Given the small amount of variations from both figures for Rc /σ ≥ 6, the latter
value was chosen in the following adhesive simulations.
While MU is distinguishable from MD, variations are reasonable. Two factors
lead to the earlier snap out and the larger magnitude observed in MU. Firstly, the
stiffness of the material in MD is reduced if the material is subject to traction,
due to the non-linearity of the potential [4]. As the tip is retracted, the region
of contact in the substrate is more deformed in MD when compared to the linear
material employed in MU. The reduction of stiffness of the material in tension leads
to a snap out that occurs for a larger separation. In compression, the opposite
effect would be observed as the material becomes stiffer as MD deforms less than
the multiscale model.
Secondly, since MU considers only the coarse scale of the atoms, atoms inside a
given element move in phase. The variation of the magnitude of adhesion appears
to be due to the in-phase motion of atoms in MU. In MD, atoms follow a more
random distribution that averages to a lower adhesive force, as explained by Luan
et al in [4]. This randomness is the part of the atomic motion that is essentially
captured by the fine scale.
In the limit of a rigid contact, MU and MD are strictly equal since the notion
of coarse and fine scale vanishes and atoms are strictly at the same position in
the models. This consideration supports the conclusion that MU approximates
MD better as (a) the materials considered are stiff, (b) the temperature is low
and (c) the level of deformation is low. The domain of stiffness, temperature
and deformation at which the models are quantitatively equivalent has not been
studied in this work. Defining such a domain would help in characterising the
limitations of the proposed multiscale scheme.

8.2.2.2

Contact radius

For non-adhesive and elastic contacts, the relationship between loading and contact radius, at a continuum level, can be obtained from Hertz’s theory and follows
equation (8.1) [4].
a =

p
4 Fz R/πE ∗

(8.1)

The contact radius of MU and MD was evaluated by averaging the data over the
relaxation period at each step loading. The variation of the contact radius was
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.4: (a) Contact radius without adhesion. Continuous lines are the
continuum model. (b) Contact radius without adhesion. Circles and squares
represent MD and MU respectively
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Table 8.1: Equivalence between loading Fz ≈ 3.771nN and ratio Fz /RE ∗ and
percentage of maximum allowed loading to remain in the purely elastic domain

R/σ
33
66
100
133
166

Fz /RE ∗ % of Fzmax /RE ∗ = 0.025
0.01875
75
0.009375
37.5
0.00625
25
0.0046875
19.5
0.00375
15

measured in the adhesive and non-adhesive conditions. Figure 8.4(a) shows the
results for the non-adhesive cases. Continuous lines are the Hertz’s solution (only
for the non adhesive case), circles are the solution from MD and squares indicate the solutions from MU. At low loading, the multiscale model follows closely
Hertz’s solution as both are based on linear constitutive laws of the material. MD
consistently predicts a larger contact radius. Both MU and MD lead to a stepped
curve due to the discreteness of the topography at nanoscale. The smoothness of
the Hertz’s solution is due to the assumption of smooth surface inherent to the
theory.
As explained by Luan and Robbins, an increase of loading leads to a stiffening
of the LJ potential which limits the expansion of the contact radius in MD. Hence
the differences with Hertz’s prediction. This is particularly obvious for R/σ = 100
and 133. Despite having the constitutive laws of the materials based on linear
elasticity, the MU approach leads to a similar behaviour, albeit the effect is less
pronounced than in the MD case. This is due to the non-linearity of the external
interactions. It is concluded that both the non linearity of the material constitutive laws and the non-linearities of the external interaction play a role in the
overall solution. Figure 8.4(b) shows, for the adhesive cases, the same tendency
due to the differences in the description of the material’s non-linearities.
These results emphasise that the presented multiscale scheme sits between Hertz’s
theory and a purely atomistic scheme.

8.2.2.3

Stresses

In figures 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7, normal and shear stresses in the substrate are shown
at a depth of 30σ (cut A), 100σ (cut B) as well as along the depth at the centre
line (cut C) for a loading Fz ≈ 3.771nN . The cuts are shown in figure 8.1(a). The
equivalence between the loading and the quantity Fz /RE ∗ is given in table 8.1.
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Table 8.2: Equivalence between Fz /RE ∗ and the effective loading used for the
simulation of friction

R/σ
33
66
100
133
166

0.005
1.0070
2.0139
3.0209
4.0279
5.0348

0.01
0.015
0.020
0.025
2.0139 3.0209 4.0279 5.0348
4.0279 6.0418 8.0557 10.0697
6.0418 9.0627 12.0836 15.1045
8.0557 12.0836 16.1115 20.1394
10.0697 15.1045 20.1394 25.1742

(Fz /RE ∗ )
(nN)
(nN)
(nN)
(nN)
(nN)

Following the convention used by Luan et al , a minus sign is used to represent the
stresses, such that a positive value indicates a compressive stress. All the results
are obtained by averaging the 350 recordings of the relaxation period.
In cut A, the root mean square deviation (rmsd) of each stress curve, relative to
their respective absolute maximum stress, is less than 7% for both non adhesive
and adhesive cases, as shown in figure 8.5(c). Results tend to degrade at the deeper
cut B. While the normal stress σyy and the shear stress σxy are still a reasonable
approximation of MD, the rmsd of the normal σxx goes up to more than 20%.
Results for cut C are presented in figures 8.7(a) and 8.7(b) for the non-adhesive
and adhesive cases respectively. They reveal that MU can represent the stress
levels at the centreline reasonably well for depths larger than approximately 15σ.
While the rmsd is consistently below 10% along cut C, the multiscale model tends
to differ more from MD as higher stresses are considered near the contact region.
The influence of the tip radius on the accuracy of the model at constant loading
is not significant in the range of radius studied. Adhesion forces appear to have
more impact by changing the rmsd by a few percent.
Considering its simplicity, the multiscale scheme compares favourably with MD to
represent stresses but discrepancies exist. The deviations are mostly the result of
the lack of non-linear constitutive laws to represent the continuum scale.

8.2.3

Friction

The evaluation of the friction forces follow the step loading procedure presented
earlier in §8.2.1. The final load was kept constant while the tip was displaced
laterally at a constant velocity of 0.01σ/τ during 1500τ . The lateral force was
recorded every τ . A loading Fz /RE ∗ = 0.05, 0.01, 0.015, 0.020 and 0.025 was
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.5: Cut A for all figures with a loading Fz = 3.771nN and R/σ = 100
(a) without adhesion and (b) with adhesion. (c) Root mean square deviation of
the stresses at cut A for several tip radius
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.6: Cut B for all figures with a loading Fz = 3.771 and R/σ = 100
(a) without adhesion and (b) with adhesion. (c) Root mean square deviation of
the stresses at cut B for several tip radius
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.7: Cut C for all figures with a loading Fz = 3.771 and R/σ = 100
(a) without adhesion and (b) with adhesion. (c) Root mean square deviation of
the stresses at cut C for several tip radius
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Figure 8.8: Friction force from MD and MU for a tip radius R/σ = 66, cut-off
Rc /σ = 6 and a loading Fz /RE ∗ = 0.015

applied for each tip radius. Table 8.2 shows the equivalence between these ratios
and the loading. Adhesive and non-adhesive conditions were considered.
Figure 8.8 illustrates the lateral force obtained for the adhesive case R/σ = 66
and Fz /RE ∗ = 0.015 over 5 periods. MD and MU exhibit a stick-slip behaviour
with a periodicity equal to the atom spacing but there is a discrepancy in the
amplitude. The appearance of stick-slips in MU is a result of the existence of the
atomic structure in the model. A purely continuum model would not intrinsictly
exhibit such features.
As for the analysis of the differences in adhesion and stresses, the variations in
the frictional forces can be linked to the properties of the model. Again, because
atoms enclosed in an element move in phase, their forces are more likely to add
up in phase rather than average themselves. This leads to a higher energy barrier
to break the lateral adhesion or to pass over the next atom, two cases represented
in figure 8.8 by negative and positive peaks respectively. Reducing the element’s
size in the contact zone from 4σ to σ indeed showed a reduction of the amplitude
of the lateral force, but only to a small proportion. In the MD model, because the
material becomes stiffer in compression, the break of lateral adhesion occurs at an
earlier stage (low red peak). It is clear that MU and MD give the same frictional
curves as the substrate tends to a fully rigid body. Equivalent conclusions can be
drawn from adhesive cases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.9: Static (continuous line) and kinetic (dot line) friction forces for
several tip radius and loadings (a) without and (b) with adhesion.
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Static and kinetic friction were extracted from the lateral force curve of MU. For
all results hereafter the static friction was taken as the average of 15 peak values.
Kinetic friction was taken as the average over 14 complete periods. Figures 8.9(a)
and 8.9(b) show the static and kinetic friction forces for the non adhesive and
adhesive cases. The results compare qualitatively well with the results of Luan et
al [4]. A sublinear behaviour of the static friction force is observed as the loading
increases while kinetic friction increases exponentially at low loading to reach a
steady rate at larger loadings. The section on friction in the paper of Luan et al
involved rough surfaces, a problem that differs noticeably from the single asperity
modelled in this work, precluding quantitative comparisons.
The influence of the fine scale displacement of atoms appears to be more important
in the modelling of friction. The mechanisms that lead to an in-phase or out-ofphase summation of the individual lateral forces is a key factor in the constitution
of the energy barrier that the tip must overcome.
Instead of including the fine scale explicitly, one can think of methods able to
represent it. In particular, Time History Kernels similar to the one(s) used in the
Bridging Scale Method [216] or the use of a random fine scale following a statistical
distribution (temperature and pressure based for example) could help correct the
deficiencies of the model, keeping at the same time the total number of atoms to
a minimum.
Simulations of microscale contact could be the domain of choice for the MU. The
increase of elements in contact at this scale would introduce a coarse scale level of
phase averaging. Such microscale simulations will be envisioned in the future to
confront the MU to experiments like the Surface Force Apparatus.

8.2.4

Discussions

As shown in this section, the MU reasonably reproduces results from MD but
differences exist. Results related to pure normal loading are within a few percent
of the discrete model. With a better description of the non-linearities of the
material the model will produce solutions closer to MD. Results for friction exhibit
essential stick-slip phenomenon and qualitatively agree with results obtained by
Luan et al [4]. Since the MU sits between MD and continuum contact theories,
its use at microscale is a path worth investigating in the future. The modelling of
microscale granular materials is a potential area of application.
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While retaining the simplicity of the continuum model, the proposed model introduces the description of atomic structure in the region of contact to prescribe the
contact conditions without specifying a friction law explicitly.
The fine scale motion of atoms is a key ingredient in the quantitative description of the friction force, even at low temperature. It is necessary to develop a
scheme that is able to represent it without having to compute it explicitly. A Time
History Kernel for surface atoms or the use of statistical distribution of the fine
scale, based on parameters such as local temperature and pressure, may be valid
approaches worth investigating in the future.
Similar to the summation mechanisms of the atomic phase at nanoscale, one can
question if the same phase averaging process takes place at micro-scale and if it
has a quantitative effect on the frictional force.
Introducing non linear constitutive laws, as achieved by the Virtual Atom Cluster
(VAC)[265], would improve the capabilities of the model. The VAC is already
implemented in D.A.M.A.S but it has not been fully tested at this stage. The
work of Arroyo and Belytschko [271] on the exponential Cauchy-Born rule is also
of interest as more severe deformations can be represented at low temperatures
with reasonable accuracy. Extending the model to three dimensions will permit a
more direct comparison with experimental results from AFM and, at larger scales,
with the Surface Force Apparatus. Comparisons with models such as JKR, DMT,
M-D and COS (§2.2) need to be carried out once the three dimensional model is
completed.
In the simulations presented, the time step of MU and MD were equal to evaluate
the speed up based solely on the reduction of atoms and the use of FEM. In
this condition and with an atomic skin 16σ thick, non adhesive and adhesive
cases provided speed-up of 13 and 4.6 respectively compared to MD. Reducing the
thickness of the atomic skin to one layer in the non-adhesive case and to 6 layers
in the adhesive case lead to speed-up of 43 and 17 respectively. Higher speed-up
can be attained since the increase of the time step by a factor 2 keeps the stability
criteria below 25% of the Courant-Friedrich-Levy condition.
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Table 8.3: Number of nodes in the cantilever and measured stiffness

Scale factor
1:1
1:10
1:50
1:100
1:250

8.3
8.3.1

Nb nodes
9498
7451
7331
5563
4751

Stiffness (N.m−1 )
2.156
1.583
0.031
0.012
0.004

Simulation of a Virtual AFM
Presentation and limitations

The time scale of the simulation and the natural frequency of the cantilever are
limiting factors. It takes a considerable amount of time for the cantilever to reach
a steady state. As an example, CSC11-A and CSC11-B cantilevers have a period
at resonance of 36µs and 6.4µs respectively [246]. In comparison, the simulations
presented below went as far as 27ns, a time scale that is two to three order of
magnitude smaller than would be required to represent a single oscillation of a
real cantilever. Since the control loop was not integrated in the Virtual AFM, the
simulation of the sliding of a cantilever was not operated under constant loading
conditions.
Currently D.A.M.A.S only handles two dimensional problems. The realism of
the atomic structure was not considered important at this stage. The focus was on
the qualitative influence of the cantilever’s scale on the friction force, the normal
interaction force as well as the bending signal.
The cantilever had a length of 125µm with a thickness of 4µm, a tip height of
20µm, a tip half angle of 20 degrees and a tip radius of 20nm. The cantilever was
tilted by an angle of 14 degrees and scale factors of 1:10, 1:50, 1:100 and 1:250
where tested to observe the effect of the dynamics on the results. The tip radius
and the half tip angle were not scaled in order to leave the contact conditions
equivalent, irrespective of the scaling factor. Table 8.3 summarises the number of
nodes in the cantilever for each scale factor. In all cases, the substrate was made
up of 4369 nodes and a total of 3005 atoms were partitioned between the substrate
and the tip. Figure 8.10 shows the cantilever at a scale factor of 1:50, as well as
details of the mesh in the contact region.
The substrate and the cantilever used the same Young modulus, Poisson ratio,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.10: (a) Mesh of the cantilever - substrate system for cantilever scaled
by a factor 1:50. (b) Details of the mesh in the contact region
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Lennard-Jones potential and temperature as described in §8.2.1 for the adhesive
cases. The damping rate was set to 100τ −1 . In these conditions the contact
modulus is E ∗ = 75.42/2σ 2 ≈ 0.6285.
For each cantilever, a series of displacement-based loadings were carried out to
estimate the stiffness of the cantilever-substrate system. The substrate was displaced vertically by 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 nm at a velocity of 0.01σ/τ followed by
a relaxation period of 30000τ . The interaction force was measured after the relaxation period. The third column of table 8.3 shows the stiffness taken as the
ratio of the normal interaction force by the displacement and obtained from the
simulations.
There are no significant changes in the apparent stiffness between a scale factor
of 1:1 and 1:10. At these reductions it is the flexibility of the tip apex/substrate
region that dominates and not the compliance of the cantilever’s beam. The stiffness drops dramatically between 1:10 and 1:50 and a transition takes place. For
large reductions, it is the flexibility of the cantilever beam that rules the stiffness
of the system.

8.3.2

Contact forces and PSD signals

Figures 8.11 to 8.15 show the results for the normal and tangential contact forces,
as well as the bending signal. The substrate was first displaced vertically to load
the cantilever and a relaxation period up to t ≈ 13ns was allowed. The lateral
displacement of the substrate was achieved at a constant speed of 0.01σ/τ along
−X (right to left in figure 8.10(a)) from t ≈ 13ns to t ≈ 17.5ns and then along
+X for the remaining of the simulations. Figure 8.11(a) illustrates the domains
for the loading, the relaxation and the slidings.
The evolution of the normal contact force shows two mechanisms. Firstly, the
dynamics of the cantilever affects the loading noticeably due to the time needed
to reach a steady state. For reductions of 1:1 and 1:10, the normal force did not
reach a full equilibrium before the lateral motion was induced.
Secondly, due to the geometry and the orientation of the cantilever, combined
with the lateral force during shearing, the lateral loading induces a variation of
the normal loading. Scanning the substrate along −X reduces the loading at scale
factors of 1:1, 1:10 and 1:50. It has the opposite effect at reductions of 1:100 and
1:250. Scanning the substrate along +X has the opposite effect.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.11: Scale factor 1:1 and vertical displacement of the substrate of
3nm. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending
signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.12: Scale factor 1:10 and vertical displacement of the substrate of
6nm. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending
signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.13: Scale factor 1:50 and vertical displacement of the substrate of
15nm. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending
signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.14: Scale factor 1:100 and vertical displacement of the substrate of
15nm. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending
signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.15: Scale factor 1:250 and vertical displacement of the substrate of
15nm. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending
signal.
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As the substrate is scanned, a rolling motion of the tip end on the substrate
takes place until stick-slip is initiated. As shown in the normal force’s curves,
the level of rolling depends largely on the stiffness of the cantilever. For instance,
reductions of 1:100 and 1:250 lead to a large rotation due to the small thickness
of the cantilever beam and stick slips occurs later in these simulations. The level
of conformation between the surfaces in contact changes due to the rotation of
the tip end. This changes the contact conditions, albeit only by a small extent
here. Lateral and normal contact forces are correlated due to mechanical couplings
and they reciprocally affect each other. The stick-slip induced by the atomistic
description and observed in the lateral signal is indicative of a correlation between
the structure of the sample and the signal. Future works could focus and this correlation such that more informations on the atomistic structure could be extracted
from a lateral signal.
Except for a reduction of 1:250, no bending signals attained a steady state during
the sliding motion. This confirms that the cantilevers did not have sufficient time
to reach a static equilibrium. For a scale factor of 1:1, the strain rate is so slow
that no significant change in the laser deviation can be seen in figure 8.11(c). The
bending signals at scales 1:10 and 1:50 show a similar trend during the lateral
motions. The influence of the lateral force on the signals takes effect with a delay
of 2 to 3ns. No information on the nature of the stick-slips are detectable in the
signals. At a reduction of 1:250, the bending signal reaches a steady state and
the influence of the stick-slip appears in the signal. The stick slip level in the
signal remains nonetheless poor and it does not provide a clear picture of what is
actually occurring at the tip end.
Recently, simulations with various scales and stiffnesses were carried out using
a honeycomb structure for the lattices and the Stillinger-Weber potential [181] to
represent Silicon. These cases showed a better correlation between the bending
signal and the contact forces. Therefore, the Virtual AFM can provide a more
realistic picture of the contact conditions, providing that some conditions are met.
At the time of writing these conditions are not well established, this is why the
results from the honeycomb lattice structure is only provided as an illustration in
appendix G, see figure G.4(c) in particular.
For the 1:10 scale, the bending signal increases during loading while it decreases
for smaller scale factors. For large scales, the cantilever bends following the shape
of an end-loaded beam. For smaller cantilevers, the tilt angle induces a bending
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torque which is large enough to bend the end of the cantilever clockwise, decreasing
the bending signal. The cantilever is then locked-up in this buckling configuration
and further increases in the loading lead to a continuing decrease of the bending
signal. This mechanism is apparent in the lateral force curves during the relaxation
period. For reductions of 1:1 and 1:10, the lateral force during the loading tends
to be positive while, at smaller scales, it tends to be negative due to the change
of direction in the bending moment.
Data of stick-slip conditions was aggregated for each scale factor and both sliding
directions. Figure 8.16 presents the normal interaction force as a function of
the lateral force in the form of a cloud of points. The figure effectively shows the
envelop of the friction cone during stick-slips. The envelop of the cone is continuous
for a reduction in the 1:1 to 1:50 range, indicating similar contact conditions and
behaviours.
The envelop is distinct at 1:100 and 1:250 as the loading moves from compressive
to tensile. The differences with a reduction of 1:50, that operates in a similar range
of loading, is striking and clearly visible in figure 8.16(b). It is hard to believe
that the reductions of 1:50 and 1:100 actually represent a similar contact problem
without knowing it. The only differences in the models are in the geometry of the
cantilever beam, far away from the contact.
It is evident that at large reductions the amplitude of the rolling motion of
the tip end and by extension, the induced change of commensurability, have a
profound effect on the relationship between normal and lateral forces, as well as
on the stick-slips mechanisms. It can be concluded that the complex mechanics of
deformation of the cantilever as a whole, and in particular the rolling motion of
the tip, can be of importance in the characterisation of frictional phenomenon.
The shape of the friction cone is slightly asymmetric. This asymmetry is a result
of the rolling motion of the tip end, the variation of commensurability and the
asymmetry of the system itself. Therefore the static friction coefficient depends
on the direction of sliding of the cantilever. Since the thickness of the envelop
does not appear to be symmetric either, the kinetic coefficient of friction is also
influenced by the sliding direction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.16: (a) Friction cone obtained by aggregating the data from each
scale factors. (b) Details of the friction cone in the region of low loadings.
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Discussions

The Virtual AFM was applied to a two dimensional case using D.A.M.A.S to take
into account the discreteness of the surfaces in interaction through the multiscaling
scheme proposed in chapter 7. The model was kept in a simple form by considering
an atomically flat substrate. A single ray of the laser beam (see chapter 4) was
used to evaluate the bending deformation of the cantilever through the virtual
optical measurement chain. Cantilevers of several scale factors were tested in
friction conditions against the substrate by sliding the latter laterally back and
forth. The material properties, geometry of the tip apex and the substrate were
not scaled.
Results showed that the dynamics of the cantilever is a limiting factor due to the
time it takes for the cantilever to reach its static equilibrium under the action
of the contact forces. Time scale is a serious limitation in multiscale problems
and the present model is not exempt of this constrain. The simulation of the
1:1 scale factor cantilever took 23 hours to complete and reached a simulation
time of 27.16ns on a single processor. This is slightly more than 1 nanosecond
of simulation time for an hour of computing time. Considering that the natural
oscillating period of such cantilever is in the the order of 1 to 10µs, it would take
between a hundred and a thousand days of computation to complete a single free
oscillation of a full size cantilever. Partitioning the system for clustering does not
provide much benefits when using more than two CPUs because the model does
not hold a sufficiently large numbers of atoms or nodes. The use of two CPUs
reduced the computation time by 6 hours.
The capacity of the bending signal in representing the contact conditions is
directly influenced by the dynamics of the cantilever. A delay of a few nanoseconds
was observed between the application of the forces at the tip end and the variation
of the signal at small reductions. For all cases, the slick-slip effects were either
not visible or only slightly visible in the signal. Recent simulations, shown in
appendix G for illustration, indicate that the model is able to better represent the
contact forces in the bending signal. More work is needed on this aspect.
Due to the tilt angle of the cantilever and frictional forces, the cantilever is subject
to a direct or indirect bending moment. The orientation of the moment depends on
the scale factor and thus the flexibility of the cantilever beam. At large reductions,
the cantilever reaches a deformation state where the bending signal decreases with
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an increase of loading as the configuration gets locked up by frictional forces. Even
though the size of the cantilever at which this buckling mechanism occurs is much
smaller than the size of commercially available cantilevers, it is not impossible
for such a situation to occur. Surface’s topography can induce a large shearing
force and bring the cantilever in this state. The PSD signal will show unexpected
features in such cases.
The bending stiffness of the system varies in large proportions with the reduction.
A transition of the stiffness, from being ruled by the beam stiffness to being
dominated by the stiffness of the tip apex, exists between 1:10 and 1:50. Thus,
the beam’s bending stiffness is not the only variable that can affect the loading in
dynamic conditions, especially at small scale factors. The fast dynamics of the tip
apex has been discussed previously by Krylov et al [63] who noted that particular
tribological conditions can emerge.
The moment induced on the cantilever as the substrate scans laterally produces
a partial rolling motion of the tip apex on the substrate until stick-slip initiates.
The amplitude of the rolling is more pronounced with large reductions but exists
in all cases. Depending on the buckling state of the cantilever and the sliding
direction, the rolling increases or decreases the normal loading, affecting in turn
the frictional forces. In addition, the rolling changes the level of conformity at the
tip-substrate interface which leads to further variations in the contact conditions.
By aggregating the stick-slip data of all the simulated cases in a single figure
it was shown that, even though the tip-substrate characteristics were the same,
irrespective of the reduction, the relationships between lateral and normal contact
forces can change dramatically as the cantilever beam becomes small. For larger
scale factors there is a continuity in the behaviour as shown in the ‘friction cone’
figure. The cone also showed an asymmetry of the frictional forces as the sliding
direction changes.
The results highlight issues that will need to be resolved in the future and show
that the mechanics of the cantilever as a whole can influence the contact conditions
in noticeable ways. Many simulations present the AFM contact through a single
or a system of orthogonal springs. It appears that the complex mechanics of the
microscale cantilever, with its rotational and translational deformations, have a
say in the picture of the nanoscale contact.

Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1

Discussions

The Atomic Force Microscope is an ideal tool to study nanoscale contacts. However, not all parameters are accessible in experiments and quantitative results of
frictional scans are not an easy task. To improve this situation two strategies have
commonly been employed in the past. The first one is to develop better calibration
and measurement methods that are less subject to external factors, such that the
conditions of the experiment are better controlled. The objective of the second
one is to model nanoscale contacts and study them through simulations.
Each approach has been investigated throughout the years, as presented in chapter 2 and both still face limitations. On one hand, it is difficult to estimate the
resilience of calibration methods in regards to external factors systematically with
the AFM. This issue makes the development of an international standard protocol
difficult and the quantitative comparison between measurements can be suspicious.
On the other hand, while all parameters of a simulation can be controlled, typical
models of nanoscale contacts rarely consider the system as a whole. The influence of the microscale cantilever, as well as the characteristics of the measurement
chain of the system, are generally not considered. Moreover, the time scale and
sliding speeds of these simulations can vary by two or three orders of magnitude
from what can be measured and set experimentally. As such, the validation of
nanoscale contact theories is a difficult problem.
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The foundation of this work is to reduce the gap between simulations and experiments by developing a Virtual AFM. The intent is to provide a virtual platform
that can:
• Evaluate the performance of calibration methods, cantilever geometries and
the system in general numerically.
• Provide a development platform for the modelling of nanoscale contacts for
a direct comparison with the experimental device.
The modelling work was carried out in four parts. The first part dealt with the
modelling of the laser measurement chain of the AFM in interaction with the cantilever. This led to the study of crosstalk effects and their influence on the ‘Wedge
Method’ for lateral calibration in the second part. The third part focused on
the integration of an adhesive contact model and the development of a multiscale
method synthesised in a parallel computing code. The last part evaluated the accuracy of the multiscale scheme to describe elastic adhesive contacts at nanoscale.
A two dimensional Virtual AFM integrating the scheme was also tested.
Laser measurement chain: The modelling of the laser chain used in many modern AFMs was carried out through the analysis of the laser’s path in the optical
system. This work was carried out in the frame of geometric optics theory to
model the interaction between the laser and a three dimensional FEM model of
the cantilever. The bending and torsion signals of the photo-diode sensor were
expressed in an integral form that can be numerically evaluated. The model offers enough flexibility such that the shape and position of the laser as well as the
geometry and orientation of the cantilever can be adjusted. This allows for a systematic analysis of the effects of the positioning of the laser and the cantilever on
the contact conditions and the PSD signals. The virtual measurement chain was
calibrated to give a bending sensitivity that is comparable to the one obtained on
the real system. The identification of the parameters followed a simple approach
as the knowledge of the real optics is very limited. The bending sensitivities extracted from simulation were considered reasonable.
A first order approximation of the system was established based on the numerical model. It showed that it is correct to describe the measurement chain by a
2x2 matrix that relates the reflection angles of the laser on the cantilever to the
PSD signals, providing that the laser is centred on a the main axis of a symmetric
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cantilever. The measurement chain uniquely relates the signals to the reflection
angles. However, the latter are functions of the three dimensional force that acts
at the tip apex. Studying the influence of F showed that the dominating relationship between force and reflection angles can be represented by linear relations.
Negligible effects can exhibit strong non-linearities. It was demonstrated that the
final relationship between signals and contact forces can be expressed by a singular
2x3 matrix. Thus, it is impossible to unequivocally obtain a measurement of the
contact forces from the PSD signals without the addition of another equation.
Force-based crosstalks: After briefly discussing the nature of crosstalks, forcebased crosstalks were studied through the definition of two crosstalk rates ‘a’ and
‘b’. These rates give an indication on the severity of the crosstalk coefficients
compared to the bending and torsion sensitivity respectively. Since these rates
are difficult to estimate on the machine, the Virtual AFM was used to identify
their variations due to the misorientation of the cantilever along its main axis.
‘a’ remains an order of magnitude smaller than the bending sensitivity for many
cantilevers and up to a misorientation of 2.5 degrees. ‘b’ can be several times
larger than the torsion sensitivity. The estimation of the crosstalk rates using the
Virtual AFM is illustrative of the capabilities of the model.
A simplified analytical two dimensional model of the system was used to evaluate
the calibration errors resulting from the use of the ‘Wedge Method’ in presence of
force-based crosstalks. The quantification of the friction coefficients on the surfaces
of the calibration grating are influenced differently by the crosstalks between the
horizontal surface and the sloped surface. Crosstalks can lead to large errors in the
calibration. The inclusion of the crosstalk rates in Varenberg’s method provided
answers as to why the ‘Wedge method’ returns different calibration factors, a
constant of the system, as the loading is changed. Under some conditions, the
friction on the sloped surface can be estimated with good accuracy, even if a forcebased crosstalk exists in the system. An a priori knowledge of this domain and
the conditions at which it appears can be valuable to the design of a calibrationless
method of measurement in Lateral Force Microscopy for specific loads.
Adhesive contacts: The modelling of contact at the tip apex were investigated
and continuum and discrete approximations of adhesive contact mechanics were
discussed. Quantitative differences between the approximation methods were highlighted in terms of amplitude of the interaction force as well as the separation at
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equilibrium. An example using a two dimensional model of a disk-plane interaction using Graphene was carried out to show that, in the case of real atomic
spacing and structure, the models are not equivalent for a disk radius of about
15nm and less. This radius is typical of many cantilever’s tips and thus the applicability of the continuum adhesive model is not immediate, even if the contact
remains in the purely elastic domain of deformation. As explained previously by
Luan and Robbins [3], the atomic structure and topography of nanoscale contacts
has a profound effect on the contact. For these reasons, a discrete approach was
chosen to integrate the tip-sample interaction in the Virtual AFM. This decision
led to the need for a multiscale scheme to seamlessly connect the FEM model of
the cantilever and the sample to the discrete model required in the contact zone.
Multiscaling: A multiscale scheme, based on the framework of the Bridging Scale
Method to decompose the scales, was proposed to compute adhesive interactions
between bodies in elastic deformation. Compared to classical adhesive theories,
the scheme brings the notion of atomistic topography in the interaction by explicitly using atoms to compute the interaction forces between two bodies. Based
on this scheme a multiscale software was written. D.A.M.A.S is a C code that
makes use of renown libraries for parallelism, domain decomposition and matricial
systems inversions. LAMMPS [266] was coupled to D.A.M.A.S to bring the features from molecular dynamics that are necessary to compute inter-atomic forces
efficiently. A laser measurement chain based on the interaction of a single laser
ray and the deformed mesh of the cantilever was included in the code to give an
image of the sensor signal of AFM.
Considering its simplicity, D.A.M.A.S reasonably reproduces nanoscale conditions of contact obtained with MD. Results related to pure normal loading are
within a few percent of the discrete model. Essential stick-slip phenomenon qualitatively agree with results obtained by Luan et al [4] but the lack of fine scale
motions of the atoms leads to noticeable variations in the level of adhesion which affects the characteristics of the stick-slips. A better description of the non-linearities
of the material in the continuum scale of the model is also required to better represent the mechanics in the contact region. D.A.M.A.S provided speed up between
43 and 17 compared to MD for the non-adhesive and the adhesive cases respectively, for simulations involving a rigid tip in interaction with a substrate in two
dimensions and at equal time steps.
D.A.M.A.S was used to model a two dimensional Virtual AFM. Cantilevers of
several scale factors were tested in friction conditions against the substrate. The
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dynamics of the cantilever proved to be a limiting factor due to the time it takes
for the cantilever to reach its static equilibrium under the action of the contact
forces. The slick-slip effects were hardly visible in the bending signal. Recent
works have been carried out which showed that the model is capable of giving a
better picture of the contact forces in the signal under some circumstances.
The cantilever can be subject to a direct or indirect bending moment which depends on the flexibility of the cantilever beam. This buckling mechanism can lead
to a bending signal that evolves counter-intuitively as an increase of the loading
can produce a decrease of the bending signal. A transition of the stiffness of the
system from being ruled by the beam’s stiffness to being dominated by the tip
apex’s stiffness exists. Under dynamic conditions, the beam’s bending stiffness is
not the only variable that affects the contact conditions and the dynamics of the
tip end can be of importance, which confirms some conclusions made previously
by Krylov et al [63].
The tip apex exhibits a partial rolling motion on the substrate before stick-slip
initiates. Depending on the buckling state of the cantilever and the sliding direction, the rolling increases or decreases the normal loading, affecting in turn the
frictional forces. In addition, the rolling changes the level of conformity at the
tip-substrate interface, leading to further variations in the contact conditions.
The stick-slip data from each scale factors were gathered in the form of a friction
cone graph. It was shown that, even though the tip-substrate characteristics were
kept the same, irrespective of the cantilever’s beam scale, the relationships between lateral and normal contact forces can change dramatically at small scales.
A continuity in the behaviour at large scale factors was also observed. Results
showed an asymmetry of the frictional forces as the sliding direction changes.
This work gave a perspective on the possibilities offered by a more complete description of a Virtual AFM. The results highlighted potentials but also limitations
that will need to be resolved in the future. The mechanics of the cantilever as a
whole can influence the contact conditions in noticeable ways. The information
provided by the measurement chain may be misleading if the system is subject to
crosstalks or if particular states are reached. Many simulations present the AFM
through a single or a system of orthogonal springs attached to a rigid tip. It appears that the complex mechanics of the microscale cantilever, with its rotational
and translational deformations, has a say in the picture of the nanoscale contact.
Subtle motions go a long way in the outcome of the contact.
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More general modelling techniques applied to the design of MEMS systems at
large will be needed in the near future, it is hoped that elements of this thesis may
help clarify some of the challenges that lie ahead.

9.2

Recommendations for future work

Both the representation of the laser and the positioning of the mirrors in the system
need a better identification technique, such that the transfer of the machine’s
optical settings to the Virtual AFM is carried out seamlessly. Obtaining from the
manufacturer technical drawings and characteristics of the components such as
the laser and the PSD would simplify this task. It would provide a sound base
from which system identification techniques could optimise the calibration of the
virtual measurement chain.
The effects of force-based crosstalks on the ‘Wedge Method’ have been studied
through simulations. Experimental confirmation needs to be carried out. An
experimental method which is able to quantify the crosstalk rates is needed for
this work to be possible. As long as crosstalks rates on the machine are not known,
it will be difficult to improve both accuracy and precision of a LFM measurement
with certainty.
The fine scale motion of atoms is a key ingredient in nanoscale frictional forces.
It is necessary to better integrate it in the model. All multiscale methods that
represent the fine scale motion can answer the issue but they will require the use
of a larger number of atoms. It may be possible to represent the fine scale without
having to compute it explicitly. A Time History Kernel for surface atoms or the
use of statistical distribution of the fine scale, function of the local temperature
and pressure, may lead to a good description of the nanoscale contacts without
carrying the computational cost.
Introducing non linear constitutive laws in the continuum part of the model will
improve the capabilities of D.A.M.A.S. The Virtual Atom Cluster is already implemented but it has not been fully tested at this stage. The work of Arroyo and
Belytschko [271] on the exponential Cauchy-Born rule is also of interest as more
severe deformations can be represented.
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It will be beneficial to study the performance of D.A.M.A.S at the microscale
and confront it to continuum adhesive models thoroughly. The Surface Force
Apparatus will be the experimental device of choice. Such work could be of interest
for the modelling of granular materials.
The extension of D.A.M.A.S to three dimensions is another step in the evolution
of the code. The task is straightforward but requires time. Simulation of three
dimensional contacts will bring the Virtual AFM closer to a real LFM experiment
and, at larger scales, closer to the conditions of the Surface Force Apparatus. However, the directness of the comparison will still be limited by the time scale gap that
exists between experiments and simulations. Time multiscaling is, without doubt,
the next great challenge in the development of computational methods devoted
to the design and the study of nano and micro-mechanical devices. The development of computing power alone will not be sufficient to tackle time multiscaling,
mathematical theories need to be expanded on that front.
One basis of the presented multiscale method is that the atoms are always placed
at the same position within the FEM elements. Wear and plastic deformations
are precluded. The method could be extended to at least wearless plastic contact
if the prediction of the rearrangement of the atoms during plastic deformation
was possible without the use of discrete models. For instance, Crystal Plasticity
theories can provide information on the lattice rearrangement. The fine scale
atomic motion could be ignored at the first stages of the development in order to
identify in what conditions it needs to be considered.
The discreteness of the material is worth including since the model compares
favorably to the benchmark model of Luan and Robbin. It exhibits characteristics
that would not appears without such detailed information on the structure of
the material at the interface. Chapter 7 provides figure 8.8 p.188, and figures
8.11 (p.195) to 8.15 (p.199) that show the link between the atomic spacing of
the surface and the characteristic of the lateral force in term of amplitude of the
energy and its periodicity. Investigations on the correlation of lateral signals and
atomistic topography characteristics is an area of interest. It is an application
particular suited to the model.
The proposed extensions will permit the modelling and the assessment of a broader
range of calibration methods. Comparing these methods of calibration and evaluating their resilience to external factors through simulation will be a challenging
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task. It will further improve the capabilities of the Virtual AFM itself.
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Appendix A
Cantilever installation procedure
The cantilever is installed on its holder from the cantilever holder’s stand as shown
in figures A.1(b) and A.1(c). The retaining spring of the holder is pulled back and,
using sharp tweezers, the cantilever is placed in the ridge with the tip end facing
upward. Some cantilevers possess a small groove to ease alignment with the holder
axis. It is good practice to push two orthogonal sides of the cantilever’s chip on the
holder groove’s faces. This limits misorientations of the cantilever and improves
the consistency of the positioning. This mounting operation, although not difficult,
requires a steady manipulation to avoid breaking the fragile tip.
The cantilever is inspected with a microscope before being mounted on the
machine (figure A.1(a)). Checking the interface between the base of the cantilever
beam and the chip can reveal breakages or cracks. The use of a lamp may help in
detecting the defects.
To install the holder on the machine, loosen the optical head from the rest of the
machine by turning clockwise the dovetail release screw on the right of the head and
unplug the laser’s power cable. With one hand, slide the head from the dovetail by
pulling it upward, minding not to put fingers on the laser’s entry window. Keeping
the head in one hand, take the cantilever’s holder from the holder’s stand with
the other hand and install it on the four pins presented at the bottom of the head.
Push the holder to the bottom of the pins to limit misorientations but do so gently
to avoid damaging the piezo-tube. Reinstall gently the head in the dovetail groove
by accompanying it until it rests securely at the bottom of the groove. Turn the
securing screw partially anti-clockwise until the head appears firmly locked. Plug
the laser’s power cable back.
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(a) Cantilever holder’s stand and microscope

(b) Cantilever schematic, courtesy of VEECO

(c) Cantilever’s holder in place on the mounting
device

Figure A.1: Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM
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Matlab codes
B.1

Bending calibration: FFT4AFM.m

1

function FFT4AFM ( FC_FILE , TV_FILE , f , unit , z_range , T , varargin )

2

% FFT4AFM ( FC_FILE , TV_FILE , f , unit , z_range , T , options )

3

%

’ FC_FILE ’ is the Force Curve data file

4

%

’ TV_FILE ’ is the Thermal v i b r a t i o n base name

5

%

’f ’ is the thermal v i b r a t i o n s a m p l i n g f r e q u e n c y

6

%

’ unit ’ s p e c i f i e s ’ MHz ’ for MHz ,

7

%

’ z_range ’ is the a m p l i t u d e of the Piezo d i s p l a c e m e n t in the force curve

8

%

in n a n o m e t e r s

’ kHz ’ for kHz and ’Hz ’ for Hz

9

%

’T ’ is the t e m p e r a t u r e in the room during the e x p e r i m e n t in Celsius

10

%

options : you can provide a goal f r e q u e n c y and a b a n d w i t h to find a local

11

%

maximum value of the power s p e c t r u m . Unit is the same as the s p e c i f i e d

12

%

’ unit ’

13

%

14

%

15

%

---------------------------------

16

%

The function displays the Power S p e c t r u m Density ( PSD ) to assist the user

IF NO F R E Q U E N C Y BAND IS P R O V I D E D :

17

%

18

%

19

%

title of the figure tells you in which mode

20

%

" select mode " or " zoom mode ".

21

%

22

%

ZOOM MODE :

23

%

----------

24

%

25

%

with the left button will zoom in the PSD in the region defined by the

26

%

two selected points .

27

%

28

%

29

%

30

%

31

%

32

%

SELECT MODE :

33

%

------------

in defining the f r e q u e n c y band to analyse . You can zoom in / out into the
PSD to select a region around the r e s o n n a n t f r e q u e n c y ( see zoom mode ) . The
you are in , either

- Clicking two d i f f e r e n t points along the f r e q u e n c y axis in the graph

- Clicking at any time with the middle button will zoom out to the
original scale .
- Clicking at any time with the right button will switch to
" select mode " using the current zoom factor .
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34

%

35

%

with the left button provides the f r e q u e n c y band used in the a n a l y s i s .

36

%

The program will restart in ana l y s i s mode with the s e l e c t e d f r e q u e n c y

37

%

band .

38

%

- Clicking at any time with the middle button will QUIT the program .

39

%

- Clicking at any time with the right button will switch to " zoom mode "

- Clicking two d i f f e r e n t points along the f r e q u e n c y axis in the graph

40
41

% Argument check

42

if nargin < 6

43

disp ( ’ Syntax : FFT4AFM ( FC , TV , f , unit , z_range , T , < freq , bandwith > ) ’) ;

44

disp ( ’ Type " help FFT4AFM " for more informations ’) ;

45
46

return ;
elseif nargin ==7

47

disp ( ’ Syntax : FFT4AFM ( FC , TV , f , unit , z_range , T , < freq , bandwith > ) ’) ;

48

disp ( ’ If specifying a freq option , specify a bandwith option ! ’)

49

disp ( ’ Type " help FFT4AFM " for more informations ’) ;

50

return ;

51

elseif nargin >8

52

disp ( ’ Syntax : FFT4AFM ( FC , TV , f , unit , z_range , T , < freq , bandwith > ) ’) ;

53

disp ( ’ Too many input arguments ! ’) ;

54

disp ( ’ Type " help FFT4AFM " for more informations ’) ;

55

return ;

56

end

57

close all ; clc ;

58
59

mytime = clock ;

60

diaryfile =[ ’ ./ log / ’ num2str ( mytime (1) ) ...

61

num2str ( mytime (2) ) ...

62

num2str ( mytime (3) ) ...

63

num2str ( mytime (4) ) ...

64

num2str ( mytime (5) ) ...

65
66

num2str ( floor ( mytime (6) ) ) ’. log ’ ];
diary ( diaryfile ) ;

67
68

% variable we use

69

Freq

70

Band

= 0.;

71

minFreq

= 0.;

72

maxFreq

= 0.;

73

factor

= 1.;

74

FC

= [];

75

zmin

= 0.;

76

zmax

= 0.;

77

Sb

= 0.;

78

R

= [];

79

tilt

= 12;

= 0.;

80

numTV_file = 5;

81

P

= 0.;

82

Kb

= 0.;

83

K

= 0.;

84
85

% Set factor to convert to Hz for c a l c u l a t i o n s

86

if strcmp ( unit , ’ MHz ’)

87
88

factor =1 e6 ;
elseif strcmp ( unit , ’ kHz ’)
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89
90

factor =1 e3 ;
elseif

91
92
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strcmp ( unit , ’ Hz ’)

factor = 1.;
else

93

disp ( ’ Error : unit must be MHz , kHz or Hz ’) ;

94

diary off

95
96

return ;
end

97
98

if nargin ==8 % Analyse and fit signal only in the defined band if p r o v i d e d ...

99

args = cell2mat ( varargin ) ;

100

Freq = args (1) * factor ;

101

Band = args (2) * factor ;

102

minFreq = Freq - Band ;

103
104

maxFreq = Freq + Band ;
end

105
106

% Welcome message and c o m p u t a t i o n details :

107

disp ( ’ # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ’) ;

108

disp ( ’# Thermal vibration method for bending AFM cantilever calibration

# ’) ;

109

disp ( ’#

# ’) ;

110

disp ( ’#

111

disp ( ’#

# ’) ;

112

disp ( ’# Last modified : Tue 27 Oct 2009 13:32:15 EST

# ’) ;

113

disp ( ’# Author ( s ) :

# ’) ;

114

disp ( ’#

Guillaume Michal gm97@uow . edu . au

# ’) ;

115

disp ( ’#

Put your name here

# ’) ;

116

disp ( ’#

117

disp ( ’# Please refer to the following paper ( s ) for more informations

# ’) ;

118

disp ( ’#

" Calibration of atomic - force microscope tips "

# ’) ;

119

disp ( ’#

Jeffrey L . Hutter and John Bechhoeffer

# ’) ;

120

disp ( ’#

Department of Physics , Simon Fraser University ,

# ’) ;

121

disp ( ’#

Burnaby , British Columbia , V5A 1 S6 , Canada

# ’) ;

122

disp ( ’#

Rev . Sci . Instrum . 64 -1868 -73 July 1993

# ’) ;

123

disp ( ’ # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ’) ;

124

disp ( ’

125

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’)

School of Mechanical , Mechatronical and Materials
University of Wollongong

# ’) ;

# ’) ;

Analysis details

’)

126
127

% Give details about what the user r e q u e s t e d

128

disp ([ ’ Date

129
130

num2str ( mytime (5) ) ’: ’ num2str ( floor ( mytime (6) ) ) ])

131

msg = [ ’ Force curve file

132

fid = fopen ( FC_FILE , ’ rt ’) ;

133

if fid ~= -1

134
135

: ’ num2str ( mytime (1) ) ’/ ’ ...

num2str ( mytime (2) ) ’/ ’ num2str ( mytime (3) ) ’ ’ num2str ( mytime (4) ) ’: ’ ...
: ’ FC_FILE ];

disp ([ msg ’ OK ’ ]) ;
else

136

disp ([ msg ’ FAILED or DO NOT EXIST ’ ]) ;

137

diary off ;

138

return ;

139

end

140

disp ([ ’ Number of thermal signals

: ’ num2str ( numTV_file ) ])

141

disp ([ ’ Thermal signal files check

: ’ ]) ;

142

for i =1: numTV_file

143

filename = [ TV_FILE ’ - ’ num2str ( i ) ’. lvm ’ ];
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144

msg = [ ’

145

fid = fopen ( filename , ’ rt ’) ;

146

if fid ~= -1

147

’ filename ];

disp ([ msg ’ OK ’ ]) ;

148

else

149

disp ([ msg ’ FAILED or DO NOT EXIST ’ ]) ;

150

return ;

151
152
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end
end

153
154

disp ([ ’ Piezo range in force curve ( nm )

155

disp ([ ’ Thermal signal sampling rate ( Hz ) : ’ num2str ( f * factor ) ])

: ’ num2str ( z_range ) ])

156

disp ([ ’ AFM Room temperature ( C )

: ’ num2str ( T ) ])

157

disp ([ ’ Cantilever tilt angle ( Degrees )

: ’ num2str ( tilt ) ])

158

if nargin ==8

159

disp ([ ’ Frequency band provided ( Hz )

160
161

: [ ’ num2str ( minFreq ) ’ , ’ ...

num2str ( maxFreq ) ’ ] ’ ])
else

162

disp ([ ’ Frequency band provided

: NONE ’ ])

163

end

164

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

165

disp ( ’

166

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

167

% Load Force Curve data and adjust Piezo range

Processing

168

disp ([ ’ Loading Force curve from ’ FC_FILE ]) ;

169

FC = myread ( FC_FILE ) ;

170

zmin = min ( FC (: ,4) ) ;

171

zmax = max ( FC (: ,4) ) ;

172

FC (: ,4) = z_range *( FC (: ,4) - zmin * ones ( length ( FC (: ,4) ) ,1) ) /( zmax - zmin ) ;

’) ;

173
174

% User selected range for S e n s i t i v i t y c a l c u l a t i o n

175

% Can be a u t o m a t i z e d e v e n t u a l l y ... However manual gives more control

176

myfig = figure (1) ;

177

hold off

178

plot ( - FC (: ,4) , FC (: ,2) )

179

% plot ( FC (: ,2) )

180

title ( ’ Force curve ’) ;

181

xlabel ( ’ Piezo displacement ( nm ) ’) ;

182

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal ( V ) ’) ;

183

pointer = ginput (2) ;

184

close ( myfig ) ;

185

pointer = sort ( - pointer (: ,1) ) ;

186

point2fit = find ( ( FC (: ,4) >= pointer (1) ) & ( FC (: ,4) <= pointer (2) ) ) ;

187
188

% R e g r e s s i o n of force curve for bending s e n s i t i v i t y in nm / V

189

% Please note that the r e g r e s s i o n is done on ALL the data between the two points

190

% given above for the loading AND u n l o a d i n g part of the signal .

191

[ Sb Sb95 ]= regress ( FC ( point2fit ,2) ,[ FC ( point2fit ,4) ones ( length ( point2fit ) ,1) ]) ;

192

Sb = sort ([1./ Sb95 (1 ,2) 1./ Sb95 (1 ,1) ]) ;

193
194

% Loop over m e a s u r e m e n t set to obtain a v e r a g e d power s p e c t r u m

195

for i =1: numTV_file

196

file =[ TV_FILE ’ - ’ num2str ( i ) ’. lvm ’ ];

197

disp ([ ’ Loading Thermal signal from ’ file ’ ... ’ ]) ;

198

% Load thermal signal
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199

TV = myread ( file ) ;

200

% Set thermal signal in nm taking

201

TVscale (: ,1) = Sb (1) *( TV - mean ( TV ) ) / cos ( tilt * pi /180) ;

202

%

203

TVscale (: ,2) = Sb (2) *( TV - mean ( TV ) ) / cos ( tilt * pi /180) ;

204

% Computes power spectr um

205

mypsd2 (: ,1:2) = mypsd ( TVscale (: ,1) ,f * factor ) ;

into account the tilt angle

206

mypsd2 (: ,3:4) = mypsd ( TVscale (: ,2) ,f * factor ) ;

207

if i ==1

208

R = mypsd2 ;

209

else

210

R = R + mypsd2 ;

211

end

212

end

213

R = R ./ numTV_file ;

214

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

215
216

if nargin ==8 % Analyse and fit signal only in the defined band if p r o v i d e d ...

217

Band = find ( ( R (: ,1) >= minFreq ) & ( R (: ,1) <= maxFreq ) ) ;

218

if size ( Band ,1) ==0

219

disp ( ’ ’) ;

220

disp ( ’ Error : Goal frequency and bandwith are out of range ! ’) ;

221

return ;

222

end

223

mypeak1 = mean ( R ( Band ,2) ) ;

224

mypeak2 = mean ( R ( Band ,4) ) ;

225

% L o r e n z i a n / Cauchy fit

226

[ fit resid J ]= nlinfit ( R ( Band ,1) ,R ( Band ,2) , @mylorenzian ,[ Freq mypeak1 250 0]) ;

227

fit95 (: ,1:2) = nlparci ( fit , resid , J ) ;

228

[ fit resid J ]= nlinfit ( R ( Band ,3) ,R ( Band ,4) , @mylorenzian ,[ Freq mypeak2 250 0]) ;

229

fit95 (: ,3:4) = nlparci ( fit , resid , J ) ;

230

finalfit =[ min ( fit95 ,[] ,2) max ( fit95 ,[] ,2) ];

231
232

P = pi * finalfit (2 ,:) .* finalfit (3 ,:) ; % C o m p u t e s Area of l o r e n z i a n

233

T =273.15+ T ;

% T e m p e r a t u r e in Kelvin

234

Kb = 1.380650424*10^ -5;

% B o l t z m a n n c o n s t a n t scaled to 1 e5 :

235
236

% 1e -23*1 e18 to t r a n s f e r t J = N . m in nN . nm
K = Kb * T ./ P ;

% S t i f f n e s s in N / m or nN / nm

237
238

result =[ Sb ; finalfit ; P ; K ; K .* Sb ];

239

result =[ mean ( result ,2) abs ( result (: ,2) - result (: ,1) ) ./2];

240
241

% Display results

242

col1 =34;

243

col2 =50;

244

disp ( ’

245

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

246

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Sensitivity Sb ( nm / V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...

247
248
249
250
251
252
253

Results @ 95% confidence

’) ;

’: ’ num2str ( result (1 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str ( result (1 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Frequency peak f0 ( Hz ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str ( result (2 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str ( result (2 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Bandwith ( Hz ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str (2* result (4 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str (2* result (4 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Quality factor ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str ( result (2 ,1) /(2* result (4 ,1) ) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ ’ ??? ’ ]) ;
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255
256

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Amplitude ( A ^2) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ ...
num2str (100* result (3 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str (100* result (3 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Offset ( A ^2) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ ...

257

num2str (100* result (5 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str (100* result (5 ,2) ) ]) ;

258

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Power spectrum area ( A ^2) ’ , col1 ,...

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266

’. ’) ’: ’ num2str (100* result (6 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ ...
num2str (100* result (6 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Temperature ( K ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ ...
num2str ( T ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str (0) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Stiffness ( N / m ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ ...
num2str ( result (7 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str ( result (7 ,2) ) ]) ;
disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Force sensitivity ( nN / V ) ’ , col1 ,...
’. ’) ’: ’ num2str ( result (8 ,1) ) ] , col2 , ’ ’) ’+/ - ’ num2str ( result (8 ,2) ) ]) ;

267

disp ( ’ ’) ;

268

disp ( ’ Please note : ’) ;

269

disp ( ’ - Confidence intervals are based on the interval found for the ’)

270

disp ( ’ sensitivity Sb IN THE SELECTED INTERVAL as well as the intervals ’)

271

disp ( ’ of the Lorenzian parameters . ’)

272

disp ( ’ ’)

273

disp ([ ’ - This output and the images have been saved in ’ diaryfile ])

274

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’)

275
276

% Plot results

277

figure (1) ;

278

hold off ;

279

subplot (2 ,1 ,1)

280

plot ( - FC (: ,4) , FC (: ,2) ) ;

281

title ( ’ Force curve ’) ;

282

xlabel ( ’ Piezo displacement [ nm ] ’) ;

283

ylabel ( ’ Tip displacement [ nm ] ’) ;

284

myimage = getframe () ;

285

imwrite ( myimage . cdata ,[ ’ ./ log / ’ num2str ( mytime (1) ) num2str ( mytime (2) ) ...

286

num2str ( mytime (3) ) num2str ( mytime (4) ) num2str ( mytime (5) ) ...

287

num2str ( floor ( mytime (6) ) ) ’ - FC . png ’] , ’ png ’) ;

288

subplot (2 ,1 ,2) ;

289

plot ( R ( Band ,1) / factor , R ( Band ,2) , ’b . ’ ,R ( Band ,1) / factor ,...

290

mylorenzian ( result (2:5 ,1) ’,R ( Band ,1) ) , ’r ’ ) ;

291

title ( ’ Lorenzian fit of Power spectrum ’) ;

292

xlabel ([ ’ frequency [ ’ unit ’ ] ’ ]) ;

293

ylabel ( ’ Power spectrum [ nm ^2 ] ’) ;

294

myimage = getframe () ;

295

imwrite ( myimage . cdata ,[ ’ ./ log / ’ num2str ( mytime (1) ) num2str ( mytime (2) ) ...

296

num2str ( mytime (3) ) num2str ( mytime (4) ) num2str ( mytime (5) ) ...

297

num2str ( floor ( mytime (6) ) ) ’ - PSD . png ’] , ’ png ’) ;

298

diary off ;

299

disp ( ’ ’) ;

300

disp ( ’

301

state = ’ run ’;

302

while ( strcmp ( state , ’ run ’) )

Middle click on the figure will quit the program ... ’) ;

303

[ X2 , Y2 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

304

if

305

( BUTTON ==2)
state = ’ quit ’;

306

end

307

end

308

close all ;
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309

else % O t h e r w i s e we assist in d e f i n i n g the f r e q u e n c y range

310

myfig = figure (1) ;

311

state = ’ zoom ’;

312

plot ( R (: ,1) / factor , R (: ,2) , ’g ’) ;

313

xlabel ([ ’ frequency [ ’ unit ’ ] ’ ]) ;

314

ylabel ( ’ Power spectrum [ nm ^2 ] ’) ;

315

while ( strcmp ( state , ’ zoom ’) | strcmp ( state , ’ select ’) )

316

title ([ ’ Power spectrum ( ’ state ’ mode ) ’ ]) ;

317

if ( strcmp ( state , ’ zoom ’) )

318

[ X1 , Y1 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

319

if BUTTON ==1

320

[ X2 , Y2 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

321

if BUTTON ==1

322

range =[ min ([ X1 ; X2 ]) max ([ X1 ; X2 ]) 0];

323

irange = find ( ( R (100: end ,1) >=( range (1) * factor ) ) & ...

324

( R (100: end ,1) <=( range (2) * factor ) ) ) ;

325

range (4) = max ( R ( irange ,2) ) ;

326

figure (1)

327

axis ( range ) ;

328

elseif BUTTON ==2

329

axis auto ;

330

elseif BUTTON ==3

331

state = ’ select ’;

332

end

333

elseif BUTTON ==2

334

axis auto

335

elseif BUTTON ==3

336

state = ’ select ’;

337

end

338

elseif ( strcmp ( state , ’ select ’) )

339

[ X1 , Y1 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

340

if BUTTON ==1

341

[ X2 , Y2 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

342

if BUTTON ==1

343

freqband =[ X1 abs ( X1 - X2 ) ];

344

FFT4AFM ( FC_FILE , TV_FILE , f , unit , z_range , T , ...

345

freqband (1) , freqband (2) ) ;

346

state = ’ quit ’;

347

elseif BUTTON ==2

348

disp ( ’ Selection aborted , Bye ! ’) ;

349

state = ’ quit ’;

350

elseif BUTTON ==3

351

state = ’ zoom ’;

352

end

353

elseif BUTTON ==2

354

disp ( ’ Selection aborted , Bye ! ’) ;

355

state = ’ quit ’;

356

elseif BUTTON ==3

357

state = ’ zoom ’;

358

end

359

end

360

end

361

diary off ;

362
363

close all ;
end
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B.2
1

Mass calibration: mymass.m

function mymass ( FC_FILE )

2
3

FC = myread ( FC_FILE ) ;

4

FC (: ,2) = FC (: ,2) *130.0*10^( -9) ;

5

figure (1)

6

plot ( FC (: ,1) , FC (: ,2) ) ;

7

title ( ’ Temporal force curve ’) ;

8

xlabel ( ’ time [ s ] ’) ;

9
10

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal [ V ] ’) ;
[X , Y ]= ginput (2) ;

11
12

% First cut along X

13

I = find ( FC (: ,1) >= X (1) & FC (: ,1) <= X (2) ) ;

14

FC2 = FC (I ,1:2) ;

15

I = find ( FC2 (: ,2) >= Y (1) ) ;

16

FC2 = FC2 (I ,1:2) ;

17
18

figure (1)

19

hold off

20

plot ( FC2 (: ,1) , FC2 (: ,2) ) ;

21

title ( ’ Temporal force curve ’) ;

22

xlabel ( ’ time [ s ] ’) ;

23

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal [ V ] ’) ;

24

[X , Y ]= ginput (2) ;

25
26

% fine cut

27

I = find ( FC2 (: ,1) >= X (1) & FC2 (: ,1) <= X (2) ) ;

28

FC2 = FC2 (I ,1:2) ;

29

FC2 (: ,1) = FC2 (: ,1) - FC2 (1 ,1) ;

30

themean = mean ( FC2 (: ,2) ) ;

31

FC2 (: ,2) = FC2 (: ,2) - themean ;

32

A0 = max ( FC2 (: ,2) ) ;

33

I = find ( FC2 (: ,1) >= - A0 ) ;

34

FC2 = FC2 (I ,1:2) ;

35
36

figure (1)

37

hold off

38

plot ( FC2 (: ,1) , FC2 (: ,2) ) ;

39

title ( ’ Temporal force curve ’) ;

40

xlabel ( ’ time [ s ] ’) ;

41

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal [ V ] ’) ;

42

[X , Y ]= ginput (2) ;

43
44

Ts0 = X (2) -X (1) ;

45
46

A1 = max ( FC2 (: ,2) ) ;

47

if ( abs ( A0 ) < abs ( A1 ) )

48
49

A0 = A1 ;
end

50
51

[ fit resid J ]= nlinfit ( FC2 (: ,1) , FC2 (: ,2) , @mymassfit ,[ A0 0 1/ Ts0 0]) ;

52

FC3 =[ FC2 (: ,1) mymassfit ( fit , FC2 (: ,1) ) ];

53
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close all

55
56

figure (1)

57

hold off

58

plot ( FC2 (: ,1) , FC2 (: ,2) , ’r ’ , FC3 (: ,1) , FC3 (: ,2) , ’g ’) ;

59

title ( ’ Temporal force curve ’) ;

60

xlabel ( ’ time [ s ] ’) ;

61

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal [ V ] ’) ;

62

pause

63
64

A = fit (1)

65

alpha = fit (2)

66

w0 = fit (3)

67

phi = fit (4)

68
69

k =0.32;

70

m = k /( w0 ^2)

71

f = alpha *2* m ;

72
73

return

74

FC (: ,2) = FC (: ,2) - themean ;

75
76
77

at =[];

78

Fe =[];

79

step =1000;

80

dt = FC (1+ step ,1) - FC (1 ,1) ;

81

T (1) = FC (1 ,1) ; T (2) = FC (1+ step ,1) ;

82

X (1) = FC (1+ step ,2) ; X (2) = FC (1+2* step ,2) ; X (3) = FC (1+3* step ,2) ;

83

V (1) =( X (2) -X (1) ) / dt ;

84

myP =[ X (2) -X (1) -V (1) * dt ; X (3) -X (2) ; - V ];

85

myM =[0 dt ^2/2 0; dt 0 dt ^2/2; -1 dt /2 dt /2];

86

myS = inv ( myM ) * myP

87
88

V (2) = myS (1) ; A (1) = myS (2) ; A (2) = myS (3) ;

89

F (1) = m *( A (1) +2* alpha * V (1) + w0 ^2* X (1) ) ;

90

F (2) = m *( A (2) +2* alpha * V (2) + w0 ^2* X (2) ) ;

91

X

92

A

93

V

94

F

95

j =3;

96

myInvM = inv ([ dt

97

for i =1: step : size ( FC ,1) -4* step

dt ^2/2; -1 dt /2]) ;

98

T ( j ) = FC (1+( j -1) * step ,1) ;

99

X ( j +1) = FC (1+( j +1) * step ,2) ;

100

myS = myInvM *[ X ( j +1) -X ( j ) ; - V (j -1) -A (j -1) * dt /2];

101

V ( j ) = myS (1) ;

102

A ( j ) = myS (2) ;

103

F ( j ) = m *( A ( j ) +2* alpha * V ( j ) + w0 ^2* X ( j ) ) ;

104

% Vav =( FC ( i + step ,2) - FC (i ,2) ) / dt ;

105

% at (i ,:) =[ FC (i ,1) 2*( Vav - V ) / dt ];

106

% Fe (j ,:) =[ FC (i ,1) k * FC (i ,2) 2* m *( Vav / dt + V *( alpha -1/ dt ) + FC (i ,2) * w0 ^2/2) ];

107

% V =2* Vav - V ;

108
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109

figure (2)

110

hold off

111

subplot (2 ,2 ,1)

112

plot (T , X (1: end -1) , ’g ’) ;

113

subplot (2 ,2 ,2)

114

plot (T ,V , ’r ’) ;

115

subplot (2 ,2 ,3)

116

plot (T ,A , ’b ’) ;

117

subplot (2 ,2 ,4)

118

plot (T ,F ’ - k * X (1: end -1) , ’b ’) ;

119

pause (0.001)

120

j = j +1;

121

end

122
123
124

% V =( FC (2: end ,2) - FC (1: end -1 ,2) ) ./( FC (2: end ,1) - FC (1: end -1 ,1) ) ;

125

% Fe =[ FC (1: end -1 ,1) k * FC (1: end -1 ,2) + f .* V ];

126
127

% figure (2)

128

% plot ( at (: ,1) , at (: ,2) ,’g ’) ;

129
130

% figure (2)

131

% plot ( Fe (: ,1) , Fe (: ,2) ,’r ’ , FC (: ,1) ,k * FC (: ,2) ,’g ’) ;

132
133

% figure (3)

134

% plot ( Fe (: ,1) , Fe (: ,2) -k * FC (1: end -1 ,2) ,’g ’) ;

B.3
1

Mass calibration: mymassfit.m

function R = mymassfit ( param , t )

2
3

A = param (1) ;

4

alpha = param (2) ;

5

w0 = param (3) ;

6

phi = param (4) ;

7
8

R = A .* exp ( - alpha .* t ) .* cos ( w0 .* t + phi ) ;

B.4

Torsion calibration: varenberg.m

1

function varenberg ( FC_FILE , z_range , LFC_FILE , Def_Setpoint , Vert_Deflection ,

2

clc

Sensitivity , Error_Sensitivity , Bending_Stiffness , E r ro r_ S ti f fn es s )
3
4

mytime = clock ;

5

diaryfile = [ ’ ./ log / tc_ ’ num2str ( mytime (3) ) num2str ( mytime (2) ) ...

6

num2str ( mytime (1) ) ’_ ’ num2str ( mytime (4) ) ’ - ’ num2str ( mytime (5) ) ’. log ’ ];
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7

225

diary ( diaryfile ) ;

8
9

disp ( ’ # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ’) ;

10

disp ( ’# Improved Wedge Calibration Method for AFM cantilever calibration of # ’) ;

11

disp ( ’#

torsional stiffness

# ’) ;

12

disp ( ’#

School of Mechanical , Mechatronical and Materials

# ’) ;

13

disp ( ’#

14

disp ( ’#

15

disp ( ’# Please refer to the following paper ( s ) for more informations

# ’) ;

16

disp ( ’#

" Varenberg M . , Etsion I . , Halperin G . (2003)

# ’) ;

17

disp ( ’#

An improved wedge calibration method for lateral force

# ’) ;

18

disp ( ’#

# ’) ;

19

disp ( ’#

in atomic microscopy " , Review of scientific instruments
Vol 74 , n ^
A ◦ 7 , pp 3362 -3367

20

disp ( ’ # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ’) ;

21

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

22

disp ( ’

23

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

24

disp ( ’ ’) ;

University of Wollongong

# ’) ;

Processing

25
26

th = (54 + 44/60) * pi /180; % angle of the slope on the grating

27

DS = Def_Setpoint ; % in V

28

VD = Vert_Deflection ; % in V

29

Sb = Sensitivity ; % in nm / V

30

Sb95 = Er ror _Se nsi tiv it y *1 e -9; % in m / V

31

K

32

K95 = Error_Stiffness ; % in N / m

= B end ing _St iff ne ss ; % in N / m

33
34

% D e t e r m i n a t i o n of the Adhesio n Force

35

% User select range for the Ad h e s i o n Force c a l c u l a t i o n

36

disp ([ ’ Loading Force Curve to determine the Adhesion Force from ’ FC_FILE ]) ;

37

FC = myread ( FC_FILE ) ;

38

zmin = min ( FC (: ,4) ) ;

39

zmax = max ( FC (: ,4) ) ;

40

FC (: ,4) = z_range *( FC (: ,4) - zmin * ones ( length ( FC (: ,4) ) ,1) ) /( zmax - zmin ) ;

41
42

myfig = figure (1) ;

43

state = ’ zoom ’;

44

plot ( - FC (: ,4) , FC (: ,2) )

45

xlabel ( ’ Piezo displacement ( nm ) ’) ;

46

ylabel ( ’ Bending signal ( V ) ’) ;

47

while ( strcmp ( state , ’ zoom ’) || strcmp ( state , ’ select ’) )

48

title ([ ’ Force curve ( ’ state ’ mode ) ’ ]) ;

49

if ( strcmp ( state , ’ zoom ’) )

50

[ X1 , Y1 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

51

if BUTTON ==1

52

[ X2 , Y2 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

53

if BUTTON ==1

54
55
56

range = [( min ([ X1 ; X2 ]) -50) ( max ([ X1 ; X2 ]) +50) ...
min ([ Y1 ; Y2 ]) max ([ Y1 ; Y2 ]) ];
figure (1)

57

axis ( range ) ;

58

elseif BUTTON ==2

59
60
61

# ’) ;

axis auto ;
elseif BUTTON ==3
state = ’ select ’;

# ’) ;

’) ;
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end

63

elseif BUTTON ==2

64

axis auto

65

elseif BUTTON ==3

66

state = ’ select ’;

67

end

68

elseif ( strcmp ( state , ’ select ’) )

69

[ X1 , Y1 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

70

if BUTTON ==1

71

[ X2 , Y2 , BUTTON ]= ginput (1) ;

72

if BUTTON ==1

73

V = ( abs ( Y1 - Y2 ) ) ;

74

state = ’ quit ’;

75

elseif BUTTON ==2

76

disp ( ’ Selection aborted , Bye ! ’) ;

77

state = ’ quit ’;

78

elseif BUTTON ==3

79

state = ’ zoom ’;

80

end

81

elseif BUTTON ==2

82

disp ( ’ Selection aborted , Bye ! ’) ;

83

state = ’ quit ’;

84

elseif BUTTON ==3

85

state = ’ zoom ’;

86

end

87

end

88

end

89

close all ;

90
91

A = ( K * Sb * V ) ; % Adhesion Force in nN

92
93

% D e t e r m i n a t i o n of the Load on the c a n t i l e v e r

94

L = ( K * Sb *( DS - VD ) ) ; % Load in nN

95
96
97

% Load Height and Lateral Force signal

98

disp ([ ’ Loading Lateral Force signal from ’ LFC_FILE ]) ;

99

[H , l_1 , F , l_2 ] = myread_2 ( LFC_FILE ) ;

100

% Heigth signal for trace ( T ) and retrace ( R ) motions

101

H_T = H (1: l_1 /2 , 1) ; H_R = H ( l_1 /2+1: l_1 , 1) ;

102

% Lateral Force signal for trace ( T ) and retrace ( R ) motions

103

F_T = F (1: l_2 /2 , 1) ; F_R = F ( l_2 /2+1: l_2 , 1) ;

104
105

% User selected range for torsion moment for the uphill ( trace ) and

106

% downhill ( retrace ) motions and for the trace and retrace motions on

107

% flat surface

108

disp ( ’ ’) ;

109

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

110

disp ( ’ Instructions : ’) ;

111

disp ( ’ (1) Select the range for the lateral signal for uphill motion ’) ;

112

disp ( ’ (2) Select the range for the lateral signal for downhill motion ’) ;

113

disp ( ’ (3) Select the range for the lateral signal for the trace on flat ’) ;

114

disp ( ’ (4) Select the range for the lateral signal for the retrace on flat ’) ;

115

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

116

myfig = figure (1) ;
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117

subplot (2 ,1 ,1) ; hold on ;

118

plot ( H_T , ’ -r ’) ; plot ( H_R , ’ -g ’) ;

119

title ( ’ Cross Section ’) ;

120

ylabel ( ’ Height [ nm ] ’) ;

121

legend ( ’ Trace ’ , ’ Retrace ’ , -1) ;

122

subplot (2 ,1 ,2) ; hold on ;

123

plot ( F_T , ’ -r ’) ; plot ( F_R , ’ -g ’) ;

124

title ( ’ Friction Measurement ’) ;

125

ylabel ( ’ Friction [ V ] ’) ;

126

legend ( ’ Trace ’ , ’ Retrace ’ , -1) ;

127

pointer = ginput (8) ;

128

close ( myfig ) ;

129

pointer = pointer (: ,1) ;

227

130
131

% D e t e r m i n a t i o n of the c a l i b r a t i o n c o n s t a n t alpha ( nN / V )

132

% Average of Lateral Signal on sloped surface uphill motion

133

% A T T E N T I O N : Normally F_T instead of F_R

134

Mu = mean ( F_T ( ceil ( pointer (1) ) :

135

% Average of Lateral Signal on sloped surface d o w n h i l l motion

136

% A T T E N T I O N : Normally F_R instead of F_T

floor ( pointer (2) ) , 1) ) ;

137

Md = mean ( F_R ( ceil ( pointer (3) ) :

138

W = ( Mu - Md ) /2; % Half - width of the loop

139

delta = ( Mu + Md ) /2; % Offset of the loop

floor ( pointer (4) ) , 1) ) ;

140
141

% Average of Lateral Signal on flat surface trace motion

142

% A T T E N T I O N : Normally F_T instead of F_R

143

delta_flat_T = mean ( F_T ( ceil ( pointer (5) ) :

144

% Average of Lateral Signal on flat surface retrace motion

145

% A T T E N T I O N : Normally F_R instead of F_T

146

delta_flat_R = mean ( F_R ( ceil ( pointer (7) ) :

147

% Half - width of the loop on the flat surface

148

W_flat = ( delta_flat_T - delta_flat_R ) /2;

149

% Loop offset measured on the flat surface

floor ( pointer (6) ) , 1) ) ;

floor ( pointer (8) ) , 1) ) ;

150

delta_flat = ( delta_flat_T + delta_flat_R ) /2;

151

% fc : Friction C o e f f i c i e n t

152

[ alpha fc ] = FC_AL (W , W_flat , delta , delta_flat , th , A , L ) ;

153
154

% C a l c u l a t i o n of the errors ( on alpha , L and A )

155

dA = ((( K * V ) ^2*( Sb95 ) ^2) +(( Sb * V ) ^2*( K95 ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

156

dL = ((( K *( DS - VD ) ) ^2*( Sb95 ) ^2) +(( Sb *( DS - VD ) ) ^2*( K95 ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

157

a = sin ( th ) *( L * cos ( th ) + A ) ;

158

da = ((( cos ( th ) * sin ( th ) ) ^2*( dL ) ^2) +(( sin ( th ) ) ^2*( dA ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

159

del = delta - delta_flat ;

160

b = - del / W *( L + A * cos ( th ) ) ;

161

db = ((( - del / W ) ^2*( dL ) ^2) +(( - del / W * cos ( th ) ) ^2*( dA ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

162

c = L * cos ( th ) * sin ( th ) ;

163

dc = ((( cos ( th ) * sin ( th ) ) ^2*( dL ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

164

dp1 = (((1/(2* a ) ) ^2*( db ) ^2) +(( - b /(2* a ^2) ) ^2*( da ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

165

dp2 = ((( b /(2* a * sqrt ( b ^2 -4* a * c ) ) ) ^2*( db ) ^2) +(( - sqrt ( b ^2 -4* a * c ) /(2* a ^2) -...

166

c /( a * sqrt ( b ^2 -4* a * c ) ) ) ^2 *( da ) ^2) +(( -1/( sqrt ( b ^2 -4* a * c ) ) ) ^2*( dc ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

167

dmu = (( dp1 ) ^2+( dp2 ) ^2) ^(1/2) ;

168

d = fc * L + fc * A * cos ( th ) ;

169

dd1 = (( L ^2*( dmu ) ^2) +( fc ^2*( dL ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

170

dd2 = ((( A * cos ( th ) ) ^2*( dmu ) ^2) +(( fc * cos ( th ) ) ^2*( dA ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

171

dd = (( dd1 ) ^2+( dd2 ) ^2) ^(1/2) ;
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172

e = W *( cos ( th ) ) ^2 - W * fc ^2*( sin ( th ) ) ^2;

173

de = (( -2* W * fc *( sin ( th ) ) ^2) ^2*( dmu ) ^2) ^(1/2) ;

174

dalpha = (((1/ e ) ^2*( dd ) ^2) +(( - d / e ^2) ^2*( de ) ^2) ) ^(1/2) ;

175
176

disp ( ’ ’) ;

177

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

178

disp ( ’

179

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;

180

disp ( ’ ’) ;

Results ’) ;

181
182

col1 = 72;

183

col2 = 85;

184

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

185

adjuststring ( ’ Average of Lateral signal on slope uphill motion ( V ) ’ ,...

186

col1 , ’. ’)

187

’: ’ num2str ( Mu ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

188

adjuststring ( ’ Average of Lateral signal on sloped downhill motion ( V ) ’ ,...

189

col1 , ’. ’)

190
191
192
193
194

’: ’ num2str ( Md ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Half - width of the loop ( V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str ( W ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Offset of the loop ( V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str ( delta ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

195

adjuststring ( ’ Average of Lateral Signal on flat trace motion ( V ) ’ ,...

196

col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ num2str ( delta_flat_T ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

197

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

198

adjuststring ( ’ Average of Lateral Signal on flat retrace motion ( V ) ’ ,...

199

col1 , ’. ’) ’: ’ num2str ( delta_flat_R ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

200

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

201

adjuststring ( ’ Half - width of the loop on flat surface ( V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...

202

’: ’ num2str ( W_flat ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

203

’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

204

adjuststring ( ’ Offset of the loop

205

’: ’ num2str ( delta_flat ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

206
207
208

on flat surface ( V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’ +/ - ’ ’? ? ? ’ ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([ adjuststring ( ’ Adhesion Force ( nN ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...
’: ’ num2str ( A ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ num2str ( dA ) ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

209

adjuststring ( ’ Load applied on the cantilever ( nN ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...

210

’: ’ num2str ( L ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

211

’ +/ - ’ num2str ( dL ) ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

212

adjuststring ( ’ Calibration Constant alpha ( nN / V ) ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...

213

’: ’ num2str ( alpha ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

214

’ +/ - ’ num2str ( dalpha ) ]) ;

disp ([ adjuststring ([...

215

adjuststring ( ’ Friction Coefficient for the slopped surface ’ , col1 , ’. ’) ...

216

’: ’ num2str ( fc ) ] , col2 , ’ ’)

’ +/ - ’ num2str ( dmu ) ]) ;

217

disp ( ’ ’) ;

218

disp ([ ’ Please note that this ouput has been saved in ’ diaryfile ]) ;

219

disp ( ’ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ’) ;
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diary off

Appendix C
Matricial operators
C.1

Reflection of a laser’s ray

Figure C.1: Reflection of a laser beam in the optical coordinate system Ro

Consider the reflection of a ray of light L on a perfect mirror ‘i’ in the coordinate
system Rg = (Og , Xg , Yg , Zg ). The ray is characterised using the coordinate of
one of its point P and its unit propagation vector N as shown in figure C.1. The
mirror is defined by the coordinate of a point Oi on its surface and its normal unit
vector Zi . It is assumed that the problem can be described by geometric optics
with a total reflection on the mirror. The reflection is seen as a plane symmetry of
0

0

0

P and N with P and N being their respective transformations. P is described
in equations (C.1) and (C.2) in a vectorial form and a matricial form respectively.
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I’ is the identity matrix of R3 .
P

0

= P − 2 ((P − Oi ) · Zi ) Zi

= I − 2Zi × Zi T × P
+2Zi × Zi T × Oi

(C.1)

(C.2)

We define [Si ] and Ki the quantities in equations (C.3) and (C.4) respectively.
[Si ] = I − 2Zi × Zi T

(C.3)

Ki = 2Zi × Zi T × Oi

(C.4)

The symmetric of N is given by equation (C.5).
0

N = [Si ] N

(C.5)

To simplify the writing and calculations, we write the representation of the ray
(P , N ) in a matrix [L] (equation (C.6)).
"
[L] =

P N
1

#
(C.6)

0

The deflection of the ray L becomes equation (C.7).
h 0i
L = [Ri ] [L]

(C.7)

such that:
"
[Ri ] =

C.2

[Si ] Ki
0

#

1

Composition of reflection of a laser’s ray

As presented in appendix C.1, the reflection of a ray L on a perfect mirror is given
by equation (C.7). We now detail the relationship between an incident ray L0
and the associated reflected ray Ln obtained after propagation on n mirrors. By
convention, we write that an incident ray Li is reflected on the mirror i + 1. The
reflected ray is denoted Li+1 . Therefore, from mirror 1 to n, Ln is the result of the
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composition of the matrices [Ri ] (equation (C.8)).
[Ln ] = [Rnc ] [L0 ]
n
Y
c
[Rn ] =
[Ri ]

(C.8)
(C.9)

i=1

[Rnc ] is given in equation (C.10).
"
[Rnc ] =

[Snc ] Knc
0

[Snc ] =

1
n
Y

#

[Si ]

(C.10)
(C.11)

i=1

Knc = Kn +

n−1
X

n
Y

i=1

j=i+1

!

[Rj ] Ki

[Snc ] is the composition of each matrix of symmetry.

(C.12)

Appendix D
Integrations
D.1

Integration of the cut off error function

We use the following notations:
a = 2R αa = Rc − d

(D.1)

and write:
Z

ah − h2
n dh
αa (d + h)
Z a
Z a
h
h2
= a
n dh −
n dh
αa (d + h)
αa (d + h)
= aIn1 − In2
a

In =
In
In

(D.2)

Integrating In1 by parts gives
aIn1


−1
a2
αa2
=
−
n − 1 (d + a)n−1 (d + αa)n−1


1
a
1
−
+
n − 2 (d + a)n−2 (d + αa)n−2
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(D.3)
(D.4)
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Similarly for In2 :
In2


−1
α2 a2
a2
=
−
n − 1 (d + a)n−1 (d + αa)n−1

αa
2
a
+
n−2 −
n − 2 (d + a)
(d + αa)n−2


1
1
1
+
−
n − 3 (d + a)n−3 (d + αa)n−3

Writing aIn1 − In2 and ordering after substituting

d
a

= kβξ, α +

d
a

(D.5)
(D.6)
(D.7)
= kξ and α =

kξ (1 − β) gives:
In =

D.2

"

2kβξ + n − 1
β2
−
Q
an−3 (1 + kβξ)n−2 3i=1 n − i (n − 1) (kξ)n−3
 #
1 
X
1 − 2i
1
3 (1 − i) − 2
+
−
kξ β i
n−2
n−2+i
n−3+i
(kξ)
i=0
1

(D.8)

Two dimensional integration of atom-plan
interaction force

Recalling equation (6.44), we integrate the atom-2D plan. In its general form,
including the cut-off distance, the energy at a separation d is given by equation
equation (D.10). In the limit of the infinite 2D plan we obtain the energy in
equation (D.12) followed by the force in equation (D.13).
Z
6

Z

π
2

w(d) = 4σ ρ
− π2

Z
6

∞

dθ
π
2

w(d) = 4σ ρ
− π2

d
r= cosθ

σ6
1
− 5 dr
11
r
r

σ6
1
cos10 θ − 4 cos4 θdθ
10
10d
4d

(D.9)
(D.10)

Noting:
Z

π
2

2n

cos θdθ = π
− π2

n−1
Y
i=0

2n − 2i − 1
2n − 2i

(D.11)

It comes:
3
πσ 6 ρ
w(d) =
8



21 σ 6
1
−
80 d10 d4


(D.12)
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Taking the derivative provides the elemental force from the plan on an elementary
surface:
3
f (d) =
πσρ
2



21  σ 11  σ 5
−
32 d
d


(D.13)

Appendix E
D.A.M.A.S for users and
developers
E.1

Description of the files

main.c : Functions in this file manage the option parsing as well as the execution
on distributed systems using MPI.
myAtom.[c/h] : Functions in this file allocate/free memory for atoms, synchronise their data between processors, create the mapping matrix between atoms
and nodes.
myFEMBound.[c/h] : Functions to create time dependent tables for boundary
conditions, synchronise and obtain values from the tables.
myFEM.[c/h] : Functions to create the FEM system, synchronise and distribute
it. Commands in the input file related to FEM are parsed to the program
through functions declared here. Functions that check the units used in
LAMMPS and sets the equivalent units for FEM can also be found.
myFEM solve.[c/h] : Functions to inverse and solve the system of equations,
initiate and terminate MUMPS instances, open, write and close output files.
myGlobal.[c/h] : Global functions such as xmalloc, xrealloc, file opening and
checking as well as abort routines.
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myGmsh map.h : Mapping of GMSH indices to D.A.M.A.S mapping. This
permits the use of meshes from different versions of GMSH.
myLammps.[c/h] : Functions to initiate and close a LAMMPS instance. Functions to update pointers to LAMMPS’ lists of atoms. Finally this file holds
the main function that pass commands to LAMMPS on the fly.
myLattice.[c/h] : Functions to read lattice descriptions in the input file, allocate
and free lattice structures to/from memory.
myMesh.[c/h] : Functions to read meshes from GMSH input files and store
them along with the nodes in memory, partition the domain, set and get the
measure of the laser chain, set elements using the VAC method.
myMesh fembound.[c/h] : Sets and updates boundary conditions
myMesh femforce.[c/h] : Computes internal forces from FEM
myMesh femmass.[c/h] : Functions to create the mass matrix depending on
the elements.
myMesh femstiffness.[c/h] : Functions to create the stiffness matrix depending on the elements as well as stiffness matrix reduction routines for distributed computing.
myMesh mdbound.[c/h] : Functions to handle boundary atoms creation.
myMesh mdcreate.[c/h] : Functions to populate atoms based on a mesh in
one, two or three dimensions as well as creation of a ’skin’ of atom along a
(meshed) contour. We also find the function that writes the atom file for
LAMMPS.
myMesh mdforce.[c/h] : Function computing the nodal forces from the atomic
forces provided by LAMMPS.
myMesh mdmass.[c/h] :Function that computes the mass matrix from atoms.
myMesh mdshape.[c/h] : Functions to create the shape function matrix [N ]
to transfer information from atoms to nodes and vice versa depending on
the element types.
myMesh vacforce.[c/h] : Functions to compute nodal internal forces using the
VAC method for various element types
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myMesh vacpos.[c/h] : Functions to update VAC atoms position depending on
the element types.
myMesh vacshape.[c/h] : Functions to compute shape functions for atoms part
of a VAC.
myMPI.[c/h] : Initiate a MPI instance with a communicator and stores MPI
related information in the MPI structure.
myMulti.[c/h] : Functions to initiate, run and terminate a multiscale structure
that holds a FEM and MD structure.
myMulti solve.[c/h] : Functions with D.A.M.A.S main’s execution loop. Initiation, update and finalisation of the time structure.
myNode.[c/h] : Functions that manage nodes, their related vectors and their
synchronisation between processors. Functions to distribute and assemble
nodal data.
mySprsMtx.[c/h] : Functions for sparse matrices allocation and destruction,
matricial operations, search for particular elements in a matrix or vector,
sorting algorithm, add/remove operations of a single element.
myTime.[c/h] : Definition, allocation , destruction of the time structure
myVAC.[c/h] : Initialisation of atoms in a VAC structure, energy minimisation
of the structure and computation of VAC forces on atoms.

E.2

Compilation and installation

In its current form D.A.M.A.S includes all the necessary libraries and tools. However the user needs to tailor the compilation options of the libraries according to
their respective documentations. The standard tree file is as follow:
D.A.M.A.S
|-- damas (executable)
|-- damasJOB (script for job submition on Eukles)
|-- damasQsub.sh (QSUB queuing system script)
|--[-] geo (geo files for GMSH)
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|-- afm-v007.geo

|-- INSTALL (some information on installation)
|-- install.sh (bash script for installation)
|-- Makefile
|--[-] msh (mesh files produced by GMSH)
|

|-- tip-sample-basic.msh

|-- README (some information on installation)
|--[+] src (source code folder)
|--[-] tools
|--[+] BLACS (Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms)
|--[+] BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms)
|--[+] build_depend.sh (script to compile the tools)
|--[+] GMSH (mesher)
|--[+] LAMMS (molecular dynamics library)
|--[+] LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage library)
|--[+] METIS (domain partitioning library)
|--[+] MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel Sparse solver)
|--[+] OPENMPI (Message Passing Interface)
|--[+] SCALAPACK (scalable LAPACK)
The compilation procedure of D.A.M.A.S is a straight forward operation once the
libraries have been compiled. Unfortunately these can be tedious to compile depending on the architecture, the specificities of network and the availability of
compilers such as GNU C/C++/FORTRAN or Intel C/C++/FORTRAN. The
compilation process was successfully tested with the GNU and INTEL compilers
on 32 and 64 bits distributed systems.
For a first deployment, it is advised to compile manually all the tools using
their documentation as a reference. In particular there are many possible options
to choose to optimise BLACS [272], BLAS[273], LAPACK[274] and ScaLAPACK
[275] that can improve MUMPS’s performance. Once the manual compilations
of the tools are successful, one can adjust the bash script build_depend.sh to
automate the process, see appendix E.2.1.
Instead of compiling, one can use the packaging system provided by GNU/Linux
distributions to install all the required libraries. This can simplify the process but
be aware that some compilation options used in some distributions may not be
suitable and the FORTRAN compiler may cause some issues. In any case, chances
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are that LAMMPS will need to be compiled manually before compiling D.A.M.A.S.
Paths to the libraries will need to be adapted accordingly in the makefiles of both
softwares.
With all the tools compiled it is just a matter of executing the bash script
install.sh (appendix E.2.3) after having checked it along with Makefile (appendix E.2.2). The compilation procedure needs attention in the future. It is not
portable and can be cumbersome for many users.

E.2.1
1

Dependencies scripts

# !/ bin / sh

2
3

# Intel compiler suite

4

# CC = icc

5

# CXX = icpc

6

# F77 = ifort

7

# FC = ifort

8
9

# GNU Compiler suite

10

CC = gcc

11

CXX = g ++

12

F77 = gfortran

13

FC = gfortran

14

CFLAGS = - m32

15

CXXFLAGS = - m32

16

FFLAGS = - m32

17

FCFLAGS = - m32

18
19

TOOLSDIR = $ ( pwd )

20
21

# MPI definition

22

MPIDIR =/ media / data / work / softwares / DAMAS / OPENMPI

23

MPIINC = $MPIDIR / include

24

MPILIB = $MPIDIR / lib

25

MPIBIN = $MPIDIR / bin

26

MPICC = $MPIBIN / mpicc

27

MPICXX = $MPIBIN / mpicxx

28

MPIF77 = $MPIBIN / mpif77

29

MPIF90 = $MPIBIN / mpif90

30
31

# # BUILD OPENMPI ##

32

export CC

33

export CXX

34

export F77

35

export FC

36

export CFLAGS

37

export CXXFLAGS

38

export FFLAGS

39

export FCFLAGS

40
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cd openmpi -1.4/ BUILD

42

rm - rf $MPIDIR

43

make clean

44

../ configure -- prefix = $MPIDIR -- with - sge -- disable - shared -- enable - static \

45

-- with - wrapper - cflags = ’ - O3 - m32 ’ -- with - wrapper - cxxflags = ’ - O3 - m32 ’ \

46

-- with - wrapper - fflags = ’ - O3 - m32 ’ -- with - wrapper - fcflags = ’ - O3 - m32 ’ \

47

-- with - threads = posix -- without - memory - manager -- without - libnuma

48

make all install

49

cd $TOOLSDIR

50
51

# # BUILD BLACS ##

52

cd BLACS

53

make mpi what = clean

54

make mpi

55

cd $TOOLSDIR

56
57

# # BUILD BLAS ##

58

cd BLAS

59

make clean

60

make double

61

cd $TOOLSDIR

62
63

# # BUILD LAPACK ##

64

cd LAPACK

65

make clean

66

make lapacklib_damas

67

cd $TOOLSDIR

68
69

# # BUILD SCALAPACK ##

70

cd SCALAPACK

71

make clean

72

make

73

cd $TOOLSDIR

74
75

# # BUILD METIS ##

76

cd metis -4.0

77

make clean

78

make

79

cd $TOOLSDIR

80
81

# # BUILD MUMPS ##

82

cd MUMPS_4 .8.4

83

make clean

84

make

85

cd $TOOLSDIR

86
87

# # BUILD LAMMPS ##

88

cd lammps / src

89

rm - rf Obj *

90

make makelib

91

make -f Makefile . lib debian

92

cd $TOOLSDIR
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Make file

1

# shell to use

2

SHELL = / bin / sh

3
4

# Name & version setting

5

name = damas

6

damasversion = 0.0.1

7

type = unstable

8
9
10

mumps_version = 4.8.4
lammps_conf = debian

11
12

# Authors contact , feel free to add yourself !

13

author1 = " Guillaume MICHAL , gm97@uow . edu . au "

14

# author2 =

15
16

# #############################################################################

17

# Path setting

18

VPATH = src

19

rootDirectory := $ ( shell pwd )

20

srcDir = $ ( rootDirectory ) / src

21

toolsDir = $ ( rootDirectory ) / tools

22
23

# exec & init filename setting

24

exeFile = $ ( name )

25
26

# MUMPS

27

topdir = $ ( toolsDir ) / MUMPS_$ ( mumps_version )

28

libdir = $ ( topdir ) / lib

29

include $ ( topdir ) / Makefile . inc

30

LIBMUMPS_COMMON = $ ( libdir ) / li b m u m p s _ c o m m o n $ ( PLAT ) . a

31

LIBDMUMPS = $ ( libdir ) / libdmumps$ ( PLAT ) . a $ ( LI BM U MP S _C OM M ON )

32
33

# LAMMPS

34

lammps = $ ( toolsDir ) / lammps / src

35
36

# Metis

37

metis = $ ( toolsDir ) / metis -4.0/ Lib

38
39

# libs to use to compile

40

includeLib = - I$ ( lammps ) - I$ ( metis )

41
42

# libs to use to link X86_64 on Eukles

43

linkLib = - L$ ( lammps ) - llmp_$ ( lammps_conf ) - lmpi_cxx - lstdc ++

44
45

# objects to build

46

objList = main . o myAtom . o myFEM . o myFEMBound . o myFEM_solve . o myGlobal . o \

47

myLammps . o myLattice . o myMesh . o m y Me sh _ fe mb o un d . o m yM e sh _ fe mf o rc e . o \

48

myMesh_femmass . o m y M e s h _ f e m s t i f f n e s s . o myMesh _mdbo und . o my M es h_ m dc re a te . o \

49

myMesh_mdforce . o myMesh_mdmass . o myM esh_md shape . o m yM e sh _v a cf o rc e . o \

50

myMesh_vacpos . o myMesh_vac s ha p e . o myMPI . o myMulti . o myMulti_solve . o \

51

myNode . o mySprsMtx . o myTime . o myVAC . o

52

# Compilation process

53

$ ( exeFile ) : $ ( LIBDMUMPS ) $ ( objList )
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54

$ ( FL ) - Wall - DDOUBLE -o $@ $ ( OPTL ) $ ( objList ) $ ( LIBDMUMPS ) $ ( LIB ) \

55

$ ( LIBBLAS ) $ ( LIBOTHERS ) $ ( LORDERINGS ) $ ( linkLib )

56

@rm *. o

57

@echo " Compilation ended "

58
59

. SUFFIXES : . c . o

60

.c.o:

61

$ ( CC ) - Wall - DDOUBLE -g $ ( OPTC ) $ ( INC ) -I . - I$ ( topdir ) / include \

62

$ ( includeLib ) -c $ <

63
64

$ ( libdir ) / libdmumps$ ( PLAT ) . a :

65

@echo ’ Error : you should build the library ’ $@ ’ first ’

66

exit -1

67
68

$ ( LIBMUMPS_COMMON ) :

69

@echo ’ Error : you should build the library ’ $@ ’ first ’

70

exit -1

71
72

# clean process

73

clean - all :

74

@printf " delete " $ ( exeFile ) " file " \\ n

75

@rm $ ( exeFile )

76

@printf " delete object files " \\ n

77

@rm *. o

78

@printf " delete " $ ( initPath ) " file " \\ n

79

@rm $ ( initPath )

80
81

clean - obj :

82

@printf " delete object files " \\ n

83

@rm *. o

E.2.3
1

Installation script

# !/ bin / bash

2
3

# MUMPS version to use

4

mumps =4.8.4

5

# Lammps compile flavor to use

6

lammps_conf = debian

7
8

root = $ ( pwd )

9

mumps_root = $root / tools / MUMPS_$mumps

10

lammps_root = $root / tools / lammps / src

11
12

# Build mumps library

13

echo " Building MUMPS_$mumps "

14

cd $mumps_root

15

# make clean

16

make

17
18

# Build Lammps as a library

19

echo " Building Lammps as a library "
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20

cd $lammps_root

21

make makelib

22

make -f Makefile . lib $lammps_conf

245

23
24

# Build multiscale

25

echo " Building Multiscale "

26

version = $ ( cat $root / Makefile | grep " damasversion = " | \

27

sed s / " damasversion = " / " " /)

28

sed -i -e " s / define VERSION .*/ define VERSION \" $version \"/ " $root / src / main . c

29

cd $root

30

make

E.3

Procedure to set a simulation

This section provides guidelines to set a simulation before computing takes place.
Firstly, a geometry of the problem is needed. The geometry file (.geo) is a set
of commands and declarations for GMSH [251, 252] which was used to produce
the meshes. Since D.A.M.A.S was written with contact interactions in mind, the
geometry file is likely to declare at least two bodies that will interact through their
respective atoms.
For a two body contact problem, at least six zones should be described in the
.geo file. Two meshes define the coarse scale mesh of the body to compute the
internal forces. Two regions of the meshes define the hybrid region and two meshes
define the elements on which boundary conditions are applied for each bodies.
Each meshes are declared in the geometry file using the Physical option, see
appendix F.2 for an example. The mesh file (.msh) is the meshed geometry that
GMSH returns once the the geometry file has been processed.
The user needs to populate the atoms in the hybrid domain by translating a reference crystal structure once the mesh file has been created. Inside the D.A.M.A.S
input file, one can specify the lattice structure to use as well as the translation
vectors. The details of the input file are exposed below. Running D.A.M.A.S in
‘atom creation’ mode populates the atoms and write a file of the atomic structure
in the hybrid domain. See §E.4 for an introduction on running the creation mode.
The remaining of the settings of the simulation are defined in the input file which
combines the commands specific to LAMMPS and D.A.M.A.S. Although the extension .damas appears in the input file name, it is not a requirement. The
file is structured in sections starting with a <section_name> and ending with
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<endsection_name>. There are no constrains on the ordering of the sections.
The file in appendix E.3.1 is used here to explain the contend of an input file.
The time section sets the timestep used in FEM. The subloop variable defines
the number of sub-loops that MD runs for a single loop of FEM. This option is
not used in the current model but it is useful in multiscale methods making use of
distinct integration time steps between FEM and MD. timemax sets the time at
which the simulation stops.
<time>
timestep 0.0025
subloop 1
timemax 10000.
<endtime>
The sections table # set the time varying boundary condition’s tables. As many
tables as required can be set but a table can be linked to only one mesh. The
first line of the section indicates the number of lines in the table. The remaining
lines have seven columns. The first column is the time at which the condition is
applied. Columns 2 to 4 set which axis (X, Y and Z respectively) is constrained
(0=free, 1=constrained). Columns 5 to 7 give the numerical value to use. Any
simulation times falling in between two lines of a table is interpolated linearly.
<table 1>
2
0.

1 1 0 0. 0. 0.

1440001. 1 1 0 0. 0. 0.
<endtable 1>
The section lattice # details lattice structures. Any number of lattices can
be created but a lattice structure can be assigned to only one mesh. The first
line gives, in order, the number of atoms in the lattice, its dimension (2 for two
dimensions, 3 for three dimensions) and the translation vectors of the lattice. The
remaining lines detail the position of the atoms in the lattice structure. Each line
describes a single atom. The first element of the line sets the type of atom in a
numerical format as defined in LAMMPS, the atomic mass and the position follow.
The position data should be consistent with the declared dimension (2 or 3D).
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<lattice 1>
2 2 4.260000000 7.378536440
1 28.09 -2.1300000000 -3.689268220
1 28.09

0.000000000

0.000000

<endlattice 1>
Section md is the typical input script for LAMMPS. Everything between the section flags is parsed to LAMMPS for evaluation before D.A.M.A.S makes its own
calls during the computation. The first two commands of the section, namely
log and echo, redirect LAMMPS output to D.A.M.A.S’s log file. The command
neigh_modify exclude type is used to only compute the interaction forces between atoms belonging to different bodies. In the example below, atoms of type 1
belong to body 1 while atoms of type 2 belong to the second body. The command
instructs LAMMPS to only compute the interactions between type 1 and type 2
by excluding 1-1 and 2-2 interaction types. The command read_data indicates
the file containing the list of atoms previously created by D.A.M.A.S during the
execution of the ‘creation mode’. In the example, all the atoms in the group
called boundary are assigned the fix nve/multiscale such that interatomic forces
are evaluated without integrating the equation of motion. Other commands are
detailed in the LAMMPS documentations.
<md>
log none
echo screen
dimension
boundary

2
s s p

units metal
newton on
atom_style
neighbor

atomic

2.0 bin

neigh_modify every 1 delay 0 check yes
neigh_modify exclude type 1 1
neigh_modify exclude type 2 2
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read_data tip-sample.atoms
group boundary type 1 2
# Lennard-Jones potentials for silicon
pair_style

lj/cut 20.0

pair_coeff

* * 0.1744 3.826

fix 1 boundary nve/multiscale
fix 6 all enforce2d
thermo

100

dump 2 all atom 100 tip-sample-basic-6000.lammpstrj
<endmd>
The final section of a D.A.M.A.S input file details the options passed to the FEM
solver as well as information related to the association between meshes and constitutive laws or operational functions. The command solve sets the type of
matricial system to use for the mass matrix. LUMP requests a resolution using a
lump mass matrix while CONS uses a consistent mass matrix.
<fem>
solve LUMP
save sets the output files and the periodicity of the savings. The first argument of
the command is the time interval at which results are saved. The second argument
specifies the data to be saved: 1 for node coordinates, 2 for velocity, 3 for acceleration, 4 for the nodal forces, 5 for the total interaction forces between objects
and 6 for the log file. The last argument is the output file name. Output files that
use modes 1 to 4 are written in a GMSH compatible format for visualisation. In
mode 5, the output is a table that lists the total interaction forces along the X,
Y and Z axis between the bodies and the value of the bending and torsion signal
from the virtual laser measurement chain.
save 1.0

1

x-basic-.msh

save 576.0 2

v-basic-.msh
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save 576.0 3

a-basic-.msh

save 576.0 4

f-basic-.msh
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save 0.025 5 1 fmd-basic-.dat
save 1.0

6

log.dat

The command file indicates the mesh file to use. Each mesh groups defined
previously in the geometry file are assigned a model and a function through the
mesh command. There are 9 ways to use a mesh and a single mesh must be
assigned only one model. The second argument of the mesh command is always
the ID of the mesh.
The argument FEM uses a classical elastic model and defines the number of Gauss
points as well as the material properties such as the density, the Young modulus
and the Poisson ratio.
The VAC argument prescribes the use of a VAC model. It requires the number
of integration points followed by the ID of a VAC structure to use. This structure
is provided by declaring a <lattice #> section.
The argument FMD uses a Full MD description of internal forces by using the
coarse scale of the atomic displacements. In this case the internal forces of the
elements are entirely obtained by extrapolation of the atomic forces and no FEM
stiffness matrices are used in these regions. The elements that use this mode must
have been completely filled with atoms during the ‘creation mode’.
The argument CMD (Coarse MD) uses an atomic skin to compute the contact
forces along a contour/surface mesh. The third argument indicates the lattice
structure to use to populate the atoms followed by the thickness of the atomic
skin and finally the ID of the mesh that provides the internal forces to this region.
It can be a a mesh of type FEM, VAC or FMD.
file tip-sample-basic-6000.msh
mesh FEM <mesh_id> <nb gauss point> <ro> <E> <nu>
mesh VAC <mesh_id> <nb gauss point> <VAC_id>
mesh FMD <mesh_id> <lattice_id>
mesh CMD <mesh_id> <lattice_id> <cutoff> <mesh_id>
mesh XBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh VBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh ABC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh FBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh LAS <mesh_id> <L0> <ratio 1> <ratio 2>
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The arguments XBC, VBC,ABC and FBC prescribe the boundary conditions in displacement, velocity, acceleration and (nodal) forces respectively. The argument
<table_id> gives the time dependent table to use. The argument LAS sets the
laser position relatively to a declared mesh in its relaxed state. The initial laser
spot’s centre is placed at <ratio 1> and <ratio 2> on the mesh. These ratios
are float numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 with 0 being the minimum and 1.0 the
maximum coordinate in the given axis of all the nodes belonging to the mesh.
The laser source is always oriented vertically in the global coordinate system. The
argument <L0> gives the total optical distance of the ray at the centre of the spot
from the cantilever to the sensor. The optical system is set such that the bending and torsion signals in the free state of the cantilever are null. Note that the
laser is currently made of a single ray, as opposed to the model used earlier with
CODE ASTER in chapter 4.
mesh XBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh VBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh ABC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh FBC <mesh_id> <table_id>
mesh LAS <mesh_id> <L0> <ratio 1> <ratio 2>
Compared to most simulation softwares D.A.M.A.S does not have a scripting language allowing the user to define specific tasks, loops or conditions cannot be set
in the input file. D.A.M.A.S is serial in its run: (1) it assigns data in memory,
(2) it builds the matricial system, (3) it runs a procedure, (4) it outputs data as
requested at given time-steps. The procedure is a C code that is compiled as part
of the D.A.M.A.S compilation process. This is where conditions and loops can be
developed. An example of a procedure file is given in §E.3.2.

E.3.1
1

Input script of multiscale cantilever - substrate

< time >

2

timestep 0.0025 20.

3

subloop 1

4

timemax 10000

5

< endtime >

6
7

< table 1 >

8

2

9

0.

1 1 0 0. 0. 0.
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10

1440001. 1 1 0 0. 0. 0.

11

< endtable 1 >
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12
13

< table 2 >

14

4

15

0.

16

50.

1 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.

17

50.001

1 1 0 0.1 0.0 0.0

1 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.

18

1440001. 1 1 0 0.1 0.0 0.0

19

< endtable 2 >

20
21

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # Honeycomb SW # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

22

# < lattice 1 >

23

#4 2 4.02895757914286 7.213733 9 7 1 9 8 3 4 1

24

#1 28.09

-2.01447878957143 -1.23211082707438

25

#1 28.09

0.0

0.0

26

#1 28.09

0.0

2.34475615891733

27

#1 28.09

-2.01447878957143 3 . 6 0 6 8 6 6 9 8 5 9 9 1 7 0

28

# < endlattice 1 >

29

# < lattice 2 >

30

#4 2 4.02895757914286 7.213733 9 7 1 9 8 3 4 1

31

#2 28.09 -2.01447878957143 -1.23211082707438

32

#2 28.09 0.0

0.0
2.3 4 4 7 5 6 1 5 8 9 1 7 3 3

33

#2 28.09 0.0

34

#2 28.09 -2.01447878957143 3.6 0 6 8 6 6 9 8 5 9 9 1 7 0

35

# < endlattice 2 >

36
37

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # FCC Tersoff # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

38

# < lattice 1 >

39

#2 2 3.39

40

#1 28.09

-1.695 -1.695

41

#1 28.09

0.000000000

42

# < endlattice 1 >

3.39
0.000000

43
44

# < lattice 2 >

45

#2 2 3.39

46

#2 28.09

-1.695 -1.695

47

#2 28.09

0.000000000

48

# < endlattice 2 >

3.39
0.000000

49
50

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # SIMPLE HONEYCOMB Tersoff

51

< lattice 1 >

52

2 2 2.35 4.070319398

53

1 28.09 -1.175 -2.035159699

54

1 28.09

55

< endlattice 1 >

######################################

0.000000000

0.000000

56
57

< lattice 2 >

58

2 2 2.35 4.070319398

59

2 28.09 -1.175 -2.035159699

60

2 28.09

61

< endlattice 2 >

62
63

<md >

0.000000000

0.000000
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64

log

none

65

echo

screen

66
67

dimension

2

68

boundary

s s p

69

units metal

70

newton on

71
72

atom_style

atomic

73

neighbor

2.0 bin

74

neigh_modify every 1 delay 0 check yes

75

neigh_modify exclude type 1 1

76

neigh_modify exclude type 2 2

77
78

read_data afm -001. atoms

79
80

# Bottom

81

# region bot block -729 729 -142 -50 -10 10 units box

82

# Top

83

# region top block -729 729 100 231 -10 10 units box

84
85

# group gbot region bot

86

# group gtop region top

87

# group gmid subtract all gtop gbot

88

group boundary type 1 2

89
90

# SW potentials for silicon

91

# pair_style

sw

92

# pair_coeff

* * Si . sw Si Si

93

# Tersoff potentials for silicon

94

pair_style

tersoff

95

pair_coeff

* * Si . tersoff Si Si

96
97

fix 1 boundary nve / multiscale

98

# fix 1 boundary nve

99

# velocity gtop set NULL

100

0.

0. sum no units box

# velocity gbot set NULL -.1 0. sum no units box

101
102

# fix 2 gmid nve

103

# fix 3 gtop nve / noforce

104

# fix 4 gbot nve / noforce

105

fix 6 all enforce2d

106
107

thermo

108

# timestep 0.0025

1000

109

dump 2 all atom 1000 afm - v007 -. lammpstrj

110

# run 400000

111

< endmd >

112
113

<fem >

114

solve LUMP

115
116

save 100.0 1 x - v007 -. msh

117

save 576.0 2 v - v007 -. msh

118

save 576.0 3 a - v007 -. msh
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119

save 576.0 4 f - v007 -. msh

120

save 0.14 5 1 fmd - v007 -. dat

121

save 1.0 6 log . dat
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122
123

file afm -001. msh

124
125

# MESH DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES

126

# mesh FEM < mesh_id > < nb gauss point > <ro > <E > <nu >

( classic FEM )

127

# mesh VAC < mesh_id > < nb gauss point > < VAC_id >

( VAC FEM )

128

# mesh FMD < mesh_id > < lattice_id >

129

# mesh CMD < mesh_id > < lattice_id > < cutoff > < mesh_id >

( Coarse MD )

130

# mesh XBC < mesh_id > < table_id >

( Disp . Bound .

( Full MD )

Cond . )
131

# mesh VBC < mesh_id > < table_id >

( Velo . Bound .

Cond . )
132

# mesh ABC < mesh_id > < table_id >

( Acce . Bound .

Cond . )
133

# mesh FBC < mesh_id > < table_id >

( Forc . Bound .

Cond . )
134

# mesh LAS < mesh_id > <L0 > < ratio 1 > < ratio 2 >

( LASer

measurement )
135

#

136

# Note on type 9:

137

# - ratio 1 defines where the laser spot lies initialy on top of the cantilever

138

#

139

# - ratio 2 defines where the laser spot lies initialy on top of the cantilever

140

#

141

# - The laser is always oriented at [0 -1] in 2 D and at [0 0 -1] in 3 D

142

# - The sensor is set at a distance L0 along the reflected laser , with a normal

143

#

144

#

145

# Note on type 10:

146

# - the given mesh must be a single node in 1D , a set of line in 2 D or a set of

147

#

148

# - All elements in the base mesh should be of equal or bigger than the cut off

along the X axis , val in [0;1]
along the Y axis , val in [0;1] (2 D only )

equal to the propagation vector of the initial reflected laser

surface in 3 D . The base mesh must be of dim +1 of given mesh

149
150

# mesh < mesh id > 1 < nb gauss point > <ro > <E > <nu >

( classic FEM )

151

# mesh < mesh id > 2 < nb gauss point > < VAC id >

( VAC FEM )

152

# mesh < mesh id > 3 < lattice id >

153

# mesh < mesh id > 4 < lattice id >

( FULL MD & Crystal lattice populate )
( COARSE MD ,

option for a FEM / VAC surcharge )
154

#

155

#

<FEM > < nb gauss point > <ro > <E > <nu >

156

#

<VAC > < nb gauss point > < VAC id >

157

# mesh < mesh id > 5 < table id >

OPTION :

( disp boundary

condition )
158

# mesh < mesh id > 6 < table id >

( velo boundary

condition )
159

# mesh < mesh id > 7 < table id >

( acce boundary

condition )
160

# mesh < mesh id > 8 < table id >
condition )

( Forc boundary
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161

# mesh < mesh id > 9 <L0 > < ratio 1 > < ratio 2 >
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( Laser

reflection )
162

# mesh < mesh id > 10 < base mesh > < lattice id > < cut off >

( ATOM POPULATE

IN A SKIN FASHION )
163
164

# Cantilever mesh association

165

mesh CMD 1 1 10.0 2

166

mesh FEM 2 1 2.3290 25.2801 0.26

167

mesh XBC 3 1

168
169

# Sample mesh association

170

mesh CMD 4 2 10.0 5

171

mesh FEM 5 1 2.3290 25.2801 0.26

172

mesh VBC 6 2

173
174

# Laser zone on cantilever

175

mesh LAS 7 1 e8 0.5 0.5

176

< endfem >

E.3.2

Example of a procedure file

1

# ifndef MY_PROCEDURE

2

# include " myProcedure . h "

3

# endif

4
5

# ifndef MY_MULTI_SOLVE

6

# include " myMulti_solve . h "

7

# endif

8
9

# include " library . h "

10
11

void pr oce du re_ mym ult i ( myMulti * multi , mySave * save ) {

12

/*

13

PART 1: BRINGING TO CONTACT

14

Move until interaction appears

15

*/

16

int sfactor =1;

17

int loopsize =70000/ sfactor ;

18
19

myAtom * atom = multi - > atom ;

20

myTime * time = multi - > fem - > time ;

21

time - > dt_md = g e t V a r i a b l e _ m y l a m m p s ( multi - > atom ," dt ") ;

22

time - > dt_fem = ( double ) ( time - > dt_md ) * sfactor ;

23

time - > dt_md = time - > dt_fem ;

24

double dt = time - > dt_fem ;

25
26

/* Getbound table structure for substrate , should be table 2 */

27

myMesh * cmesh = multi - > fem - > mesh ;

28

while ( cmesh && ( cmesh - > id != 6) ) { cmesh = cmesh - > next ; }

29

if ( ! cmesh ) {

30

printf (" No mesh for substrate found , aborting !\ n ") ;

31

myabort () ;
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32

}

33

myFEMBound * substrate_ bo u nd = cmesh - > bound ;

34
35

/* Set velocity of substrate to go up for given time */

36

double Tlj = g e t V a r i a b l e _ m y l a m m p s ( multi - > atom ," Tlj ") ;

37

double s = g e t V a r i a b l e _ m y l a m m p s ( multi - > atom ," s ") ;

38

double vy =0.01* s / Tlj ;

39
40

/* Load for that long */

41

int nloop =1*200000;

42

double t , tmax ;

43

double depart [7]={0 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0. , vy ,0. };

44

double arrive [7]={0 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0. , vy ,0. };

45

t = time - > t ;

46

tmax = t +( nloop +1) * dt ;

47

depart [0]= t ;

48

arrive [0]= tmax ;

49

setV al_ myf em bou nd ( substrate_bound , depart , arrive ) ;

50

loop_mymulti ( multi , save , nloop ) ;

51
52

/* Wait to stabilize the system */

53

vy =0.;

54

nloop =6000000;

55

t = time - > t ;

56

tmax = t +( nloop +1) * dt ;

57

depart [0]= t ;

58

depart [5]= vy ;

59

arrive [0]= tmax ;

60

arrive [5]= vy ;

61

setV al_ myf em bou nd ( substrate_bound , depart , arrive ) ;

62

loop_mymulti ( multi , save , nloop ) ;

63
64

/* Scan sideway -X */

65

double vx = -0.01* s / Tlj ;

66

nloop = 4000000;

67

t

= time - > t ;

68

tmax

69

depart [0] = t ;

70

depart [4] = vx ;

71

arrive [0] = tmax ;

72

arrive [4] = vx ;

= t +( nloop +1) * dt ;

73

se tVa l_m yf emb oun d ( substrate_bound , depart , arrive ) ;

74

loop_mymulti ( multi , save , nloop ) ;

75
76

/* Scan sideway + X */

77

vx = 0.01* s / Tlj ;

78

nloop = 4000000;

79

t

= time - > t ;

80

tmax

81

depart [0] = t ;

82

depart [4] = vx ;

83

arrive [0] = tmax ;

84

arrive [4] = vx ;

= t +( nloop +1) * dt ;

85

se tVa l_m yf emb oun d ( substrate_bound , depart , arrive ) ;

86

loop_mymulti ( multi , save , nloop ) ;
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}

E.4

Typical execution

D.A.M.A.S has two execution modes, one mode creates the atoms based on the
mesh file and the second mode runs the simulation. The ‘creation mode’ is called
by issuing the following command in a shell:
# ./damas

create <input file>

Upon execution, the meshes related to atom creations, such as the command
mesh FMD and mesh CMD (§E.3), are used to populate the atoms using the lattice
structures specified. The atom file is subsequently used by LAMMPS during the
execution mode. The name of the atom file is specified in the section <md> of
the input file with the command read_data. The creation mode does not use
parallelism, there is no need to specify the number of processors to use.
The execution mode accepts several arguments to run a simulation on distributed
systems. There are three ways to do so. One way is to provide the number
of processors. This approach is the easiest way to run the program on a single
machine such as a desktop that has multiple cores. The first of the following
commands would run on 4 processors, the second one on 3 processors with a
redirection of the output in the log file my.log. The last command does the same
but it uses the abbreviation of the options.
# ./damas --np 4 run <input file>
# ./damas --np 3 --output my.log run <input file>
# ./damas -n 3 -o my.log run <input file>
The second way to start a distributed run is to specify the name of the hosts to
run on. Repeating a host name adds a processor on the host. This approach is
better suited to cluster systems if a manual selection of the hosts is preferred. The
following commands are equivalent to the previous commands that used the --np
option. The first example uses two processors on node_1 and one on node_2 and
node_3. The second example is the abbreviated form.
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# ./damas --host node_1,node_1,node_2,node_3 run <input file>
# ./damas -h node_1,node_1,node_2,node_3 -o my.log run <input file>
The last possibility is to specify a machine file that lists the hosts to use. This
approach is best suited for HPC queuing systems such as QSUB.
# ./damas --machinefile <machine file> run <input file>
# ./damas -m <machine file> -o my.log run <input file>
To run D.A.M.A.S using a queuing system one needs to create a submission script.
Below is an example of the script using SGE QSUB [276] on the Cluster of the
faculty.
1

#!/ bin / bash

2

# $ -S / bin / bash

3

####################################################################

4

#

5

#

6

# School of Mechanical Mechatronical and Material Engineering

7

# Last modified : 2010 -07 -23

8

# Authors :

9

#

Qsub Script Template to submit a job to EUKLES
University of Wollongong

Guillaume Michal ( gm97@uow . edu . au )

10

# You can modify and redistribute this file freely

11

# Based on the examplary file from Rocks cluster distribution

12

####################################################################

13

# set the P4_GLOBMEMSIZE

14

# $ -v P4_GLOBMEMSIZE =200000000

15

#

16

# Set the Parallel Environment and number of procs .

17

# Should be left to 1 for Octave for now

18

# $ - pe mpi AUTOMATIC_NB PROC

19

# Where we will make our temporary directory .

20

BASE ="/ tmp "

21

#

22

# make a temporary key

23

#

24

export KEYDIR = ‘ mktemp -d $BASE / keys . XXXXXX ‘

25

#

26

# Make a temporary password .

27

# Makepasswd is quieter , and presumably more efficient .

28

# We must use the -s 0 flag to make sure the password contains no quotes .

29

if [ -x ‘ which mkpasswd ‘ ]; then

30
31

export PASSWD = ‘ mkpasswd -l 32 -s 0 ‘
else

32

export PASSWD = ‘ dd if =/ dev / urandom bs =512 count =100 | md5sum | \

33

gawk ’{ print $1 } ’ ‘

34

fi

35

/ usr / bin / ssh - keygen -t rsa1 -f $KEYDIR / tmpid -N " $PASSWD "

36

cat $KEYDIR / tmpid . pub >> $HOME /. ssh / au t ho r iz ed _ ke ys

37

# make a script that will run under its own ssh - agent
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38

cat > $KEYDIR / launch - script < <" EOF "

39

#!/ bin / bash

40

expect -c ’ spawn / usr / bin / ssh - add $env ( KEYDIR ) / tmpid ’ -c \

41

258

’ expect " Enter passphrase for $env ( LOGNAME ) @$env ( HOSTNAME ) " \

42

{ send " $env ( PASSWD ) \ n " } ’ -c ’ expect " Identity " ’

43

echo

44

#------------------------------------------------

45

######## DON ’ T MODIFY THIS ############

46

FILE_JOB = AU TOM AT IC_ FIL EJO B

47

#######################################

48

# The program you want to use

49

PROG_CMD = damas

50

$HOME / DAMAS / OPENMPI / bin / mpirun - np $NSLOTS \

51

- machinefile $TMP / machines $PROG_CMD 1 $FILE_INPUT $FILE_OUTPUT

52

#------------------------------------------------

53

fi

54

EOF

55

chmod u + x $KEYDIR / launch - script

56

#

57

# start a new ssh - agent from scratch -- make it forget previous ssh - agent

58

# connections

59

#

60

unset SSH_AGENT_PID

61

unset SSH_AUTH_SOCK

62

/ usr / bin / ssh - agent $KEYDIR / launch - script

63

#

64

# cleanup

65

#

66

grep -v " ‘ cat $KEYDIR / tmpid . pub ‘" $HOME /. ssh / a u th or i ze d _k ey s > \

67
68

$KEYDIR / authorized_keys
mv $KEYDIR / authorized_keys $HOME /. ssh / a ut h or iz e d_ k ey s

69

chmod 644 $HOME /. ssh / authorized_keys

70

rm - rf $KEYDIR

E.4.1

Simulation output

1

Development Algorithm for Multiscale Analysis and Simulations

2

^

^

^

^

^

3
4

School of Mechanical , Mechatronical and Materials

5

University of Wollongong , Wollongong

6

NSW , 2500 , Australia

7
8

######## READING LAMMPS CONFIGURATION FILE ########

9

LAMMPS (9 Jan 2009)

10
11

dimension

2

12

boundary

s s p

13

units metal

14

newton on

15
16

atom_style

atomic
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17

neighbor

18

neigh_modify every 1 delay 0 check yes

19

neigh_modify exclude type 1 1

20

neigh_modify exclude type 2 2

2.0 bin

21
22

read_data afm -001. atoms

23

Reading data file ...

24

orthogonal box = ( -621.94 -33.2008 -10) to (621.94 118.678 10)

25

2 by 1 by 1 processor grid

26

2784 atoms

27
28

# Bottom

29

# region bot block -729 729 -142 -50 -10 10 units box

30

# Top

31

# region top block -729 729 100 231 -10 10 units box

32
33

# group gbot region bot

34

# group gtop region top

35

# group gmid subtract all gtop gbot

36

group boundary type 1 2

37

2784 atoms in group boundary

38
39

# SW potentials for silicon

40

# pair_style

sw

41

# pair_coeff

* * Si . sw Si Si

42

# Tersoff potentials for silicon

43

pair_style

tersoff

44

pair_coeff

* * Si . tersoff Si Si

45
46

fix 1 boundary nve / multiscale

47

# fix 1 boundary nve

48

# velocity gtop set NULL

49

# velocity gbot set NULL -.1 0. sum no units box

0.

0. sum no units box

50
51

# fix 2 gmid nve

52

# fix 3 gtop nve / noforce

53

# fix 4 gbot nve / noforce

54

fix 6 all enforce2d

55
56

thermo

57

# timestep 0.0025

1000

58

dump 2 all atom 1000 afm - v007 -. lammpstrj

59

# run 400000

60

######## END OF

LAMMPS CONFIGURATION FILE ########

61
62

reading conf for mesh 1

63

reading conf for mesh 2

64

reading conf for mesh 3

65

reading conf for mesh 4

66

reading conf for mesh 5

67

reading conf for mesh 6

68

reading conf for mesh 7

69
70

STARTING METIS PARTITIONING

71

Setting mesh 2 for mode 1...
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72

Setting mesh 5 for mode 1...

73

Setting mesh 1 for mode 4...

74
75

INFO : timestep ( currently 0.002500) satisfies the CFL condition

76

INFO : Timestep allowed : dt <= 0.004198 ( @ 20.000000% )

77
78

Setting mesh 4 for mode 4...

79

Setting mesh 3 for mode 5...

80

Setting mesh 6 for mode 6...

81

Setting mesh 7 for mode 9...

82
83

Part 0:

84

Total nodes

: 1627

85

Local nodes

: 1540

86

Neighbor nodes : 5

87

Atomic nodes

88

Boundary nodes : 0

89

Laser nodes

: 82
: 0

90
91

Part 1:

92

Total nodes

: 1625

93

Local nodes

: 1596

94

Neighbor nodes : 4

95

Atomic nodes

96

Boundary nodes : 0

97

Laser nodes

: 25
: 0

98
99

Syncing mesh 2 for mode 1...

100

Syncing mesh 5 for mode 1...

101

Syncing mesh 1 for mode 4...

102

Syncing mesh 4 for mode 4...

103
104

CONFIGURATION

105

| - MPI

106

|

| - MPI Host

: guizmo

107

|

| - MPI ID

: 0

108

|

| - MPI Nb CPU : 2

109

|

| - MPI state

110

|

111

| - FEM

112

|

| - FILES

113

|

|

| - Configuration

: afm - v007 -. damas

114

|

|

| - Mesh

: afm -001. msh

115

|

|

116

|

| - MESH

117

|

|

| - Mesh [ 1] dim : 2 elem :

118

|

|

|

| - File : afm - v007 -. damas

119

|

|

|

| - Lattice constants : 2.350000 4.070319

120

|

|

|

| - Atom [0]: -1.175000 -2.035160 mass : 28.090000 type : 1

121

|

|

|

| - Atom [1]:

122

|

|

|

123

|

|

| - Mesh [ 2] dim : 3 elem :

124

|

|

|

125

|

|

|

126

|

|

| - Mesh [ 3] dim : 2 elem :

: 1

0.000000

11 type : 1 MODE : CMD

0.000000 mass : 28.090000 type : 1
4316 type : 2 MODE : FEM

| - ro :2.329000 E :25.280100 nu :0.260000
3 type : 1 MODE : DBC
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127

|

|

|

| - nn

128

|

|

|

| - Table :

129

|

|

|

|-

130

|

|

|

|-

131

|

|

|

132

|

|

| - Mesh [ 4] dim : 2 elem :

133

|

|

|

| - File : afm - v007 -. damas

134

|

|

|

| - Lattice constants : 2.350000 4.070319

135

|

|

|

| - Atom [0]: -1.175000 -2.035160 mass : 28.090000 type : 2

136

|

|

|

| - Atom [1]:

137

|

|

|

138

|

|

| - Mesh [ 5] dim : 3 elem :

139

|

|

|

140

|

|

|

141

|

|

| - Mesh [ 6] dim : 2 elem :

142

|

|

|

| - nn

143

|

|

|

| - Table :

144

|

|

|

|-

0.000 1 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

145

|

|

|

|-

50.000 1 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

146

|

|

|

|-

147

|

|

|

|-

148

|

|

|

149

|

|

| - Mesh [ 7] dim : 2 elem :

150

|

|

|

| - spot

151

|

|

|

| - Sensor : 40680525.3933 91386824.6350 0. 0.4067 0.9135 0.

152

|

|

153

|

| - TIME at step 0

154

|

|

| - Timestep MD : 0.002500 Timestep FEM : 0.002500

155

|

|

| - Now : 0.000000 End : 10000.000000

156

|

157

| - MD

158

|

| - dim = 2 na =2784 na_loc =1384

159

|

|

160

|

| - TIME at step 0

161

|

|

| - Timestep MD : 0.002500 Timestep FEM : 0.002500

162

|

|

| - Now : 0.000000 End : 10000.000000

: 4
T

Flags Dx

Dy

Dz

0.000 1 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
1440001.000 1 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

0.000000

39 type : 1 MODE : CMD

0.000000 mass : 28.090000 type : 2
991 type : 2 MODE : FEM

| - ro :2.329000 E :25.280100 nu :0.260000
32 type : 1 MODE : VBC

: 33
T

Flags Dx

Dy

Dz

50.001 1 1 0 0.100000 0.000000 0.000000
1440001.000 1 1 0 0.100000 0.000000 0.000000
13 type : 1 MODE : LAS

: 6861.0857 32278.8708 0. 0. 0. 0.

163
164
165

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ITERATION : 0

166

Launching LAMMPS : timestep 0.002500

167

run 1 pre yes post no

168

Setting up run ...

169

Memory usage per processor = 0.681545 Mbytes

170

Step Temp E_pair E_mol TotEng Press Volume

##################### D.A.M.A.S

171

0

0

-78.493885

0

-78.493885

-192.24511

112085.83

172

1

0

-78.493885

0

-78.493885

-192.24511

112085.83

173

Loop time of 0.000220009 on 2 procs for 1 steps with 2784 atoms

174
175

Mesh 1 Fav : 0. -9.91261943 0. Xav : 6.62500000 27.90267234 0.

176

Mesh 4 Fav : -0. 9.91261943 0. Xav : 0. -8.14063880 0.

177
178

Running in LUMP MASS MATRIX MODE

179
180
181

SPOT : -0. 0. 0.
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182

INSTANT

ETA

ELAPSED

183

0.00250

00:00:00:00

00:00:00:00
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LOOP

184

0.0200 s
nan

%

185
186

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ITERATION : 401

187

Launching LAMMPS : timestep 0.002500

188

run 1 pre yes post no

189

Setting up run ...

190

Memory usage per processor = 0.681545 Mbytes

191

Step Temp E_pair E_mol TotEng Press Volume

##################### D.A.M.A.S

192

401

0

-78.628009

0

-78.628009

-120.11095

112075.88

193

402

0

-78.628009

0

-78.628009

-120.11095

112075.88

194

Loop time of 0.000210443 on 2 procs for 1 steps with 2784 atoms

195
196

Mesh 1 Fav : 0.05628308 -6.21765955 0. Xav : 6.62625648 27.88928770 0.

197

Mesh 4 Fav : -0.05628308 6.21765955 0. Xav : 0.00008563 -8.13667847 0.

198
199

Running in LUMP MASS MATRIX MODE

200
201

SPOT : -0. 0. 0.

202
203

INSTANT

ETA

ELAPSED

LOOP

204

1.00500

00:02:45:49

00:00:00:01

0.0000 s

205

0.01

%
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GMSH meshing scripts
F.1
1

3D mesh of the CSC11-A cantilever

// Mikromasch CSC11 - A

2

DensRear = 2000.;

3

DensMid = 1000.;

4

DensFron = 1000.;

5

DensTip = 1000.;

6

// CANTILEVER LENGTH

7

L =200000.;

8

// CANTILEVER LEGS WIDTH

9

W =40000.;

10

// CANTILEVER THICKNESS

11

H =1000.;

12

// TIP HEIGHT

13

TH =20000.;

14

Angle =20.;

15

PI = Acos ( -1.) ;

16

SQRT2 = Sqrt (2.) /2.;

17

R = Tan ( Angle * PI /180.) * TH ;

18

TX = L -1.5* R ;

19

TY = 0.;

20

TZ = -1.* TH ;

21
22

// TOP SURFACE

23

Point (11) = { - TX , L - TY , -TZ , DensRear };

24

Point (12) = { - TX , L -W - TY , -TZ , DensRear };

25

Point (13) = {L -W - TX , -TY , -TZ , DensMid };

26

Point (14) = { - TX , -(L - W ) -TY , -TZ , DensRear };

27

Point (15) = { - TX , -L - TY , -TZ , DensRear };

28

Point (16) = {L -W - TX , -W - TY , -TZ , DensMid };

29

Point (17) = {L - TX , -TY , -TZ , DensFron };

30

Point (18) = {L -W - TX , W - TY , -TZ , DensMid };

31

// Special points

32

// Get thickness in CODE_ASTER

33

Point (19) = {H , -TY , -10.* TZ , DensMid };
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34
35

// TIP BASE

36

Point (21) = {R , -TY , -TZ , DensFron };

37

Point (22) = { R + R *( SQRT2 -1.) , R * SQRT2 - TY , -TZ , DensFron };

38

Point (23) = {0. , R - TY , -TZ , DensFron };

39

Point (24) = {R - R *( SQRT2 +1.) , R * SQRT2 - TY , -TZ , DensFron };

40

Point (25) = {R -(2.* R ) , -TY , -TZ , DensFron };

41

Point (26) = {R - R *( SQRT2 +1.) , -( R * SQRT2 ) -TY , -TZ , DensFron };

42

Point (27) = {0. , -R - TY , -TZ , DensFron };

43

Point (28) = { R + R *( SQRT2 -1.) , -( R * SQRT2 ) -TY , -TZ , DensFron };

44
45

// TIP

46

Point (29) =

{0. , 0. , 0. , DensTip };

47
48

// TOP CANTILEVER SURFACE

49

Line (41) = {11 ,12};

50

Line (42) = {12 ,13};

51

Line (43) = {13 ,14};

52

Line (44) = {14 ,15};

53

Line (45) = {15 ,16};

54

Line (46) = {16 ,17};

55

Line (47) = {17 ,18};

56

Line (48) = {18 ,11};

57

Line Loop (49) = {41 ,42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46 ,47 ,48};

58
59

// TIP BASE

60

Line (51) = {21 ,22};

61

Line (52) = {22 ,23};

62

Line (53) = {23 ,24};

63

Line (54) = {24 ,25};

64

Line (55) = {25 ,26};

65

Line (56) = {26 ,27};

66

Line (57) = {27 ,28};

67

Line (58) = {28 ,21};

68

Line Loop (59) = {51 ,52 ,53 ,54 ,55 ,56 ,57 ,58};

69
70

// TIP CONE

71

Line (61) = {21 ,29};

72

Line (62) = {22 ,29};

73

Line (63) = {23 ,29};

74

Line (64) = {24 ,29};

75

Line (65) = {25 ,29};

76

Line (66) = {26 ,29};

77

Line (67) = {27 ,29};

78

Line (68) = {28 ,29};

79

Line Loop (71) = {61 , -62 , -51};

80

Line Loop (72) = {62 , -63 , -52};

81

Line Loop (73) = {63 , -64 , -53};

82

Line Loop (74) = {64 , -65 , -54};

83

Line Loop (75) = {65 , -66 , -55};

84

Line Loop (76) = {66 , -67 , -56};

85

Line Loop (77) = {67 , -68 , -57};

86

Line Loop (78) = {68 , -61 , -58};

87
88

// TOP SURFACE
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89

Plane Surface (81) = {49 , -59};

90

// TIP BASE SURFACE

91

Plane Surface (91) = {59};

265

92
93

// TIP SIDE FACES

94

Plane Surface (92) = {71};

95

Plane Surface (93) = {72};

96

Plane Surface (94) = {73};

97

Plane Surface (95) = {74};

98

Plane Surface (96) = {75};

99

Plane Surface (97) = {76};

100

Plane Surface (98) = {77};

101

Plane Surface (99) = {78};

102
103

Surface Loop (101) = {91 ,92 ,93 ,94 ,95 ,96 ,97 ,98 ,99};

104

Volume (111) = {101};

105
106

// PHYSICALS

107

// TIP

108

Physical Point (121) = {29};

109

// BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

110

Physical Line (122) = {41 ,44};

111

// SHELL UPPER FACE

112

Physical Surface (123) = {81};

113

// TIP BASE

114

Physical Surface (124) = {91};

115

// CONE VOLUME

116

Physical Volume (125) = {111};

117

// TIP CONE SURFACE

118

Physical Surface (126) = {92 ,93 ,94 ,95 ,96 ,97 ,98 ,99};

119

// SPECIAL POINTS

120

// THICKNESS

121

Physical Point (127) = {19};

122

// END POINT FOR LASER X POSITIONING

123

Physical Point (128) = {11};

124

// POINTS FOR LASER Y POSITIONING

125

Physical Point (129) = {12};

126

Physical Point (130) = {17};

F.2

2D mesh of a full cantilever for multiscale
contact

1

// 2 D mesh of cantilever

2

// Units are in Angstroms

3

// Tip definition

4

// CSC19

5

// Units : angstroms

6

ratio =1.; // Scale factor compared to real cantilever

7

sigma =3.; // characteristic length potential

8

a =20.;

// half tip angle
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9

beta =12.; // Cantilever tilt angle

10

r =200.;

11

ah =4* sigma ;

// Full atom layer thickness

12

gh =4* sigma ;

// Ghost atom layer thickness

13

th =200000./ ratio ; // tip height

14

bh =40000./ ratio ;

15

ll =1250000./ ratio ; // lever length ( defined at tip end ...)

16

PI = Acos ( -1.) ;

// tip radius

// beam thickness

17
18

densTop = bh /5.;

19

densMid =( densTop + gh ) /2.;

20
21

SDensTip =20.;

22

SDensTop =80.;

23
24

ca = Cos ( a * PI /180.) ;

25

sa = Sin ( a * PI /180.) ;

26
27

x1 = 0.;

28

y1 = r ;

29

z1 = 0.;

30

d1 = 1.;

31
32

x2 = (r - ah ) * ca + x1 ;

33

y2 = -1.*( r - ah ) * sa + y1 ;

34

z2 = 0.;

35

d2 = gh ;

36
37

x3 = r * ca + x1 ;

38

y3 = -1.* r * sa + y1 ;

39

z3 = 0.;

40

d3 = gh ;

41
42

x4 = x3 +( th - y3 ) * sa / ca ;

43

y4 = th ;

44

z4 = 0.;

45

d4 = densTop ;

46
47

x5 = x4 ;

48

y5 = y4 + bh ;

49

z5 = 0.;

50

d5 = densTop ;

51
52

Point (1)

= { x1 , y1 , z1 , d1 };

53

Point (2)

= { x3 , y3 , z3 , d3 };

54

Point (3)

= { x4 , y4 , z4 , d4 };

55

Point (4)

= { x5 , y5 , z5 , d5 };

56

Point (5) = { -1.* x3 , y3 , z3 , d3 };

57

Point (6) = { -1.* x4 , y4 , z4 , d4 };

58

Point (7) = { -1.* x5 , y5 , z5 , d5 };

59
60

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {1}; }

61

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {2}; }

62

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {3}; }

63

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {4}; }
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64

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {5}; }

65

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {6}; }

66

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {7}; }

67
68

Line (1)

= {2 ,3};

69

Line (2)

= {3 ,4};

70

Line (3) = {5 ,6};

71

Line (4) = {6 ,7};

72

Line (5) = {4 ,7};

73
74

Circle (6) = {5 ,1 ,2};

75
76

Line Loop (1) = {6 ,1 ,2 ,5 , -4 , -3};

77
78

Plane Surface (1) = {1};

79
80

// LEVER DEFINITION

81

densBeam = densTop ;

82
83

x10 = x1 - ll ;

84

y10 = y4 ;

85

z10 = 0.;

86

d10 = densBeam ;

87
88

x11 = x1 - ll ;

89

y11 = y5 ;

90

z11 = 0.;

91

d11 = densBeam ;

92
93

Point (8) = { x10 , y10 , z10 , d10 };

94

Point (9) = { x11 , y11 , z11 , d11 };

95
96

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {8}; }

97

Rotate {{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,0 ,0} , - beta * PI /180.} { Point {9}; }

98
99

Line (7) = {7 ,9};

100

Line (8) = {9 ,8};

101

Line (9) = {8 ,6};

102

Line Loop (2) = {9 ,4 ,7 ,8};

103

Plane Surface (2) = {2};

104
105

// SUBSTRATE DEFINITION

106

SH =200.* sigma ;

107

W =400.* sigma ;

108

offsey =2^(1/6) * sigma + r *(1 - Cos ( beta * PI /180.) ) ;

109

offsex = r * Sin ( beta * PI /180.) ;

110
111

x12 = W /2.;

112

y12 = ( -1.*( offsey + SH ) ) ;

113

z12 = 0.;

114

d12 = 10.* sigma ;

115
116

x13 = x12 ;

117

y13 = ( -1.*( offsey ) ) ;

118

z13 = 0.;
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119

d13 = 4.* sigma ;

120
121

Point (10) = { x12 + offsex , y12 , z12 , d12 };

122

Point (11) = { x13 + offsex , y13 , z13 , d13 };

123

Point (12) = { offsex , y13 , z13 , d13 };

124

Point (13) = { -1.* x13 + offsex , y13 , z13 , d13 };

125

Point (14) = { -1.* x12 + offsex , y12 , z12 , d12 };

126
127

Line (10) = {14 ,10};

128

Line (11) = {10 ,11};

129

Line (12) = {11 ,12};

130

Line (13) = {12 ,13};

131

Line (14) = {13 ,14};

132
133

Line Loop (3) = {10 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,14};

134

Plane Surface (3) = {3};

135
136

Physical Line (1)

137

Physical Surface (2) = {1 ,2};

// FEM DOMAIN CANTILEVER

138

Physical Line (3)

= {8};

// FEM CANTILEVER BOUNDARY

140

Physical Line (4)

= {12 ,13};

// SKIN LAYER SUBSTRATE

141

Physical Surface (5) = {3};

142

Physical Line (6)

= {14 ,10 ,11}; // FEM SAMPLE BOUNDARY

Physical Line (7)

= {5};

= {6};

// SKIN LAYER CANTILEVER

139
// FEM DOMAIN SAMPLE

143
144

// TOP CANTILEVER LASER ZONE
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Appendix G
Multiscale contact using Silicon
The figures provided in this appendix are the results of recent two dimensional simulations of the multiscale scheme implemented in D.A.M.A.S. They are provided
for illustration purposes only. The material reflects a sheet of Silicon presented as
a honeycomb structure with the Stillinger-Weber potential.
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270

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure G.1: Scale factor 1:1. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure G.2: Scale factor 1:10. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure G.3: Scale factor 1:100. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending signal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure G.4: Scale factor 1:250. (a) Normal interaction force, (b) lateral interaction force and (c) bending signal.
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